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Kit Carson and the "Americanization" of New Mexico
Barton H. Barbour

K

it Carson, the mountain man, "Indian scout," soldier, guide, and Freemason, lay dying at the age of fifty-nine in Fort Lyon, Colorado Territory, in May 1868. He reclined on a simple bed made of a blanket and a
buffalo robe spread on the floor of his doctor's quarters at the Fort Lyon hospital close by the banks of the Arkansas River near the mouth of the Purgatory River. Ever since 1860, when his horse lost its footing on a steep slope and
dragged him for some distance, Carson had suffered discomfort from an
aneurysm, a damaged blood vessel above his heart. Over time the swollen
aneurysm became a painful obstruction in his upper chest that caused frequent coughing and made breathing difficult. A recent visit to the "states"
for medical consultation convinced Carson that his condition was irremediable, and he returned home by stagecoach to Boggsville, Colorado Territory, in early April. At Dr. Henry R. Tilton's behest, Carson moved from his
home to the army hospital on 14 May. Warm spring weather and snowmelt
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Park Service in Santa Fe, New Mexico. A specialist in North American fur trade history and
the history of the American West, his most recent book is Fort Union and the Upper Missouri
Fur Trade (2001). He is currently working on a biography of mountain man Jedediah Smith and
a study of Fort Laramie. This article is adapted from New Mexico Lives: Profiles and Historical
Stories, ed. Richard W. Etulain (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2002).
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had flooded the Purgatory, and Carson could no longer ford the dangerous
torrent to visit his doctor. Only by staying at the fort would he be assured the
best available care.
Gasping for breath, Kit chatted with the doctor or other visitors when he
was not in a chloroform-induced sleep. A few days slipped by as he reminisced over past deeds and old friends, and prepared to die. On 23 May, in
midafternoon, he requested buffalo meat and coffee, a favorite meal of the
mountain men. He ate, lit a clay pipe, and began to speak with friend Aloys
Scheurich and Dr. Tilton. Suddenly Carson choked and cried out, "Doctor,
Compadre, adios!" Tilton rushed to Kit's side as blood poured from the ruptured artery, then cradled the old scout's head "while death speedily closed
the scene."
Kit's wife of twenty-five years, Marfa Josefa Jaramillo, had died about a
month earlier, ten days after delivering their eighth child, a girl named
Josefita. Carson dictated a letter on 5 May to Scheurich, requesting his wife,
Teresina, to care for the Carson-Jaramillo children after Kit died. Teresina was
Carson's niece, the daughter of Charles Bent and Marfa Ignacia Jaramillo,
Carson's sister-in-law. On 15 May, Kit dictated his will. Much of his ninethousand-dollar estate was tied up in money owed him by Lucien B. Maxwell
and in land at Taos that had been in his wife's name. Carson was buried next
to Josefa (his beloved "Chipita") at Boggsville, but a year later their coffins
were taken to Taos, New Mexico, home to Kit and his family much of the
time from 1843 until 1867.
Word of Kit's death quickly spread. Newspapers from New York to California printed obituaries, for he had been nationally famous for more than
twenty years. Today Carson's name is fixed upon-among other places-a
mountain in Washington State, a highway and a National Forest in New
Mexico and Colorado, a mountain pass in the Sierra Nevada, a military post
in Colorado, and the state capital of Nevada. Statues and paintings of him
adorn numerous western city parks, museums, and public buildings. A commemorative granite obelisk in front ofa federal courthouse in Santa Fe bears
the terse inscription: "He led the way." Given the adulation tendered Carson
during his lifetime and for several decades following his death, it may seem
surprising that the old mountaineer's reputation has sharply declined over
the past twenty-five or thirty years. Stranger still, Carson's legacy has been
hotly disputed for the better part of a century. In 1926 his admirer Blanche C.
Grant felt obliged to defend him against criticism for his role in the Navajo
Campaign. Lucius Beebe and Charles Clegg, in a popular 1955 book titled
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The American West, labeled Carson "a notable hater ofIndians," insisting that
he "regularly" murdered an "Indian or two before breakfast."
The man once hailed as a heroic explorer and "friend of the Indians" is
now more likely to be denounced as a "Hitleresque" genocidal killer of
Native Americans. How are we to account for so dramatic a reinterpretation -amounting to a reversal- of Carson's meaning in American history?
It is partly because, until the early twentieth century, biographers and writers used his life story as a vehicle for inculcating "American" moral and ideological principles. With passing time and changing perceptions, however,
many icons of American history and legend have been discarded. Otherslike Carson or George Armstrong Custer-have been turned inside out to
symbolize Euroamerican bigotry and u.s. government repression. If Carson
once symbolized positive dimensions of America's "great westward movement," he now epitomizes its negative aspects: the theft of Native Americans'
lands and usurpation of their sovereignty, the immoral American takeover of
New Mexico, and so on.
Modern Americans in a pluralistic society have reason to deplore the use
of historical characters as "handmaidens of civics" meant to promote homogenous American ideals based upon a "superior" Anglo European cultural
model. Switching positive pasteboard icons into negative ones may reflect
progressive social change, but it is bad history. Many people who damn the
"Indian-hating" Carson seem unaware that, in the main, the available evidence belies the charges leveled against him. Close examination of these impassioned indictments reveals what historians call "presentism," the urge to
interpret the past in modern terms, to impose modern ethics and sensitivities on past events and characters. Present-minded analysis is fundamentally
ahistorical, for it refuses to deal with the past as it was. Measuring the past with
an anachronistic yardstick encourages careless reasoning, and it ignores the
contextual framework without which the past becomes incomprehensible.
Whatever may have been his faults or his merits, Carson was just one of
many Americans who became New Mexicans in the early nineteenth century. A few hundred such men played a disproportionately important role in
shaping the future of the Far West and what was formerly the Spanish-Mexican Northwest-for better or worse. Summarizing the early-nineteenth-century historical backdrop for the United States and New Mexico, and the rise
of the Santa Fe trade, will shed light on why Anglo Americans carne to New
Mexico. Likewise, a reasonably objective, de-symbolized sketch of Carson's
life may encourage a more realistic appraisal of his place in New Mexico
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KIT CARSON, WEARING SUIT AND TIE

(Photograph courtesy of Taos Historic Museums, New Mexico.)

history, while reference to the mythic Carson may help explain why his legacy
has been such a bitterly contested issue in recent years.
In the early 1820S many American men looked westward for economic
opportunity. A wrenching depression gripped the nation after the Panic of
1819, plunging banks into ruin and forcing many mortgage foreclosures in
rural areas such as Missouri, which achieved statehood in 1821. After a decade
of stagnation following the War of 1812, however, the "Indian Trade" began
to boom in 1822, and St. Louis boomed with it. To Missourians, the term
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Indian trade meant a combination of fur hunting and trade with Native
Americans. From a Euroamerican perspective, the Indian trade had been the
primary frontier economic endeavor for centuries, and it offered real possibilities for success in hard times. The fur and Indian trades helped make St.
Louis the West's leading city.
Between 1822 and 1826 William H. Ashley and Andrew Henry's "enterprising young men" harvested thousands ofbeavers in Rocky Mountain streams,
and their spectacular success lured other expectant capitalists into the Far
West. Among the "Ashley men" were Jedediah S. Smith, Thomas Fitzpatrick,
William Sublette, and James Clyman. Business was their first priority, but
some of them made noteworthy contributions to Americans' understanding
of western geography, and they acquired much knowledge about Indians.
Some lived long enough to guide overland migrants during the 1840S and
1850s. Others, such as Etienne Provost, Old Bill Williams, Ewing Young, and
William Workman, went southwest in the early 1820S to trap beavers in the
"Mexican Country," despite legal hurdles and the threat of conflict with
resident Indians. One Ashley man, James Kirker, developed a spectacular
and bizarre career as a scalp hunter and counterterrorist employed by several
Mexican provinces to fight Indians during the late 1830S and early 1840S.
Like the fur trade, the Santa Fe trade was critical to St. Louis's economic
health and the Southwest's future. Mter 1800, Americans became increasingly interested in trade with New Mexico, a land believed to possess valuable silver mines and other assets, but most early efforts failed. Spanish
authorities jailed some of these adventurers; others had goods, furs, and gear
confiscated. The Santa Fe trade was legalized when Mexico won independence in 1821. Jettisoning Spain's long-standing policy prohibiting foreigners
from trading with New Spain, the Mexican republic welcomed American
traders. Ironically, the shift reflected Mexican assumptions that the norteamencanos and the Republic ofMexico were "sister republics" - natural allies
sharing a common ideology-and that the United States would be a good
neighbor. A less happy future was in store for Mexico, but it resulted from
internal weaknesses as well as external forces.
The desire for trade with Santa Fe inspired some Americans to collect information about southwestern geography, and it piqued "official" American
interest in New Mexico. Lt. Zebulon Montgomery Pike's expedition to New
Mexico in 1806-1807 included a few shadowy men whose interest in commerce may have been a disguise for their interest in separating New Mexico
from Spain. Pike, the first man to describe the southern plains as a "Sahara,"
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collected much useful data. Unfortunately, when the Lost Pathfinder blundered into Spanish country he was arrested, and the subsequent story of his
expedition became so mired in duplicity and intrigue that it has baffled scholars ever since.
When Lt. Stephen H. Long toured the Rockies and southern plains in
1820, his guide and interpreter was Joseph Bijou, a French Canadian who had
already spent some time in New Mexico. In 1817 Spanish soldiers arrested a
party of St. Louis traders-Bijou among them-on Greenhorn Creek in
present-day Colorado, and conducted them to Santa Fe. (At the time, Spain
and the United States disputed each other's boundary lines for the Louisiana
Purchase. The 1819 Adams-Onls Treaty temporarily settled the question.)
Spanish authorities confiscated goods and furs worth about thirty thousand
dollars, and the Chouteau-DeMun party languished in jail for two months
before being released to make their way horne. Bijou surely told Long's men
about his New Mexico troubles and of the possibilities for trade.
Official interest continued to grow as commerce-minded Americans,
building on Pike and Long's romantic terminology, began to envision Santa
Fe as an exotic port of call at the far edge of a prairie-grass sea. In 1825 Congress appropriated $25,000 to mark and survey the road to Santa Fe and to
purchase the cooperation ofIndian nations living between the Missouri and
Arkansas Rivers. By 1829 the United States was providing military escorts to
help protect the traders' annual caravans, a practice that continued intermittently until the Mexican-American War broke out. Commerce, however, was
not the only interest of the Americans.
A powerful popular spirit, soon to be named Manifest Destiny, was afoot
in the United States. By the early 1820S American politicians, writers, and
citizens began to cloak nationalistic foreign policy goals with an evangelical
luster. The Americans imagined themselves as providentially chosen to
undertake a special mission of global historical significance. This deeply
rooted idea in American history can be traced to the 1630S, when the Puritan
leader John Winthrop articulated his expectations for the Massachusetts Bay
Colony. The Puritans' "New Eden" in North America never materialized,
but a compelling secularized restatement of that vision gradually emerged.
By the 1830S Americans considered themselves the logical, righteous claimants of North America and perhaps the entire hemisphere, based upon their
presumed moral, intellectual, and racial superiority. Meanwhile, as Americans pondered the West's future, the nation's economic, political, and military structures grew more coherent and more powerful.
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Financial institutions such as the Bank of the United States were designed
to impose order on unregulated, wildly fluctuating currency that spawned
runaway inflation. Manufactories flourished in the urbanizing Northeast,
churning out a dazzling array of goods in quantities scarcely imaginable just
a few years earlier. Congress passed protective tariffs to nurture the nation's
industries and shelter the "infant" American industrial complex from aggressive foreign competition. As American foreign policy matured, it grew more
assertive. Pres. James Monroe's annual message to Congress in 1823 included
a warning to Europe that the Western Hemisphere was no longer open to
colonization and that the United States would view such activity as "dangerous to our peace and safety." The Monroe Doctrine symbolized the burgeoning power of the United States and its growing interest in acquiring Latin
American or Pacific colonies, lest other nations take the initiative.
Early-nineteenth-century New Mexico bore little resemblance to its expansive, sometimes arrogant neighbor. Since its founding in 1598, New
Mexico had endured slow population growth, stunted economic development, and unstable relations between Hispanic settlers and their various
Native American neighbors. By 1800, in geopolitical terms, New Mexico
was an isolated and vulnerable place marker, imperial Spain's northernmost outpost in interior North America. New Mexico's population in 1830
was roughly forty thousand, of which one-half were indios of varying tribal affiliations. Mexico's population totaled about 6.2 million, whereas that of the
United States had reached nearly 13 million and was rapidly increasing.
New Mexico lay far from Mexico City, the wellspring of political power.
Routinely neglected, the province was left largely to its own devices in managing Indian-Hispanic conflicts or other matters. Even the best colonial
governors, such as Juan Bautista de Anza in the 1780s, found it difficult to
provide adequate defense and effective government. The rise of the Republic of Mexico brought scant relief to New Mexico's beleaguered population. Indeed, bloody rebellions erupted in several territories during 1837,
when Gen. Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna attempted to centralize political
and military control and boost revenues by levying taxes on outlying provinces that formerly en joyed low tax rates and considerable local autonomy.
Alienation from the capital and heartland of Mexico eroded the bonds linking New and Old Mexico and would help facilitate an American takeover
in 1846.
A chief characteristic of the province was its lack of steel, iron, glass, textiles, and other manufactured goods. One historian recently wrote that "ex-
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treme misery, danger, and poverty" marked life in New Mexico prior to the
American conquest, and "compared to life in Europe or the eastern United
States, conditions in New Mexico were medieval." Few people in the province were in a position to make such a comparison, but one nineteenthcentury New Mexican, Rafael Chacon, recalled that the populace "lived very
simply and contentedly." Perhaps Chacon's lens was a bit rosy, for he belonged to the small rico class. Most New Mexicans worked modest landholdings often within community or private land grants established under
viceregal or, later, republican authority. Subsistence farming and ranching
were general, though some people specialized in crafts such as woodworking,
weaving, blacksmithing, and leather tanning. Prior to Mexican Independence, trade was restricted to a small coterie of privileged insiders with connections to Mexico City, eighteen hundred miles distant. These merchants
charged exorbitant prices and preferred to sell expensive, low-bulk luxury
items to the affluent rather than to ship less costly-and more bulky-goods
for sale to the general public.
Spain's once fabulous colonial empire crumbled in the late eighteenth
century, a period that also saw Spanish support for the American Revolutionary War and the onset of the Napoleonic Wars. Beset by many challenges,
Spain was incapable ofameliorating New Mexico's woes after about 1780. As
economic conditions and relationships with Native Americans deteriorated,
the populace's insecurity and the province's instability increased. Mexican
independence brought no relief from Ute, Apache, Comanche, andNavajo
raids. In 1845, echoing several ofhis predecessors, Gov. Manuel Armijo opined,
"The war with the Navajos is slowly consuming us." Continuous political,
social, and financial chaos in Mexico after 1821 meant that distant regions
such as New Mexico could expect little aid fromthe central government.
The Santa Fe trade would significantly alter economic, social, and political conditions in the Republic of Mexico's most northerly province. After
William Becknell's roundtrips from Arrow Rock, Missouri, to Santa Fe in 1821
and 1822, the "Road to Santa Fe" stayed open. Josiah Gregg, a Santa Fe trader
from 1831 to 1840, became the trail's first historian. In his 1844 classic, Commerce of the Prairies, Gregg tabulated yearly estimates of the trade. In 1822
about $15,000 in goods went to Santa Fe, mostly inexpensive mass-produced
printed and plain textiles. Three years later, the trade had grown to about
$65,000. By 1830 roughly $120,000 in goods went to New Mexico, of which
$20,000 in merchandise was forwarded south to Chihuahua and Mexico City
markets. Despite ups and downs, the trade continued to grow. By 1843 some
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(From Calvin A. Roberts and Susan A. Roberts, A History of New Mexico, rev. ed.
[Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2002], p. 163. Reprinted by
permission of publisher.)

$450,000 worth of goods went over the trail, two-thirds of which were marketed south of EI Paso del Norte. After 1831 about half the goods brought
down the Santa Fe Trail were slated for sale farther south in Mexico.
Most participants in the first years of the Santa Fe trade were individual
males (though a few female investors were involved) who bought their own
goods, transported them to New Mexico, and kept whatever profits they
accrued. Traders often dabbled in the Indian and fur trades as well. As time
passed, investment capital increased, while the proportion of proprietors
decreased and the number of hired men grew. Profitability changed over
time, too. In 1821 William Becknell realized a spectacular profit of nearly 800
percent, but markets eventually became saturated and profit margins declined.
Profits ranged generally between 20 percent and 40 percent, though some
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traders lost money because of oversupply of goods, poor timing and bad management, equipment and livestock problems, and occasional Indian raids.
Anglo Americans only briefly constituted a majority of Santa Fe traders.
During the 1830S there were many more Hispanos than Anglo Americans,
though most Hispanic traders handled small amounts of capital and goods.
By 1840 numerous Hispano merchants "ventured east to New York, Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh, where they invested sizable assets." The
Santa Fe trade succeeded because imports from the United States sold more
cheaply than merchandise brought from Durango, Chihuahua, or elsewhere
in Mexico, even after Mexican authorities assessed hefty duties on Americans' imported goods.
Effective trade regulation proved difficult for a variety of reasons. Bribery
and corruption were commonplace, and more than a few New Mexican officials ignored laws in exchange for cold cash. Perennially unstable political
conditions in Mexico enfeebled all efforts to control the trade, and one historian characterized New Mexican customs collection practices as "scandalously inefficient." American traders were equally eager to dodge the payment
of duties. During the mid-1830S, Gov. Manuel Armijo set a five-hundreddollar-fee for each wagon no matter what it carried. Armijo was apparently
trying to simplify a complex customs collections system, but angry Americans
resented his "arbitrary" impost. They clamored for restoration of the former
ad valorem system, but they also devised a method to beat the tariff. By stuffing two or three tons of goods into very large wagons built at St. Louis or other
towns, the gringos avoided paying about half the duties. Smuggling had
always been part of life in colonial British and Spanish America, and it was
widespread among New Mexicans and Americans. Profits from the contraband trade offered New Mexicans a way out of the debt-peonage that was
common among the impoverished majority, but Americans smuggled mainly
in order to maximize profits.
In purely economic terms, the Santa Fe trade offered more to New
Mexico than to the United States. It boosted many New Mexicans' standard
of living and brought new elements of technology, fashion, and the like to
that isolated land. By the late 1830S New Mexicans could buy ready-made
clothing from the eastern United States and even Europe, and such rarities
as window glass, books, tools, and fancy items became readily available. It is
fair to assert that substantial effects of the industrial revolution first appeared
in New Mexico as a result of the Santa Fe trade. Some wealthy New Mexicans who correctly interpreted the social and political implications of the
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SANTA FE TRAIL WAGON TRAIN COMING INTO SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,

1830S
(Photograph courtesy Musuem of New Mexico, Santa Fe, neg. no. 139983.)

CA.

growing trade elected to send their sons east to acquire an "American" education and learn the ways of the gringos. One rico sent his son off to school
at St. Louis in 1841 with the advice that "the heretics are going to overrun all
this country. Go and learn their language and come back prepared to defend
your people."
Overland trade with Mexico via the Santa Fe Trail accounted for only a
small fraction of U.S. foreign trade; it did not even constitute a great percentage of the American trade with Mexico. On the other hand, it certainly
boosted the economies of western states such as Missouri and Arkansas.
Missouri banks, especially, benefited from the influx of Mexican silver pesos.
After the Panic of 1837 led to a major depression in the early 1840s, many
Missouri banks remained solvent while wildcat banks elsewhere went bust by
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the dozens. Likewise, the famous "Missouri mule" of the 1830S and 1840S
originated in Mexico, not in the United States. Thousands of jacks and jennets made the trek from Santa Fe to be sold in Missouri markets. The Mexican trade also generated capital that was used to fuel other business ventures
in Missouri and nearby states.
Many American fur trappers came to New Mexico over the Santa Fe Trail.
Competition in the fur-rich Upper Missouri region, where a few large companies attempted to form monopolies or cartels to enrich themselves and
hamstring competitor~, was an important push factor in this process. Charles
Bent and Ceran St. Vrain, having failed to crack the Upper Missouri trade,
came to New Mexico in 1828 to trap furs and trade with Indians and Mexicans. By 1834 Bent, St. Vrain & Company-comprising four Bent brothers,
Ceran St. Vrain, and his younger brother, Marcellin-hired New Mexican
adobe experts to build Bent's Fort on the north bank of the Arkansas River,
the boundary between Mexico and the United States. After they negotiated
their own 1839 cartel-style agreement with the powerful St. Louis-based
Pierre Chouteau, Jr., & Company, Bent, St. Vrain & Company dominated
the southern plains Indian bison-robe trade, and they also maintained profitable retail and wholesale stores at Santa Fe and Taos.
Between 1826 and 1830 American trappers scoured New Mexico, and several made forays to California to trap beavers and sea otters, trade or steal
horses and mules, and explore the country. Ewing Young, a Tennessean who
arrived in New Mexico in 1822, is the first man known to have trapped Arizona streams. In 1826 he secured a trapping license from New Mexico's Gov.
Antonio Narbona but, the next year, ran afoul of the new governor, Manuel
Armijo, who jailed him and confiscated hundreds of beaver pelts. Two years
later Young dodged further trouble by telling Mexican authorities he was
headed for the United States, but once safely away he turned about and again
trapped in Arizona. Mexican law required American trapping parties to hire
some New Mexicans, but this demand did not prevent the illicit activities
that aroused Mexican suspicions.
Most southwestern streams had been thoroughly trapped by 1830, but
some mountain men remained in New Mexico. Taos was their usual residence because of its distance from probing officials at Santa Fe and its proximity to preferred mountain haunts. Exact numbers of expatriate mountain
men are unknown, but at least 120 extranjeros (foreigners) are known to have
either married or cohabited with New Mexican and Native American women
during the Mexican era. An 1839 census listed thirty-four foreigners living in
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New Mexico. In 1840, seven out of twenty-three Americans living at Taos had
become Mexican citizens. Some embraced Catholicism (formally at least)
and married New Mexican or Native American women. Among them were
Charles Bent, Lucien Maxwell, and Kit Carson. A number of French Canadian and Louisiana men also wound up in New Mexico, a transition perhaps
made easier because they were already nominal or practicing Catholics.
Only three American women are known to have traveled to New Mexico on
the old trail prior to 1850: Mary Donoho, who would operate a hotel in Santa
Fe; Susan Shelby Magoffin, the wife of a well-known trader; and Marion
Sloan Russell, who came to New Mexico as a child in 1849.
Involvement in the Santa Fe Trade and the fur trade placed Americans
and Mexicans in close proximity and helped shape their attitudes about each
other. But each group embraced cultural biases that predated Mexican
Independence and the opening of the Santa Fe Trail. Most Americans practiced some form of Protestantism, whereas the vast majority of New Mexicans were Catholics. Centuries of interfaith strife and bloody warfare among
European Christians had bred hatred and persistent stereotypes. Americans, whose religious views generally sprang from Anglican England, Presbyterian Scotland, or Puritan New England, viewed Catholics as "mere
tools" of a "foreign power," meaning the Pope. According to this reasoning,
Catholics could not be trusted to think or vote for themselves, which violated
U.S. democratic-republican principles. Americans' antipathy toward Spain
and Mexico stemmed also from la leyenda negra, the "Black Legend," a propagandistic diatribe developed by sixteenth-century Protestants. Drawing on
Bartolome de las Casas's critique of the Spanish Conquest published in 1552,
Brevisima relaci6n de la destrucci6n de las Indias, the Legend cast Spaniards
as ruthless and bloody-handed tyrants, in supposed contrast to the more benign practices of French, Dutch, or British conquerors and colonizers. The
Black Legend had a long life; it continued to inform Americans' antiHispano attitudes until and beyond the Spanish-American War of 1898.
Catholics thought Protestants wrongheaded at best and dangerously apostate at worst. As well, seven centuries of the Iberian reconquista left Spanish
Catholics with a deeply ingrained sense of their unique role in preserving and
defending the Church in Rome. New Mexicans living on a raw frontier at the
"rim of Christendom" had battled nature and man since 1600 to maintain
and propagate their faith. Ironically, New Mexicans lived so far from diocesan
headquarters in Durango that they received only about five visits from a
bishop between 1600 and 1846. Despite general illiteracy, a shortage of priests,
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and numerous unsanctified marriages within a populace unable to afford
priests' fees, their faith remained strong, and so did their suspicion of outsiders. New Mexicans had good reasons to mistrust the motives ofsome "American" traders and travelers.
Among the most threatening outsiders by 1840 were the tejanos, recent
rebels against Mexico already famous for bluster and grandiose aspirations. In
1828 a Mexican artillery officer, Jose Marfa Sanchez, described Anglo American tejanos as "lazy people of vicious character." Technically, of course, 'Texans" were not "Americans," but many New Mexicans correctly understood that
in actuality few distinctions marked the two and that the United States would
likely annex Texas in the near future. Tensions escalated from 1841 to 1843,
when tejano filibusters twice attempted, and twice failed, to invade New
Mexico. An Americ;an soldier, Lt. Phillip St. George-Cooke, chased the Texan
"border ruffians" away from New Mexico in 1843 but did not dispel New Mexicans' fears that Americans and Texans-gringos all-operated in concert.
Josiah Gregg's writing expressed some biases of los americanos. He considered New Mexico's backwardness a legacy of Spanish and papal policy
intended to "keep every avenue ofknowledge closed ... lest the lights of civil
and religious liberty should reach them from their neighbors of the North."
Rural, impoverished New Mexico had no schools, but universities existed
elsewhere in New Spain before the revolution, and Spain outspent the
United States in funding Indian education programs. And despite the persistence ofNew Spain's traditional system of racially determined castas (castes),
most people living in the Mexican possessions found social acceptance and
at least some measure oflegal protection. This was not so in U.S. exclusionary society, where most blacks were slaves, free blacks were shunned, and
Indians were accepted as neither citizens nor neighbors.
Gregg criticized New Mexicans' literacy rates, medical practices, behavior, and general morality. He thought the architecture "clumsy," especially
the "poverty-stricken and shabby-looking houses of public worship," yet he
found the dwellings "extremely comfortable inside." Gregg also discerned
admirable characteristics among New Mexicans-they were generous, valiant, polite, and hardworking. Like other Americans, Gregg was ambivalent
in judging New Mexico's residents. New Mexican women particularly elicited ambiguous comments from American men, who found them at once
alluring and repellent, immoral and saintly, decadent and upstanding. New
Mexican women wore more revealing garments and were perhaps more outgoing than their Anglo American sisters; they also puffed corn-husk cigarillos,
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rouged their cheeks with alegrfa (a cosmetic derived from a plant called red
coxcomb), and sipped aguardiente (distilled liquor) at fandangos (dances), all
of which added to Americans' confusion over what to make of them.
One bigoted Anglo American mountaineer, Rufus Sage, declared upon
meeting a party of New Mexican traders that "some of them were as black as
veritable negroes, and needed only the curly hair, thick lips, and flattened
nose, to define the genuine Congo in appearance. A more miserable looking
gang of filthy half-naked, ragamuffins, I never before witnessed." Numerous
"Mexicans" or "Spaniards," mostly from New Mexico, built and worked at
fur posts from the Yellowstone to the Arkansas and were considered excellent
horse breakers, mule packers, and herdsmen. Even Sage admitted that
Mexicans who worked at trading posts "prove quite useful as horse-guards,
and also in taking care of cattle and doing the drudgery connected with these
establishments." Employment at trading posts offered New Mexicans a rare
opportunity to earn cash if they managed to avoid overspending on goods at
inflated trade-counter prices.
Burdened though they were with the baggage of ethnic stereotyping,
some Mexicans, Americans, and Native Americans still discovered sufficient
common ground for creating long-term associations of friendship, marriage,
and commerce. Kit Carson's marriage to Josefa Jaramillo, like that of William Bent to two Cheyenne women, was based on genuine affection and must
have required some degree of cultural accommodation. Historians, unfortunately, have discovered almost no evidence that reveals what Hispanic and
Native American women may have thought about interethnic marriages. But
we do know that the multi ethnic and multilingual fur traders' society, which
was more liberal minded than most Americans would tolerate, reflected two
centuries of interethnic social and economic interaction. Success in the trade
required that relations be reasonably amicable.
Kit Carson was in most respects a typical product of the American frontier. He was born in Kentucky on Christmas Eve, 18°9, into a poor family that
moved west several times. Kit never attended school regularly, but his formal
education ended in 1824 when a falling tree killed his father, forcing the
youngster to choose a trade. Kit apprenticed himself to a Franklin, Missouri,
saddler named David Workman but found the work stultifying. Many fur
hunters passed through the shop, however, and Kit developed an irrepressible urge to become a trapper, too. His older half brothers Moses and Andrew
were already in the business, and Andrew joined George Champlain Sibley's
government-funded Santa Fe Trail survey in 1825. In the same year, his master's
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brother, William Workman, took the trail to Santa Fe. Mter one "distasteful"
year in the saddlery shop, Kit ran off in 1826, and David Workman published
a now famous reward in the Missouri Intelligencer offering one penny for the
return of his wayward apprentice.
On his first western trip Carson traveled with William and Charles Bent.
Within a few years, he developed a lasting and warm relationship with them
and their partner, Ceran St. Vrain. In the meantime, Kit continued to Santa
Fe, where he stayed briefly, and then spent the winter of 1826-1827 at Taos.
Employed as a cook by an old friend of his father named Mathew Kincaid,
Kit soaked up information about beaver trapping and began to learn Spanish. About this time, Carson first met padre Antonio Jose Martinez, the Taos
priest who later became adamantly anti-American. By 1828 Carson had mastered the Spanish language and made a trip to Chihuahua as an interpreter
for the Missouri merchant "Colonel" Phillip Trammell. At Chihuahua,
Carson met Robert McKnight, who had been arrested by Spanish authorities
in 1812 for attempting to trade at Santa Fe and spent nine years under "house
arrest" in Mexico. Eventually becoming a Mexican citizen, McKnight grew
wealthy operating a copper mine at Santa Rita in southern New Mexico.
Carson worked at the mine for a few months and then joined a trapping expedition led by Ewing Young. Under Young's expert tutelage, Carson honed
the survival skills for which he was later famous. Young's men trapped westward from New Mexico through Arizona and in 1829 reached Mission San
Gabriel in California. While there, Carson and eleven other trappers volunteered to assist in recovering mission Indians who had run off. Carson and his
cohorts trailed the escapees and attacked the village where they hid, killing
"a great number of men" before returning the runaways to the mission.
For the next several years, Kit was a "free trapper," hunting on his own
hook, selling furs to the highest bidder, and reveling in the excitement of
mountain life. In 1835, at the annual trappers' rendezvous at Green River,
Carson got into a scrape with a blustering French Canadian called "Shunar"
(likely a corruption of Chouinard). This camp bully had already beaten several men and promised to thrash any American he met. Carson snatched
a pistol, jumped on his horse, and rode out to confront Shunar. The two
mounted men fired at the same instant: Shunar's ball grazed Carson's head,
while Kit's pistol ball shattered the Frenchman's arm. Receiving wide circulation in a book published in 1840 by Samuel Parker, an Oregon-bound missionary, the encounter became an oft-told tale that boosted Carson's reputation
for reckless bravery and high-mindedness.
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Kit's dealings with Native Americans ran the gamut from fighting to friendship to marriage. In 1835 Carson wed a young Arapaho woman named Waanibe(Singing Grass), whom he called "Alice." Two children resulted from
this marriage. Adaline, born about 1837, survived to adulthood, but another
daughter, born in 1840, lived for only about three years. When Alice died
around 1841, allegedly at Bent's Fort, Kit temporarily placed his daughter
Adaline with an unidentified Native woman and briefly held a job as hunter
for the fort. One tradition has it that Carson then married a Cheyenne woman
"of bad disposition," though Carson family members fir~ly deny that the
marriage took place. At any rate, Carson's marriage to one or more Indian
women according to the"custom of the country" was standard fur-trade practice. Some of these marriages were brief, lustful, or abusive, but others lasted
a lifetime. Carson may have found it difficult to acknowledge his liaisons with
Native American women. He mentioned no marriages to Indian women in
his autobiography and avoided discussing them with female family members,
though he apparently did with male relatives. There is also a tradition that
Carson briefly cohabited.with a New Mexican woman named Antonina
Luna, formerly the consort of the famous mulatto trapper, Jim Beckwourth.
Kit Carson officially wed fifteen-year-old Marfa Josefa Jaramillo at Taos on
6 February 1843; the marriage certificate bore padre Antonio Jose Martfnez's
signature. When Carson was baptized a Catholic on 18 January 1842, he was
still employed as a hunter for Bent's Fort but probably had already begun to
court Josefa. Her parents, Francisco Jaramillo and Apolonia Vigil, were members of prominent New Mexican families of the Rfo Arriba region. Josefa was
born and resided for some time at Santa Cruz de la Canada and later came
into ownership ofland near Fort Lyon as a result of her connection to Oonaciano Vigil, one of the heirs of the gigantic Vigil-St. Vrain land grant of

1843. Kit and Josefa had eight children: Charles (1849-1851), William (18521889), Teresina (1855-1916), Christopher (1858-1929), Charles (1861-1938),
Rebecca (1864-1885), Estefana (1866-1899), and Josephine (1868-1892). Also
with the family at Taos was a daughter from Kit's earlier marriage to Waanibe, but the child died in 1843 after falling into a boiling kettle of soap. In
spring of 1842, while visiting relatives in Missouri, Kit had left his daughter
Adaline with a sister to be cared for and educated. She eventually returned
to live in New Mexico and then moved to California. Unlike Kit, brother-inlaw Charles Bent never actually married Marfa Ignacia Jaramillo and apparently had not legally acknowledged his children before he was killed in 1847
during the Taos Rebellion.
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A PHOTOGRAPH REPUTED TO BE JOSEFA JARAMILLO CARSON AND CHILD

(Photograph courtesy of Taos Historic Museum, New Mexico.)

Carson's national fame did not originate with his trapping career. He
might well have remained simply another obscure mountain man had it not
been for Lt. John Charles Fremont, the self-promoting Pathfinder, who produced the first "road atlas" for western emigrants in the mid-1840s. Indeed,
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but for sheer happenstance, a mountain man named Andrew Drips would
have guided Fremont on his adventures. In 1842 Fremont sought out Drips
on a steamer bound for the Upper Missouri and offered him the job. Drips
was unavailable, for he had just been hired by the government to stifle the
illegal liquor trade at fur trading posts between the Missouri and Platte Rivers, but Carson happened to be aboard the same vessel. Having recently
visited St. Louis to see relatives and grown "tired of settlements," Kit decided
to take an Upper Missouri trip. His acceptance of Fremont's offer inaugurated a long association with Fremont and his wife, Jessie, the daughter of .
Sen. Thomas Hart Benton, a powerful political ally and the greatest western
"booster" of his time.
Kit Carson guided Fremont on three of his four expeditions, participated
in the American takeover of California, and carried war dispatches back east
three times. In 1848 Kit brought Washington, D.C., some of the first reliable
information regarding the California gold strike. When Jessie Benton Fremont
edited her husband's journals for publication, she gave Carson a prominent
role that launched his national celebrity. Carson and Fremont endured
many hardships together, saved each other's lives more than once, and developed an abiding mutual loyalty. The two men deeply admired, even loved,
each other. Carson's allegiance to Fremont probably sharpened his sense of
duty, and he usually found it impossible to ignore other military officers'
appeals to that obligation later in his life.
Carson's travels with Fremont provide examples illustrating good and bad
qualities of character. In April 1843, during the second expedition, the party
encountered two Mexicans, a man and a boy, about one hundred miles east
of EI Pueblo de Los Angeles. Indians had ambushed the party of four men
and two women driving a horse herd, forcing the two to abandon their companions as they tried to save the livestock. Leaving the herd at a spring, the
Mexicans searched for help and stumbled into Fremont's camp. Kit Carson
and Alexander Codey volunteered to help Andreas Fuentes recover his lost
horses and search for survivors. Fuentes's jaded horse soon gave out, but
Carson and Codey continued the pursuit, found the horse thieves, killed two
of them, and returned with some of the stolen stock but no survivors. Two
scalps dangled from Codey's gun when the two rode into camp. In Fremont's
view, Carson and Codey had heroically risked their lives not for personal gain
but simply to "punish the robbers of the desert, and to avenge the wrongs
of Mexicans whom they did not know." Fremont's bilious and hypercritical
Cerman cartographer, Charles Preuss, saw the event in a different light. Carson
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and Godey, Preuss wrote, had "shot the Indians [while] creeping up on them
from behind," and he was disgusted that they had taken the dead men's "entire scalps" instead of "only a piece ... as large as a dollar" as the "more noble
Indian" would.
In the spring of 1846 the men of Fremont's third expedition were encamped
at Peter Lawson's ranch on the Sacramento River, not far from Mount Shasta,
waiting for war to break out with Mexico. Early in April, Carson and most of
Fremont's men joined American settlers in a preemptive strike against a large
Indian encampment that they believed was preparing to attack them. Carson
described the fight that left more than 175 Indians dead as a "perfect butchery" and thought the "chastisement" would prevent the Indians from "attacking the settlements." Even Harvey L. Carter, a sympathetic Carson biographer,
concluded it was "doubtful that such a preventive expedition was justified."
In May 1846, Carson and the others were bivouacked in northern California when Lt. Archibald Gillespie, U.S. Marines, arrived with news that the
war with Mexico had begun and orders for Fremont to return south. The
Pathfinder read dispatches until past midnight and then rolled into his blankets by the fire. A while later Klamath Indians crept into camp, killed two
men with axes, and were about to finish off the rest when Carson awoke and
alerted the camp to danger. In the melee that followed, one more of Fremont's
men - a Delaware Indian named Crane - died. The attackers were repulsed,
but the Klamaths and Fremont's party continued skirmishing for several days.
Another incident that might have tarnished Carson's reputation occurred
in July 1846 when he participated in the killing ofthree Mexican Californians
whom Fremont said were spies. Lieutenant Gillespie later claimed the three
were murdered in cold blood, but Fremont retorted that the act was a retaliation, for Mexicans had killed two of his men, adding that "mainly Delawares" had done the deed. Edward M. Kern, an artist with the expedition,
believed the killings resulted because the murder of the two Americans had
"produced an order [from Fremont] to take no more prisoners." Modern-day
defenders of Carson have argued that Fremont's small company was in a
dangerously exposed situation and had already lost men, so wartime exigencies justified the killings. Still, the event reflects little in the way of compassion or high-mindedness.
It is certainly true that Kit Carson killed Indians, possibly as many as
twenty-five or more. Much of his repute as an "Indian killer" resulted from
the many outrageous fabrications of his adventures appearing in dozens of
dime novels during and after his life. These tales helped create the mythic
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Carson, and that myth has crept into historical studies of the man, too. But
it is also quite true that violence was part and parcel of Indian life on the
plains and in the mountains. Bitter intertribal animosity and bloodshed were
common, fueled by traditional hatreds, horse thefts, kidnappings and murders, territorial squabbling, and competition for economic resources such as
game or access to fur traders. American trappers had to be prepared for violence if they were to survive in that environment, and like other frontierdwelling Americans, they were not noted for their pacific temperaments.
Throughout the Rocky Mountain fur trade era (roughly 1820 to 1850) hundreds ofIndians as well as Euroamericans met violent deaths. The close-knit
trappers' fraternity, ignoring that they were basically illegal intruders in "Indian country," harbored intense loathing for any Indians whom they considered responsible for killing their comrades.
In Native warfare, the killing of a member of one tribe called for retribution against any member of the offending nation. This applied to "Americans," too. If a tribe lost someone at the hands of a trapper, then any trapper
was fair game, even if he had no connection to the previous offense. Most
Native American nations embraced this rule, and American mountain men
adopted it to some degree; survival demanded it. Trappers rarely murdered
Indians for entertainment or to exterminate them, unlike American miners
in gold rush California, who routinely killed Indians simply to be rid of them.
Carson's violent behavior toward Indians was based on the principle of
"retributive justice," which resembles the ancient Babylonian Code of
Hammurabi requiring "an eye for an eye." In practice, this meant that any
injury done by an Indian to a White man must be revenged, lest Indians find
that killing a White man brought no reprisal. Much violence between trappers and Indians resulted from the theft of horses, pelts, or trade goods, all of
which the trappers deemed vital to their survival and economic success.
Trappers in the Southwest frequently clashed with Natives. Jedediah S.
Smith, a famous trapper and explorer, lost more than a dozen men in a fight
with Mohaves while attempting to cross the Colorado River on his way to
California in 1827 and was himselfkilled by Comanches while en route to
Santa Fe in 1831. American trappers who followed Smith's trail to the Spanish missions-as Carson did in 1829-kept a close eye out for Mohaves and
Apaches and were liable to kill those they encountered. Ethnic hostility was
sadly characteristic among most nineteenth-century southwestern residents.
Besides trapping and scouting, Kit found other things to do. In 1853
Carson, John Hatcher, and Lucien Maxwell drove several thousand sheep
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over the Old Spanish Trail for sale to the multitude of gold miners in California. Hispanic New Mexicans had first moved sheep to California back in
1828, but the Americans jumped at the opportunity to make profits out of the
west coast's meat shortage. From 1854 to 1861 Carson also served as an Indian
agent in New Mexico for the Cheyenne, Arapaho, Ute, Apache, and Navajo
nations and earned a reputation for fair dealing.
When the Civil War came to New Mexico, he resigned his civilian position to command the First New Mexican Volunteer Regiment, which helped
repel Gen. Henry H. Sibley's Texan-Confederate invasion. His regiment performed well during the February 1862 battle at Valverde near Fort Craig. In
October he led an expedition against Mescalero Apaches, who had taken
advantage of the Civil War to step up their raids on New Mexican settlements. After a brief and successful campaign, the army forcibly moved the
Mescaleros to a new home at the Bosque Redondo in eastern New Mexico.
Navajo raids had likewise increased. Gen. Edward R. S. Canby decided
to undertake a campaign against the Navajos late in 1861. He believed that
"there is now no choice between their absolute extermination or their removal and colonization" far from their ancestral homeland west of the Rio
Grande. Canby lNas soon transferred back east, leaving his successor, Gen.
James H. Carleton, to put the plan in motion. General Carleton had led his
"California Column" into New Mexico too late to help defeat Sibley's Confederates, but his new orders called for commencing the Navajo Campaign.
Carson, who had no role in planning the campaign, would be ordered to lead
soldiers to the Navajo country, force their surrender, and take them, too, to
the experimental "reservation" at the Bosque Redondo on the edge of the
buffalo plains.
Most modern critics who label Kit Carson an Indian killer focus almost
exclusively on his role in the army's campaign in 1864 against the Navajos.
Unhappily, the Navajo nation posed a serious security threat to many New
Mexico inhabitants-Natives and non-Natives alike. Canby's plan, reflecting the army's response to demands for action from New Mexico citizens,
aimed to remedy a long-standing problem: the practically ceaseless rounds
of raid and counterraid that had disrupted life in the province for more than
a century. Hundreds of Hispanic settlers and Pueblo Indians, as well as Navajos, had been killed, injured, or captured over the decades since the end
of the Spanish regime and through the Mexican era.
Carson was reluctant to undertake this operation. Josefa was pregnant
again, though Kit had only rarely seen her or their children during the pre-
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The Civil War in New Mexico, 1861-1862
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THE CIVIL WAR IN NEW MEXICO,

vious two years. Past his fifty-fifth birthday, Carson could no longer overlook
the ill effects of his 1860 accident. He repeatedly submitted his resignation
only to be talked out of doing so, for he was still under army authority after
the failed Confederate invasion, and he felt compelled to serve. Most other
officers saw him as uniquely qualified for the task, though he probably would
have preferred an easier job with the army, for he was thinking of retirement.
Obviously, Carson did not capture thousands of "hostile" Navajos by himself. Success and, more importantly in some respects, the historical legacy of
the campaign would depend upon the forgotten officers and enlisted men
who carried it out. The sad truth is that most of the men in Carson's command were no advertisement for military excellence. A rough lot overall,
more than a few were alcoholics, some were bigots, some were embezzlers,
a few were murderers, and the Californians generally got on badly with Kit's
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New Mexicans. By the campaign's end, the army had cashiered almost half
ofthe participating officers. One lieutenant was thrown out after being caught
drunk and in bed with an enlisted man; another was discharged after being
found drunk and in bed with a woman "of bad character."
Kit Carson's involvemert effectively began in July 1863, when he I~d about
340 soldiers from Los Lunas to Fort Wingate and the Navajo country. His Ute
scouts found Navajos, killing some and capturing others, whom they refused
to give up for removal to the Bosque. Disciplinary problems with soldiers and
officers included insubordination, drunken scuffles, and the killing ofNavajos. In January 1864 Carson led his troops out of Fort Canby to search for
"hostiles" in the reputed Navajo "stronghold" at Canyon de Chelly, a mysterious place rarely visited by non-Natives. In the following weeks, according
to official reports, twenty-three Navajos were "killed" (none by Carson), while
234 were "surrendered" or were "captured."
Carson's role in the Navajo Campaign was a limited one. He did not originate the plan, and although he did not fully approve of it, he performed what
he saw as his duty. Neither Carson nor any of his subordinate officers destroyed the Navajo peach orchards, though he basically approved ofthe army's
"scorched earth" policy. The fruit trees were cut down by Capt. John Thompson months later, in July-August 1864, bywhich time Carson had been reassigned as a supervisor at the Bosque Redondo.
Navajo casualties mounted rapidly, however, as more and more surrendered at Fort Canby and then waited at Fort Wingate for relocation hundreds
of miles away at the Bosque Redondo. Under guard, several large contingents
of Navajo prisoners made their way east past Albuquerque and on to Fort
Sumner. Among one group numbering about 2,5°0 at Fort Canby, almost 130
died before leaving in March 1864, and another 200 perished from exposure
or were killed by vengeance-seeking New Mexicans while en route.
Isolation, despair, and death stalked the penned-up Navajos atthe Bosque
Redondo. A major contributing factor was that the army had grossly underestimated the total number of Navajos, and it failed to furnish sufficient rations for those incarcerated. The army supposed there were no more than
about five thousand Navajos, so when eight thousand surrendered (out of
nearly twelve thousand), the army simply called off further campaigning.
Several thousand Navajos remained in the Canyon de Chelly to face starvation under fearful winter conditions. Department ofInterior officials, legally
empowered to oversee Indian affairs, refused to fund supplies for the reservation "experiment" because they thought it unwise for the army to house
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traditional enemies, Navajos and Mescalero Apaches, at the Bosque Redondo.
Consequently, the army purchased food and supplies, but never in sufficient quantities. Crops failed, the water was polluted, and a government
program designed to transform Navajos into "American-style" farmers did
not succeed. Carson had nothing to do with these problems, nor did he play
a prominent role in the "Long Walk." He was ordered to go to the Bosque to
help out but served only intermittently, quitting in disgust by September 1864Perhaps Carson's reactions to another infamous military campaign of 1864
can shed light on whether he merits consideration as a genocidal killer. In
November of that year a contingent of Colorado volunteers accompanied
Col. John M. Chivington on a search-and-destroy mission against Black
Kettle's Cheyenne camp at Sand Creek. Black Kettle had never made war on
the United States. In front of his lodge fluttered an American flag and a white
flag, which he expected would prevent an attack. Young warriors over whom
he had no control, however, had recently killed White settlers on the Colorado plains, and the summer of 1864 saw many skirmishes between Indians
and Whites. Chivington's raiders devastated the camp, killing and horribly
mutilating men, women, and children. Just before Christmas, the soldiers
returned to Denver, where they displayed dozens of grisly trophies to admiring crowds.
Chivington, likely influenced by reading dime novels about Carson,
boasted that he had "eclipsed ... Carson, and posterity will speak of me as
the great Indian fighter." Carson expressed only contempt for "that dog
Chivington," as he labeled the former Methodist preacher more than once,
and he offered a congressional investigating committee damning testimony
regarding the Sand Creek attack. Carson was no Indian hater, but he embraced a prevailing American notion that predicted the disappearance of the
Native people. He once said, "I've seen as much of 'em as any white man
livin,' and I can't help but pity 'em. They'll all soon be gone, anyhow."
Among modern Carson scholars, Harvey L. Carter devoted the most care
to defining his man's character. Carter concluded that Kit Carson did not
develop "in any marked degree, the characteristic of leadership" until he
became a soldier in 1861. By then his self-confidence was at a high level, and
his reputation offered a credible source of authority. Like practically all moun. tain men, Kit was highly individualistic, but he was neither overly aggressive
nor ambitious. By contrast, his friends Charles and William Bent, Lucien B.
Maxwell, and Ceran St. Vrain all ardently pursued financial and political
success. Carson also lacked the flamboyant personality that made his fellow
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trappers John L. Hatcher and Joe Meek so memorable. On the other hand,
he was impetuous and sometimes showed poor judgment in risk taking, especially as a young man. Almost all contemporaries who wrote about him
portrayed him as a decent man: honest, steadfast, and unassuming.
Kit Carson's friends knew that his inability to read or write caused him
considerable embarrassment. Barely able to scrawl his name, he had to request
othersto read and write his letters. After the Civil War he briefly commanded
a few forts but was hampered by illiteracy and inadequate bookkeeping skills.
Carson had no head for business, and he had to answer more than once to
charges offinancial mismanagement, though he was never found guilty. Like
many trappers, Kit's speech strongly reflected his backwoods upbringing: the
use of bar for bear, whar for where, fit for fought, and the like persisted throughout his life. One Taos associate, Tom Tobin, recalled that Kit "never swore
more'n was necessary." Kit's illiteracy required dependence on his memory,
which contemporaries said was remarkably good. This faculty helped him
learn Spanish, develop a working vocabulary in several Indian languages, and
master the sign language of Plains Indians.
The "real" Carson was in essence an illiterate backwoodsman who possessed a special knack for survival in tough circumstances, an average man
caught up in extraordinary events. What made him famous was a combination of the sincere admiration of friends who publicized his exploits and an
early version of the "media blitz" in the form of inexpensive, sensationalized
dime novels. In actuality, there are two Kit Carsons, one historical, the other
a media creation, and these incompatible realities diverged. As a result of the
many portrayals of Carson in books, movies, and television, by the late twentieth century the iconic Carson became more important in the public's imagination than the real one.
Kit Carson and men like him, despite limited education, cultural biases,
and human failings, exerted real influence over the destiny of New Mexico.
Some of them, undoubtedly, had little idea that they were key pawns in a
geopolitical contest of continental dimensions. A few traders, however, definitely aspired to power in New Mexico. Such a man was Charles Bent, who
married a Hispanic woman, spent almost twenty years in New Mexico making money and building political support, and was named the first American
territorial governor, only to be killed a few months later in the Taos Rebellion ofI847'
Charles Bent's and padre Martfnez's well-documented mutual hatred produced several acts of violence in Taos mainly perpetrated by their respective
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supporters. Such social unrest exacerbated political and interethnic tensions
in New Mexico before the war began in 1846 and resulted in major administrative changes in the territory after Bent's death. Perhaps even, the BentMartinez relationship played a significant role in engendering a negative
tone for American public opinion on New Mexico that helps account for its
sixty-five years ofterritorial limbo. From a historical viewpoint, these two men
had a far more direct impact on New Mexico's future than Kit Carson. But
relatively few people outside New Mexico have ever heard of Martinez or
Bent, whereas Carson achieved world renown. This notoriety, over which the
real Kit Carson had no control and in which he showed little interest, eventually coalesced into a pseudohistorical icon of great symbolic resonance.
Carson's name conjures up images in many Americans' minds-irrespective
of whether those images correspond with historical reality or not. More than
any historical aspect of Carson's life, the powerful resonance of his mythic life
explains why he has been recruited many times over the years to symbolize
pOsitive or negative aspects of our national character.

Essay on Sources
Readers interested in Kit Carson may want to begin by consulting his autobiography, Kit Carson's Own Story of His Life, Blanche C. Grant, ed. (Taos,
N.Mex.: Kit Carson Memorial Foundation, 1926). The first biography to be
published was DeWitt C. Peters, The Life and Adventures ofKit Carson, the
Nestor ofthe Rocky Mountains (New York: Clark & Meeker, 1858). Reprinted
several times, it contains a good deal of romanticized nonsense. Several later
Carson biographies offer more credible details and reasoned analysis. Harvey
Lewis Carter's Dear Old Kit: The Historical Kit Carson (Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1968) provides solid annotations for Carson's autobiography and includes a useful reappraisal of the man. Less reliable is M. Morgan Estergreen's Kit Carson: A Portrait in Courage (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1962), which includes demonstrably false information
about Carson as well as other errors. A highly positive appraisal and generally reliable data appear in George Brewerton's Overland with Kit Carson: A
Narrative ofthe Old Spanish Trail in '48 (1930; reprint, Lincoln: University
of Nebraska, 1993)'
The first Carson biography to include documents related to the Navajo
Campaign was Edwin Legrand Sabin's Kit Carson Days, 1809-1868: Adventures in the Path of Empire, 2 vols. (1935; reprint, with an introduction by
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Marc Simmons, Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1995). Very useful in
some respects, it also includes many fabrications by a charlatan named Oliver
Wiggins Perry. Lawrence Kelly's Navajo Roundup: Selected Correspondence
of Kit Carson's Campaign Against the Navajo, 1863-1865 (Boulder, Colo.:
Pruett Publishing Company, 1970), presents dozens of annotated documents
relative to the campaign and offers a persuasive defense of Carson's limited
role in the roundup. Kelly's interpretation stands in marked contrast to
Clifford Trafzer's The Kit Carson Campaign: The Last Great Navajo War
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1982), which casts Carson as a major
player. R. C. Gordon-McCutchan's collection of essays, Kit Carson: Indian
Fighter or Indian Killer? (Niwot: University of Colorado Press, 1996), presents
articles on the mythic and the real Carson and offers a basically positive
assessment. Carson's role in Fremont's expeditions is ably digested and analyzed in Mary Lee Spence and Donald Jackson, eds., The Expeditions ofJohn
Charles Fremont, vols. 1 and 2 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1970,
1973)' For more recent work, see David Roberts, A Newer World: Kit Carson,
John C. Fremont, and the Claiming ofthe American West (New York: Simon
& Schuster, 2000), and Thomas W. Dunlay, Kit Carson and the Indians
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2000).
David J. Weber provides solid background on New Mexico during Carson's
time in two narrative works: The Mexican Frontier, 1821-1846: The American
Southwest Under Mexico (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico, 1982),
and The Taos Trappers: The Fur Trade in the Far Southwest, 1540-1846
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1971). For U.S.-Mexican attitudes
and relationships, see David 1. Weber, ed., New Spain's Far Northern Frontier: Essays on Spain in the American West, 1540-1821 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico, 1979), especially Weber's article, "'Scarce More Than
Apes': Historical Roots of Anglo-American Stereotypes of Mexicans." The
same author presents a selection of useful documents in David 1. Weber, ed.,
Foreigners in Their Native Land: Historical Roots ofthe Mexican Americans
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1973)' Among many books
and articles by Marc Simmons, see Coronado's Land: Essays on Daily Life
in Colonial New Mexico (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1996); Murder on the Santa Fe Trail: An International Incident, 1843 (El Paso:
Texas Western Press, 1984); and The Old Trail to Santa Fe: Collected Essays
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1996).
For women on the trail, see Stella N. Drumm, ed., Down the Santa Fe
Trail and into Mexico: The Diary of Susan Shelby Magoffin (1927; reprint,
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with a forward by Howard R. Lamar, Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1985); Marion Meyer, Mary Donoho: New First Lady of the Santa Fe Trail
(Santa Fe: Ancient City Press, 1991); and Marion Sloan Russell, Land of
Enchantment: Memoirs ofMarion Russell Along the Santa Fe Trail, As Dictated to Mrs. Hal Russell (1954; reprint, with an afterword by Marc Simmons,
Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1981). An excellent summary
of interethnic marriages can be found in Rebecca McDowell Craver, The

Impact ofIntimacy: Mexican-Anglo Intermarriage in New Mexico, 1821-1846,
Southwestern Studies Monograph No. 66 (El Paso: Texas Western Press, 1982).
A standard, reliable treatment of the Santa Fe Trail and its extension into
Mexico via the Camino Real is MaxL. Moorhead, New Mexico's Royal Road:
Trade and Travel on the Chihuahua Trail (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1958). More recent work appears in David N. Wetzel, ed., The Santa
Fe Trail: New Perspectives, Essays in Colorado History, no. 6 (Denver: Colorado Historical Society, 1987), and Susan Calafate Boyle's Comerciantes,
Arrieros, y Peones: The Hispanos and the Santa Fe Trade (Santa Fe: Department of Interior, National Park Service, 1994), which offers much new research on the role of Hispanos in the trade. The University of New Mexico
Press recently published Boyle's report as Los Capitalistas: Hispano Merchants and the Santa Fe Trade (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1997)' New research on the Camino Real and its relationship to the
Santa Fe trade is presented in Gabrielle G. Palmer, camp., and June-el Piper
and LouAnn Jacobson, eds., El Camino Real de Tierra Adentro, Cultural Resources Series no. 11 (Santa Fe: Bureau of Land Management, 1993), and
June-el Piper, ed., El Camino Real de Tierra Adentro, vol. 2, Cultural Resources Series no. 13 (Santa Fe: Bureau of Land Management, 1999).

Mary L. Eldridge
SERVING GOD AND COUNTRY ON THE SAN JUAN

Robert A. Trennert

B

y any definition Jewett, New Mexico, was raw country in 1890. Located
on the northeastern edge of the sprawling Navajo Reservation along the
San Juan River, it housed a few squalid trading posts and a small Presbyterian
mission. Jewett was surrounded by a high desert that could be uncomfortably
hot in summer and could reach temperatures below zero in the winter. The
fertile bottomlands along the river held farming potential, but without irrigation the surrounding lands were a barren desert emptiness interrupted only
by an occasional meadow. The town was situated about eight miles east of the
ramshackle reservation settlement of Shiprock and some twenty-five miles
west of the off-reservation farming village of Farmington. The nearest railroad
ended at Durango, another fifty miles to the northeast. Travel to reservation
headquarters at Fort Defiance, a hundred miles to the south, required a
two-day wagon ride under the best of conditions. I Mrs. Mary Louise Eldridge
encountered this remote desert environment when she arrived at Jewett,
New Mexico, in 1891. As a missionary to the Navajos, she would remain in
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northwestern New Mexico the remainder of her life, working for what she
believed to be the best interest of the Native population.
Mary Eldridge's life of service on the San Juan is significant in several
respects. Her activities both as a Christian missionary and as an Indian Service field matron illustrate a number of aspects of the national assimilation
program. Despite her dedication, her attempt to serve as an agent of change
for the Navajo was plagued with the problems and conflicts typical ofAmerican Indian policy between 1880 and 1920. In particular, she found it necessary to navigate, not always successfully, between government programs and
church efforts designed to transform the Indians into people more like their
White neighbors. Her experiences characterize the confusion existing generally among humanitarian movements concerned with the welfare of the
Native population. Eldridge's struggles also show that programs, such as the
field matron service, initiated at the governmental level lacked clear definition and seldom worked as expected when confronted with local conditions.
As Eldridge quickly came to realize, she had to modify fieldwork to fit the
circumstances. In particular, matrons could not transform Indian women
without first encouraging Native men to become farmers. Her work thus
illuminates the way in which Victorian gender roles related to the kind of
work she performed.
Mary Eldridge, a rather large woman of tenacious spirit, came to New Mexico
by a circuitous route. Mary Louise Deming was born in South Williamstown,
Berkshire County, Massachusetts, on 1 September 1849. She married a local
farmer named William T. Eldridge at age twenty, and in 1875 the couple had
a daughter named Ruth. The family left Williamstown in 1879 to relocate
with her parents in Lawrence, Kansas. Soon thereafter her husband met an
untimely death. 2 Mary next appears in the historical record when she joined
the Indian Service in the summer of 1889 to serve as a girl's dormitory matron
at Haskell Institute in Lawrence. At the time, Mary's elderly parents and her
daughter lived with her in Lawrence (the household was most likely supported on Mary's six-hundred-dollar-a-year-salary). But these were not happy
times at the big government boarding school, which suffered from considerable controversy. When Charles F. Meserve became superintendent in 1890,
he made wholesale changes "for the good of the service." One change was
not renewing Mary's contract for 189°-1891, Meserve believing that "Mrs.
Eldridge was not the proper person to be matron of the girls building.'"
During the 189°-1891 school year Eldridge worked as a matron on the
Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota while her family remained in
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Kansas. At her new station she met a thirty-five-year-old unmarried teacher,
Mary E. Raymond, with whom she soon struck up a friendship. During the
long winter nights the women must have talked about their goals in life and
the desire to help the Indians. As a consequence the two women decided to
leave the Indian Service to become missionaries. Undoubtedly encouraged
by friends, they contacted the Methodist Episcopal Ladies Home Missionary of New York whose secretary, Mrs. E. W. Simpson of Troy, was seeking
volunteers. This group planned to open a mission at Jewett, New Mexico, as
the third phase of a Methodist effort among the Navajos. In 1890 the church
established a mission at Fort Defiance, while the Women's National Indian
Association (WNIA) had funded one at Two Gray Hills. In the fall of 1891
Eldridge and Raymond were selected to work as co-missionaries and sent to
Jewett, where an adobe station was under construction. The women lived in
tents until the building was ready, seeking shelter when necessary at the nearby trading post of Henry Hull. 4
Several hundred Navajo families lived on or near the northeast corner of
the reservation in 1891. Like most of their kinsmen residing elsewhere on the
12,400-square-mile reserve, these people clung to old traditions and lifeways.
They practiced age-old religious ceremonies, many of which focused on
healing the numerous ailments plaguing their daily lives. The Navajos lived
in earth-covered hogans, tended herds ofsheep, and grew corn, wheat, squash,
melons, and other vegetables wherever a water supply existed. Survival in this
arid land required Navajo families to live in small, widely scattered camps.
A clear gender-based division of labor existed within the community. As
Agent Charles E. Vandever explained in 1890, "the woman cares for the hut,
cooks, weaves, and looks after the children, who for the most part tend the
flocks. The men plant the corn-fields and build the huts, but their principal
care is the horse herd." The San Juan Navajos had relatively little contact
with non-Indians. Located far from the agency, they seldom encountered a
g~vernment employee. Most contact, therefore, came with the local traders
who operated just off the reservation and who provided the Indians with
manufactured goods (and probably some alcohol) in exchange for blankets
and wool. Settlers, both Mormon and Gentile, living along the bottomlands,
also interacted with the Native people. Christian missionary efforts, however,
had been so feeble that Vandever admitted that the tribe "was entirely devoid
of any religious instruction.'"
Seeking to remedy this situation Eldridge and Raymond quickly set off to
make contact with local Navajos. In addition to constructing a mission church,
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MARY L. ELDRIDGE AT JEWETT

(Photograph, Navajo United Methodist Center, courtesy Farmington Museum,
Print no. 1993.11.95.)

they anticipated opening a school once sufficient funding arrived from back
East. In the meantime, they found plenty of work. One long-time resident
recalled Mrs. Eldridge "astride her burro or horse traversing the reservation
in all sorts of weather, to call at Navajo hogans and minister to the well being
ofIndian families." At first, traveling without an interpreter, they tried to master the Indian language by recording each word they learned in a notebook.
Most Navajo families were suspicious of, if not hostile toward, the White
women. Eldridge wrote years after, "We were not received with any great
cordiality by the Indians, as they had been told we were coming to steal their
children." A few, however, were more receptive and volunteered to help
build the mission. 6
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Although sincerely concerned with Indian welfare, the missionary
women, like their contemporaries, approached their calling from an ethnocentric perspective. Neither Eldridge nor Raymond recognized any redeeming value in Native society, both believed that Navajo survival depended on
the adoption of White, Christian culture. In essence, if the Indians did not
begin living in a "civilized" manner they were doomed to extinction. In 1893
Raymond, echoing the general philosophy of the Dawes Act of 1887, remarked that "irrigation, allotment ofland, and education of all the children
will civilize these people, and the love of God will save them." Several years
later Eldridge noted that the Navajos "are so much like children and need
so much teaching and leading."7 Thus, as they began their work, each woman
desired to do her part to convert the Native peoples from what they were to
what American society expected them to be. This attitude may have repelled
many Navajos, but neither Eldridge nor Raymond understood this concern.
To them converting and assimilating the Indians was simply the "right" thing
to do, and they intended to facilitate the transformation.
Less than two months after their arrival on the San Juan, Raymond reentered the Indian Service as a field matron, an action that would profoundly
influence the lives of both women. The deployment of field matrons to "civilize" Indian women had just received congressional approval, and, acting
upon the recommendation of the Missionary Society, the Indian Office appointed Raymond to serve the Navajo Reservation. She took up her duties at
Jewett on 8 December 1891.8
The field-matron program, a naive attempt to foster the ideals of Victorian
womanhood among Native women as a way of promoting assimilation, decidedly fit the views ofboth Eldridge and Raymond. Inaugurated in 1890, the
program aimed to mold Indian women into an acceptable version of middleclass White women. Commissioner of Indian Affairs Thomas J. Morgan,
trumpeting popular Victorian ideas about separate and distinct spheres of
influence for men and women, believed that the best way to remove Native
women from their "primitive" state was to show them "the same gallantry and
respect which is afforded to their more favored white sisters." To accomplish
this task, a hardy group of what Lisa Emmerich terms "decidedly unconventional white wom<,::n" was sent into the field to "instruct Indian women in the
duties of the household; assist and encourage them in bettering their homes,
and taking proper care of their children; and incite among Indians generally
aspirations for improvement of their life." Thus, the focus of field matrons'
duties was visiting Native women at home and encouraging them to follow
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sanitary practices, prepare nutritious meals, learn to sew and do laundry, care
for the sick, and receive religious and moral instruction. This program, therefore, operated upon a foundation of gender stereotype: Native women,
"bound and thwarted by ignorance, poverty, and long-established tribal custom," must be helped to exchange "a tepee or wigwam for a neat, comfortable, and well ordered home according to civilized standards."9
While the Indian Office wanted Native women to learn Victorian gentility, it expected matrons to remain feminine while they worked in something
more akin to a man's sphere. Matrons lived a spartan life in the field, performed hard physical labor, and were essentially self-sufficient, all on a salary of$so per month. Despite this job description, the Indian Office offered
no training, but rather accepted the recommendation of missionary groups
that the women knew what to do. Thus, although Mary Raymond returned
to government service, she never fully disconnected from her missionary role,
and she continued to regard herself as Mary Eldridge's coworker.
Like many of the early matrons appointed by church organizations, neither Eldridge nor Raymond saw a conflict between governmental and religious duties. In fact, Eldridge accompanied her friend on trips into the field
as soon as it became evident that the Missionary Society could not immediately provide funds to open a school. The women attempted to instruct
Navajo women in baking, sewing, laundering, and cleanliness. They soon
learned, however, that the Navajos were more in need of medical care than
domestic improvement, and that a matron's original mission could hardly be
achieved in the face of major health problems among the Navajos. In August
1892 Raymond noted that the nearest doctor resided at Fort Defiance, which
left her and Eldridge to handle ailments by themselves. Raymond described
a typical case: "We went to see a very sick child, whose father came for us. He
brought a horse for one of us to ride. We spent several hours there to administer the medicine ourselves. Yesterday (Sunday) I went again. To-day the
father came to report and get medicine, and to-morrow we will go again to
see the child. The distance to its home is 12 miles." Working under these
conditions, they realized that another of the matron's formal responsibilities,
going into the field, was in fact counterproductive. Raymond reported, "We
reach a larger number ofIndians when we stay at home than when we go to
them, because they are so scattered and move about so much."lll
The fiscal year 1892-1893 witnessed a great burst of activity at the mission.
Several eastern missionary societies-principally the Women's Home Missionary Society-provided operating funds that underwrote Miss Raymond's
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room and board. Other funds went toward the purchase of farm implements
and carpenter tools to help local Navajo families build wooden houses and
grow crops. Ministering to the sick also consumed considerable effort. Medicines, when available, were distributed and seemed to have a good effect. Yet
the mission's medical services were not universally appreciated. Navajo healers (called medicine men at the time) resented the intrusion. Aware of such
feelings, the women avoided confrontation by quickly dropping a case if a
medicine man was consulted. Their most prudent course seemed to be not
to antagonize these influential persons at this early stage. Nevertheless, they
held Indian medicine in contempt. Raymond explained, "Experience will
teach them that our simple remedies do more good than songs, rattles, and
feathers." The necessity of constructing irrigation canals seemed to be especially important. If the Navajos wanted to free themselves from dependence
on government food, they needed to develop successful farms. "After the
land is irrigated and allotted," Raymond wrote, "the Navajos will build their
houses and plant orchards and alfalfa fields." Thus, while supervision of
farming was perceived as a man's job, both women clearly understood that
their work would be more fruitful if they ~orked to develop an agricultural
economy among the Navajos.1I
Sometime around the beginning of 1893, Mary Raymond married Tom
Whyte, who ran a local trading post. She nevertheless continued her duties
as field matron. As before, much of her work involved providing simple medical care for those Indians willing to come to her. She also focused on the
construction of irrigation ditches and securing financial support from the
Cambridge, Massachusetts, branch of the WNIA to provide digging tools.
These canals remained a priority since only through successful agriculture
did it seem possible for the Indians "to appreciate the comforts of civilization." While her reports sounded optimistic, an undercurrent of despair ran
through the matron's correspondence. She became frustrated with her slow
progress in changing Navajo women. In June 1893, Navajo agent Lt. Edward
H. Plummer advised Raymond, "Benefitting the Navajo is a rather hopeless
task ... the best efforts and intentions seem to accomplish so very little that
it is most discouraging work." Additionally, some Indians were openly hostile
to the White community around Jewett, their defiance resulting in several
uncomfortable incidents. 12
Meanwhile, Eldridge labored to keep her mission running. She received
and distributed donations of clothing, sewing materials, soap, and food. One
charitable group in Florence, Colorado, sent her a tent with camp stove and
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bed to be used for a hospital. The Women's Home Missionary Society bought
a large supply of medicines, while several individuals donated small amounts
of cash. Eldridge, however, believed that her greatest accomplishment was
organizing the construction of several irrigation ditches that brought additional acreage under cultivation. Only through farming were the Indians
likely to develop permanent homes, which she saw as the first step in civilizing them. Unfortunately, Eldridge was somewhat distressed to learn that
successful Navajo farmers shared their crops with other "less industrious"
tribal members, a custom that, in her opinion, discouraged hard work. Nor
was she happy with some of the local Whites. She once noted that the valley
had always been a hangout for "outlaws and desperados." Some of these individuals had attempted to frighten the church women away so "they could
sell whiskey to the Indians and gamble" without objection from the Christian
community.IJ
Upon the rather fanciful recommendation of Mrs. E. W. Simpson, who
characterized Mary Whyte as doing "most excellent work in teaching the
Indian women to make their homes more comfortable, to make and repair
clothing, to cook, wash with hot water and soap, iron, to care for the sick, and
many things to uplift and civilize them," Whyte was reappointed field matron
in June 1893- Her work continued in much the same fashion, but her efforts
to convince the Indians to change still produced only minimal results. In
October, for example, she reported that five Navajo families had built houses
with windows and doors supplied to them. On another occasion, she noted
that "one boy after much persuasion consented to let us cut his hair short."
In 1894 she summed up her three years on the San Juan with the hopeful
comment that the local Indians were "getting dissatisfied with ownership in
common, and I think the time is not far distant when the more progressive
Navajos will dissolve the tribal relations."14

In the early summer 1894, misfortune struck the San Juan Mission community. Mary Whyte became pregnant, but her husband became abusive
and the couple separated. The abuse Whyte suffered caused her child to be
born "somewhat deformed." These events, combined with the demands of
her job, proved so stressful that Whyte suffered a mental breakdown. Exactly
what happened next is unknown, but the new mother lapsed into a severe
illness that required constant care. Eldridge attended to her friend day and
night until Mrs. Whyte's brother arrived to take the ailing woman home to
Kansas. Unfortunately, efforts to restore her health failed, and the young
matron passed away on 28 July 1894-15
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Agent Plummer recomme~dedthat Eldridge replace Mrs. Whyte as field
matron. Writing to the Indian commissioner, he remarked that Eldridge
would be the most suitable replacement. In addition to her knowledge of
"medicine," he noted: "She speaks a little Navajo and understands more. She
has a very strong and most beneficial influence over the Indians living about
her. They know her and trust her implicitly." Mrs. Simpson of the Missionary Society lent her support to the nomination. Although not wishing to lose
"her superior abilities as a worker among the Indians," Simpson agreed that
"a more efficient worker cannot readily be found." As a consequence,
Eldridge returned to government service in July 1894, taking over a position
she would hold for the next eleven years. Nonetheless, she did not give up her
involvement with the mission, even after the Missionary Society sent out
Miss Mary Tripp to fill Eldridge's old station. 16
Eldridge assumed her new duties with enthusiasm and determination, yet
her efforts to teach Indian women homemaking skills were hampered, if not
completely negated, by a worsening drought and government parsimony. For
some years weather conditions had been good for the Navajos, but by 1894
a protracted drought had dried up the range grass. The herds of sheep
dwindled, and ponies were no longer worth taking to market. As a consequence, those living on the northern part of the reservation found themselves
near starvation. By November many Navajos were reduced to eating horse
and burro meat, which made them sick with bowel and stomach ailments.
Mary, helped by Tripp, was simply overwhelmed as she tried to help the
Navajos. Whenever possible, she handed out donated food, but she still reported, "The constant need of the hungry people-those who are absolutely
suffering from hunger-was very hard to encounter day by day, and our resources were taxed to the utmost." She visited local camps, handing out
clothing to children who had "neither moccasins, pants, or skirts" to protect
them from the winter cold. While these efforts helped somewhat, Eldridge
also argued for a long-range solution. She wanted the government to finance
the building of irrigation ditches so that Indian families could become selfsufficient farmers. This promised to bring about more stability and create an
Anglo-type family environment in which she might successfully work with
the women. The validity of this idea had been demonstrated to her satisfaction by the Cambridge Branch of the WNIA,'which had funded for Jewett the
construction of a ditch capable of irrigating six hundred acres. She predicted,
"With a little help lowering the head of this ditch the land would support at
least forty families, and the ditch could be carried on to cover several hundred
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acres more ofgood land." Hiring Navajo men to build the ditches would also
enable them to earn the means to provide for their families in the approved
White fashion. I?
Eldridge's work, as she admitted, was "continuous and exhausting." Much
of her time was spent caring for the sick. During the last quarter of 1894 she
greeted 1,577 Navajo visitors at the mission, dispensed medicine to 670, provided food for another 240, and distributed clothing to 376. Even these efforts
could not meet the Navajo demand for her services. In spite of help from
eastern charities like the Lady's Home Missionary Society, the WNIA, and
the Indian Rights Association (IRA) as well as the government, funding fell
so short that Mary began using her own money. As acting Navajo agent
Constant Williams reported in January 1895, "I learn from other sources that
this noble woman is devoting more of her private means for charitable purposes among the Indians than she can well spare; and this because her tender heart cannot withstand the piteous appeals so constantly made."
Although Eldridge had confined her work to the immediate vicinity of the
river, Navajos residing deeper in the reservation regularly asked her for help.
Mary felt compelled to help all those she possibly could. IS
In early 1895, to supplement the meager support she was receiving from
the Indian Office, Eldridge developed a lasting relationship with the IRA and
its director, Herbert Welsh, who advocated the effective administration of
Indian affairs. Conditions on the Navajo reservation had attracted enough
national attention that the IRA retained Alfred Hardy, a former teacher on
the Navajo Reservation, to survey the situation. That spring, Hardy stayed at
the San Juan mission for five weeks. He observed firsthand the suffering of the
local Indians and acquainted himself with the matron. His sympathetic reports to Philadelphia suggested that Eldridge ought to be aided in her work
with the Navajos. Director Welsh responded to Hardy's suggestion with one
hundred dollars to be used to purchase food, clothing, and seed as well as a
boat to ferry people across the San Juan. Eldridge could hardly believe the
generosity. "May God bless the Indian Rights Association," she wrote, explaining that during "all the dark days of the past winter" she had no funding
to provide for the ten to forty Navajos that showed up each day.N
Eldridge, not particularly bashful, asked Welsh for additional help. She
noted that the Protestant Episcopal Church had just opened a small hospital at Fort Defiance and pleaded for help with the medical needs of the
people on the river. She pointed out that she was obliged to care for the sick
on cots in the small, twelve-by-fourteen-foot mission kitchen, where she also
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fed as many as eight to ten of the needy. The matron asked Welsh whether
the IRA or other charitable groups could provide enough money to build a
small adobe house for use by the mission staff, so that the entire mission
building could be devoted to the Indians. Her justification for this request was
that medical care was "certainly one of the strongest holds which we can
possibly get on this people to take their sick and care for them and it helps
more than anything else to destroy the influence of the medicine man." This
sentiment clearly struck a note of agreement with Welsh, and he began to
encourage various groups and individuals to donate money to the mission. 20
In ·return, an appreciative Mary Eldridge began to supply Welsh with information on reservation activities. Although these tidbits were not theoretically
part of her official duties, she began the practice of going outside official
channels in her efforts to support the mission. This practice eventually caused
the matron considerable trouble, but she undoubtedly believed such private
activities critical to her work, given the inability ofthe Indian Service to follow
through with the supplies necessary to implement its program.
Within a month Mary asked Welsh for another favor. As she prepared to
make an extended summer trip onto the reservation, one of the mission's
ho~ses had become unserviceable. Unwilling either to wait or to take the
mission's remaining team, which would leave a visiting minister and wife
without transportation, she found a team and harness for sale at $150. The
matron asked Welsh to lend her the purchase price, which she promised to
pay back in the future. Eldridge reminded him that she had been using her
own funds to help feed and care for the sick and that she could ill afford
another expense. Further, she argued the team was necessary for she and
Miss Tripp carried all their own grain, food, and bedding. Once Welsh approved the loan, Mary turned to the Indian Service for forage and a new
wagon. Captain Williams forwarded her request to Washington and recommended its approval. Considering that Mary's work was in the field, and that
the Navajo did not live in villages but were spread all over the reservation,
Williams believed that with a new wagon "her usefulness will be increased."
A frugal commissioners' office, however, agreed only to provide forage for the
team (a wagon company later furnished her one of its products) 21
The Indian Office undoubtedly wanted Eldridge to spend more time in
the field and less time at the mission, where she tended to be distracted with
church matters. Thus, Commissioner ofIndian Affairs Daniel Browning responded favorably in the summer of 1895 when Mrs. Simpson of the Missionary Society suggested that Miss Laura E. Smiley become a second field
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matron at San Juan. The New York socialite noted, "My thoughts in recommending Miss Smiley was [sic] to send her to Mrs. Eldridge for training for
a time." This would enable Mary to go deeper into the reservation while
Smiley remained with the missionary at Jewett, a proposition with which
Browning agreed. Meanwhile, Eldridge continued to receive considerable
praise. Captain Williams noted that she could "not be too highly commended," while Mrs. Simpson remarked that "she is doing most successful
work, and is willing to give her very life if need be for the elevation and
christianization [sic] of the Navajos."22
Despite such praise, Eldridge operated without much guidance and improvised as she went along. In some ways she fulfilled the prescribed roll of
field matron. When Commissioner Browning wrote that "the spirit of the
field matron must be that of self-denying, self-forgetting devotion to the interest of those among whom she labors, and the work implies much toil, hardship, wisdom, courage, and patience," he could well have been referring to
Eldridge. But it was also clear that Mary could do very little to change Indian
women. Despite the government's desire to get them into "an attractive, wellkept, civilized home," the obstacles proved overwhelming. Mary was so preoccupied with combating starvation and disease that she had little time for
anything else. When Browning optimistically proclaimed that field matrons
were aiding Native women in adapting to the "appointments and conveniences manifold" in opening a new home, he was not accurately describing
the Navajo reservation. In 1896 another change occurred: the Civil Service
System was extended to field matrons. No longer could they be appointed
upon the recommendation of eastern philanthropists. The missionary societies lost much of their influence once women with no religious connections
could qualify for these jobs. Although the change did not affect Mary's employment, it indirectly weakened the outside support she had been receiving.
As Lisa Emmerich has written, "the private financial aid these groups had
given in the past could now be possibly viewed at the least as unethical and
at the most influence peddling." Additionally, mission groups could no
longer be assured that their interests would be looked after in the fieldY
These changes had little immediate impact on Eldridge. During her five
years on the San Juan she established many influential friends among the
eastern elite, and these friends came to her aid on several occasions. Her
nonstop work had taken such a toll that she was showing clear signs of fatigue.
In addition, she wanted to visit her daughter and aged father in Kansas. Thus,
in August 1896, she requested a thirty-day leave of absence with pay. Alfred
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Hardy, who at the time resided in Farmington, Connecticut, professed a
deep interest in Navajo welfare and took up her cause. Writing directly to
Commissioner Browning, he noted that Eldridge had toiled since 1891 without a vacation. Her eastern friends, including Welsh and the Cambridge
Branch, had raised enough money for her to visit Kansas and then travel to
the Lake Mohonk Conference of the Friends of the Indians. This annual
New York gathering of influential reformers would give her an opportunity
to meet personally most of her benefactors. "It seems to us all," Hardy wrote,
"as tho great good for the Navajo would result in her being able to meet &
fully inform those interested in that field oflabor." Hardy concluded that "she
will in every respect be doing the work she is paid for by being here a while."24
Browning approved Eldridge's leave.
Eldridge journeyed to Lake Mohonk in October, attending what must
have been an impressive event. She listened to speeches and discussions related to Indian work, met many of her supporters, and enjoyed the fall
weather. She no doubt approved ofthe ten-point resolution offered at the end
of the meeting, which recommended an end to the reservation system, education for all Native children, and preaching and teaching as an accompaniment to government programs. "We, therefore," the resolution concluded,
"urge all Christian people vigorously to reenforce the work carried on by their
missionary societies during this brief transition period until the Indian shall
be redeemed from Paganism and incorporated into our Christian life, as well
as into our national citizenship." Although she did not get to meet Commissioner Browning, she visited with Hardy and his family in Connecticut for
several days, before returning to New Mexico with "renewed vigor & a much
lighter heart."25
Eldridge's friendship with Hardy, however, got her into some difficulty
with the Indian Office. During her stay in New England, she freely discussed
reservation happenings, particularly her unhappiness with C. H. McCaa, the
recently resigned government farmer assigned to the San Juan. Accustomed
to doing things the old way, Hardy took it upon himselfto suggest that Browning appoint W. A. Townsend to the vacant position. Hardy offered a compelling argument, up to a point. McCaa, whose duty was to instruct the Navajos
in agriculture, had been next to useless, causing Eldridge to take over the
"hard & very laborious work" of agricultural instruction, a job clearly within
the male sphere. Hardy thus asked thatthe indu'strious Townsend be appointed
farmer "for Mrs. Eldridge's sake to relieve her of the necessity of devoting so
much of her time to the farm work." Her Connecticut friend also asked the
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Indian Office to reimburse her for personal funds expended in feeding the
Indians. Because Eldridge had not collected receipts to prove her outlays,
Hardy asked that an estimate be accepted, stating that she had been too busy
to "consciously make out a bill." Finally, Hardy noted that Eldridge's father
was so near death that her daughter Ruth had left college to care for him, with
the matron bearing the cost. All of these responsibilities had strapped her
finances. Although the Indian Office appreciated her sacrifices, it reacted by
accusing Hardy and Eldridge of trying to circumvent Civil Service requir~
ments and accounting regulations. Hardy apologized for any misunderstanding, saying that nothing could be further from the truth. Nevertheless, he
reiterated, "I know it to be Mrs. Eldridge's great desire that the Mr. Townsend
referred to in my letter should be placed in charge as assistant Farmer on the
San Juan (when any vacancy occurs)-provided of course that he can pass
the required examination."26 Townsend was never hired.
During 1897-1898 Eldridge continued her activities much as before. Joining with Mary Tripp who remained on duty at the mission, she probably
spent as much time tending to church activities as she did in the field. Her
fieldwork was further restricted when Smiley departed and left Eldridge to
be, once again, the sole matron. Apart from an occasional journey deep into
the reservation, she focused her activities on Jewett, where plans were in the
works to construct a new mission building and hospital, and at Two Gray
Hills, where a small mission had been opened. The mission at Two Gray
Hills was somewhat hampered by the lack of formal permission from the
Navajos and the government to use the land for construction of a permanent
building. Nonetheless, a missionary nurse, Mrs. T. E. Cole, was hired to work
at the hospital. Eldridge's deep involvement with these projects forced her
to turn down an invitation to attend a Teacher's Institute in Colorado Springs Zi
During this same period Eldridge became involved in a dispute with
Reverend Harold Antes, which threatened to destroy all her work. Antes, a
Methodist missionary at Fort Defiance and a man of rather questionable
character, had visited the San Juan Mission with his wife in 1895. After he left
his position at Fort Defiance, Antes returned to Jewett in April 1897, looking
to open his own mission. Eldridge, believing that he intended to help the
mission staff, "offered him a home until he could secure a location." Some
months later, however, Antes went to agency headquarters seeking permission to establish his own mission near the current one. The agent, Maj.
Constant Williams, told Antes that the present mission "had been here for a
long time and had got hold of the Indians here and that he considered that
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we had a right to this side of the reservation and that there were very many
places in the reservation where the Indians were just as much in need of help
as here." Undaunted, Antes returned to Jewett and criticized the mission staff
for its lack of school facilities and farming tools. He made derogatory remarks,
said the matron, "to me and to my management" and began to "say hateful
things" about the local Mormon families. At the same time, he attempted to
create the "Navajo Faith Mission" by asking for support from Eldridge's
eastern friends, in particular Mary G. Fisk. All of this turned White people
away from Tripp's mission. Again, according to Eldridge, Antes's sermons,
"instead ofpreaching to gospel had so much criticizing to do as almost invariably to make division in the Church, and his denunciation of the officers of
this Church is any thing [sic] but truthful or just." Eventually, the Antes episode blew over. Probably under pressure, he moved his mission to Aneth,
Utah, where in 1911 he and his wife were expelled from the reservation as the
result of an impropriety.28
After the Antes matter had been resolved, Eldridge focused much of her
attention on building at Jewett a new mission complex that would include a
hospital and industrial school. Although the mission work was not part of her
official duties, she expressed no concern. As one writer has noted, "despite
Mrs. Eldridge's affiliation with the government the mission continued all her
life to absorb her interest and attention." She simply regarded herself as a
missionary whose calling coincided with government service. Indeed, her
federal paycheck usually went to support mission activities. In June 1898 she
asked the Indian Office to set aside a tract of reservation land for the planned
buildings. Again enlisting the aid of eastern friends, Eldridge set the plans for
these improvements before the Indian commissioner. The Indian Office,
however, opposed church use ofindian land, prompting Eldridge to donate
part of a homestead she owned just outside the reservation boundaries. She
once more used her connections to good advantage and may have even visited the East in late 1898. By early 1899 the Ladies Missionary Society of New
York agreed to fund construction of the hospital. The Cambridge WNIA,
through the efforts of Mary Fisk, came up with money for furnishings 29
During the summer of 1899 the new hospital, industrial room, and some
farm buildings were constructed. The pride of the complex was the Rebecca
Collins Memorial Hospital, which contained two large rooms each with four
beds. As Eldridge reported to Welsh, she had increased capacity to care for
the sick and could double the number of beds if needed. The two-story building also provided Eldridge and a nurse, Miss Mary L. Gaines, with upstairs
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living quarters. The new eighteen-by-thirty-two-foot industrial building contained two sewing machines, a knitting machine, and a cutting table. Eldridge
noted: "The Navajo women seem to enjoy the room and many of them can
run the machine very well indeed. We expect soon to have a kit for the boys
to learn to repair their shoes, mend trousers, &c." The new buildings exceeded funding estimates, leaving Eldridge with a bill ofalmost $300 and an
overdrawn bank account. As before, she asked Welsh for help. Meanwhile,
Tripp, the missionary, donated enough of her inheritance to open a combined day and boarding schoopo
Eldridge continued with her usual work for the next several years. Soon
after the death of her father in 1895, her daughter, Ruth, moved to Jewett to
help with mission activities. Eldridge undoubtedly received some emotional
relief by having her only daughter at hand and no other family obligations.
Ruth eventually married Harry Baldwin, the nephew of Hank Hull who operated the nearby Hogback trading post and store. Baldwin bought out his
uncle in 1900 and ran the store until 1916.11
After the turn of the century the missionary picture on the San Juan began to change. The missionary arm of the Methodist Church shifted its priorities toward education and away from medical care, and thus did not
continue to support Eldridge's infirmary. In 1903 the Methodists transferred
the Jewett Mission to the Presbyterians, who established a school and medical mission of their own. About the same time, the WNIA also felt that it had
invested enough resources in the effort and withdrew its funding. As benefactors disappeared, Eldridge offered to deed the hospital land, which she
still owned, over to the Methodists. When the Methodists declined her offer,
she turned the property over to the Presbyterians. The Presbyterian Synod
then purchased the Jewett complex for $1,000, and the Methodist school and
mission moved to Farmington. Temporarily out of a home, Eldridge and
Gaines briefly set up a mission at Shiprock with the intention of establishing
a school there. However, when the government established the San Juan
School and Agency on 11 September 1903, the women's idea for a Shiprock
mission and school died. 12
Eldridge moved to Farmington, where she pursued her fieldwork and
lived at the new mission. In a letter written to the IRA in 1904, she offered
some insights into her feelings about the Navajos. She noted that there were
no Native missionaries because they were not yet ready to be baptized. If
Christian interpreters could be secured, they might help breach the language
barrier: "the people are very superstitious and hard to reach ... and are afraid
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of the medicine man, but I find an increasing desire to know about God and
an increasing reverence for real Christianity." To her, the Indians had yet to
und.erstand the concept of the crucifixion. How, they asked, "could God see
his own son put to such an awful death?" Mary sought to remedy this problem by sending field matrons-Christian women-out to the camps where
they could reach each band. Eldridge believed that, like her, field matrons
should be "women who expect to make this a life work and they should also
be able to care for the sick and advise in all kinds of work and home making,
teaching the children and leaving the older people to believe in the Great
Spirit."33
Mary did not neglect her duties as field matron, and she lived up to what
she expected of others. In August 1904, for example, she made a trip far into
the reservation, accompanied only by the mission's teacher, Miss Edith A.
Dabb. These two hardy women set off alone in a wagon packed with supplies.
After several miles they encountered an elderly man and a small boy riding
one horse; a very old woman sat astride another animal. The old woman had
become blind while visiting a mountain camp and was seeking medicine. An
examination revealed cataracts as the problem. After cleaning her eyes, Eldridge directecJ the three Navajos to the hospital at Jewett. The two women
then proceeded another twenty-five miles during which the only life they
encountered was a coyote. They watered their horses at a trading post and
then went on to the camp of a medicine man, arriving just as a dust storm
swept across the area. The women slept that night in the open. The next morning, they pulled into Two Gray Hills trading post to greet old friends. Here
they heard the most desirable kind of news. A Navajo man whom they called
Theodore and who had attended the government school at Fort Lewis,
Colorado, returned home with the conviction that he must live like White
people. He had set up a farm that produced a good crop and built a stone
house that "is kept very neat by his wife." One of Theodore's children had
been named Eskin Nez after Eldridge, and the entire family seemed to be
making the kind of progress she desired. 14
The next day they went to an old mission site where they found the Navajo residents struggling to grow crops because of sparse mountain runoff and
a failed reservoir. Eldridge noted, "The sheep and calves and some horses are
dying from some disease and altogether the people seem very sad and hopeless." The people there asked Eldridge whether a White man (agency farmer)
could be sent to repair the reservoir, a suggestion she enthusiastically endorsed. Aside from providing medical care - one old chief had fallen from his
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MARY L. ELDRIDGE AND NAVAJOS

(Photograph, Navajo United Methodist Center, courtesy Farmington Museum,
Print no. 1993.11.87.)

horse and Eldridge and Dabb "bandaged him up in great style" -they focused on farming conditions, surveying the need for a regular water supply
and the construction of ditches and reservoirs as the best way to encourage
Navajo assimilation. Such improvements promised to "bring hundreds of
acres ofland under cultivation and provide for a multitude of people." Eldridge concluded, "Otherwise the time is not far distant when these people
will become ration fed Indians, which God forbid." Upon her return to the
San Juan, Mary compared the nearby green fields and rich crops to "the sense
of desolation and misery which I had just left," and asked her eastern friends
what could be done to provide water to so many needy Indians.J5
Although Eldridge did her best to service Navajo needs, she could not
help being distracted by her growing disenchantment with the Indian Service, largely due to its lack of support for her reservation efforts. For some
time federal administrators had been discouraging church involvement in
Indian affairs and Indian agents from dabbling in missionary enterprises on
the reservations. When Eldridge began to criticize local traders whom she
suspected of selling whiskey to the Indians, she hoped that, under newly appointed Indian commissioner Francis Leupp, "things would be cleaned up
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and we would have a clean man and manner in the Indian Service." However, on a trip to New Mexico, Leupp socialized with the traders, prompting
an outburst of criticism from the outspoken matron. By January 1905 she reported to the IRA that she and the missionaries were "having trouble" with
the Indian Office; she clearly hoped that the IRA would take up her cause.
Eldridge also became involved in a controversy with Amelia Quinton of
the WNIA. Quinton apparently accused Eldridge of using WNIA funds without authority to hire Miss Dabb, an act that Mary effectively but tactlessly
refuted. Quinton complained about hospital cost overruns. Charging her
with jealousy, Eldridge wrote Matthew K. Sniffen of the IRA that Quinton
"has never got over the disgrace of being found in the wrong and neglects no
chance to say some thing [sic] hateful about me."J6 Whether in the right or
wrong, Mary's public feud with such a prominent reformer did her no good
in eastern circles or with the Indian Office.
In the summer of 1905 Mary Eldridge was released from her job as government field matron when the position was abolished. The parting was hardly
amicable. It appears that the Indian Office, especially San Juan Agency superintendent William T. Shelton, was displeased with the large amount of
time she devoted to church work. Moreover, her letters to the IRA criticizing the government were not appreciated in Washington, D.C. Given the
IRA's outspoken criticism of the Indian Office, the commissioner's office
hardly needed a disgruntled employee feeding information to its detractors.
Whatever the reason, Mary took her dismissal hard. "Why," she asked
Sniffen, "should it be a sufficient reason for dismissal from the Service to
report to an Association? Its [sic] all the means we have many times of correcting wrongs."J7
In retrospect, Mary's eleven years as a field matron had not achieved the
goal of converting Navajo women to the Anglo lifestyle. Indeed, the fieldmatron program failed to achieve this goal anywhere. J8 To be sure, she made
many Navajo friends, was well respected, cared for the sick and needy, and
played a major role in encouraging the Indians to dig irrigation canals along
the San Juan. Nonetheless, teaching basic homemaking skills usually took a
back seat to more pressing problems such as hunger and illness. She did what
she could for the Navajos, given the limited availability of resources, and
she proved to be an effective fund raiser. Yet because she believed that little
could be done for women until permanent homes and self-sufficiency could
be established, Eldridge had seldom focused specifically on the Navajo
women and instead placed much of her emphasis on making Navajo men
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into farmers. Additionally, church activities, always her first love, sometimes
got in the way of doing government work, although Mary made little distinction between the two.
In some ways, Mary's dismissal from the Indian Service may have been
a relief, for it permitted her to devote all of her energies to mission work.
She quickly secured employment with the IRA, operating a cottage hospital attached to the Methodist Mission across the river from Farmington.
Mary also continued to be actively involved with mission operations. In
October 1905 she reported that a new five-room mission building, the Mary
G. Fisk Home, had been completed. Its industrial room contained sewing
machines and other clothes-making apparatus. Eldridge wanted to entice
young Indian girls to the mission, hoping that their attendance would prevent some of the younger ones from becoming unwilling brides of old men.
Such marriages were a fairly common practice among the Navajos, and
Eldridge believed that these unions, sometimes of a polygamous nature,
made "life a burden" to young women. Mary hoped that getting young girls
into school or sewing classes would forestall such marriages. She also
voiced opposition to the Navajo habit of gambling, believing that it inhibited the civilization effort. Using the gendered argument then in vogue
with reformers, she characterized Navajo men as prone to setting down and
gambling away their earnings. However, if these men became interested in
making a home, they would learn to love their plot ofland, improve it, and
use their money for something better than gambl ing. l9 Th us, changing the
lifestyle of Navajo men was the first step in creating the type of family structure reformers visualized.
Once she was no longer in government service, Mary could be more vocal
about Indian causes. In 19°6, for example, she became concerned with rumors that the Indian Service was trying to discourage mission schools by
demanding that potential Native students receive a federal agent's approval
before enrolling in them. This policy, she surmised, was decreed to fill the
government schools, leaving "the overflow if any [to] drift to Mission
Schools." Given all the sweat and money that religious organizations had put
into schools, this federal effort seemed unjust. Although the government did
want to reduce its reliance on church schools, Eldridge's concern represented her growing mistrust of the Indian Office. She was calmed somewhat
by Samuel M. Brosius of the IRA. He concluded that the parents of Indian
students could still designate the school their children would attend as long
as the institution would render "a fair education" and the request was made
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to the agent before the fall term began. Because the agent retained a veto,
however, the situation may not have completely satisfied Eldridge, who wanted
complete freedom of choice. 40
Mary also became involved with issues related to Navajo rights and justice, taking a stance that clearly angered many of her White neighbors. Toward the end of 1905 she became alarmed over an issue that had been
simmering for some time. To the southeast of Farmington a large group of
Navajos lived on nonreservation lands. Over the years they had developed a
good water supply, including a catchment dam, and had cultivated enough
land "to raise quite a nice lot of grain and vegetables," a self-sufficiency that
Mary had advocated for years. Because they held no land title, some Whites
demanded the Indians be driven back to the reservation so the land could be
opened to White settlement. Fearing that this dislocation might occur, Mary
set out to help the Indians by encouraging the IRA to find a way for the Indians to claim title to their land. Fortunately, Indian Office officials also recognized the danger and recommended that the land involved be added to the
Navajo Reservation. White ranchers objected and used their political clout
to force a compromise. In 1907 the government permitted off-reservation
Navajo families to ask for allotments under the 1887 Dawes Act and ordered
all remaining lands be opened to White settlement. 41
Many local Whites opposed this solution, fearing that the Navajos would
take the best lands and delay "the development of the greater part of the best
and most resourceful section on the Western slope." A group of ranchers used
their influence with the Land Office to stall Indian allotment applications
while they sought a reversal of the policy. These tactics angered Mary to such
an extent that she frantically urged the IRA to become directly involved. Her
particular concern involved a group of Navajos living at Waro's Camp near
Mount Huerfano. Time was of the essence. The push for New Mexico's statehood was rapidly coming to fruition, and, once a state, New Mexico would
most likely lobby against any Indian allotments on the public domain. In
May 1908 Mary visited Waro's Camp, where she found the Indians "distressed
about their lands." She noted that the Navajos had always lived there, except
during their removal to the Bosque Redondo (1864-1868). The Navajos at
Waro's Camp had seldom received government help because they lived far
away from the agency and off the reservation. Nevertheless, they had built or
were building over twenty houses. Their economy was based on several thousand sheep whose wool they sold or made into blankets. In agriculture the
Navajos used dams to provide enough water to raise "fine crops of corn,
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beans, melons, squashes &c, but no wheat." In all, "they have good saddles,
and are well clothed, and seem in a very prosperous condition."42
These people were continually harassed by New Mexicans. From time to
time non-Indians came in and ordered the Indians off the land, "telling them
that their place is on the reservation." At other times, Hispanic shepherds
brought in great flocks of sheep and pastured them on the Navajo's range.
Given these pressures, the Indians told Eldridge they would prefer to see the
reservation boundaries extended east to include their lands as well as Mount
Huerfano, a sacred Navajo site. They asked her to write a strong letter to federal officials in Washington, D.C., on their behalf. Should they be "driven
on to the reservation they would not know where to go with their herds [and]
they would be simply ruined." Mary assured them that they had many friends
in Washington who "wanted to see them go on and improve and become
citizens of our great country."41
Mary hoped to travel to Washington to argue on the Indian's behalf, but
circumstances prevented the trip. Instead, she urged Brosius to come to New
Mexico right away, lest the Indians "be beaten out of their allotments." She
noted that New Mexicans were scaring the Indians by telling them they
would have to pay taxes, support schools, etc. She also told of local traders
who had stolen Navajo horses, sold their property, fenced off their lands, and
whipped "the women when they are out herding." In addition, "several Indians have been badly beaten up for daring to suggest that white people get
off the land allotted to them." White sheepmen in particular seemed to have
enough money to foil allotment. Brosius responded by visiting Arizona and
New Mexico in July but to no avail. Despite the efforts of Eldridge and the
IRA, local influence won out and no solution was reached by the time New
Mexico entered the Union in 1912. As predicted, the New Mexico legislature
immediately lobbied against expanding the reservation or granting Indian
allotments on the public domain. As late as 1916 the General Land Office had
yet to approve over twenty-nine hundred Navajo allotment applications.
"Supposedly," states one authority, "the applicants did not meet improvement and residence requirements; in reality, the office was bending to local
pressure, and withholding patents for no legitimate reason." Although some
of the allotments were eventually approved, a federal law passed in 1918 finally put an end to ideas of enlarging the reservation. 44
During 1908 Mary was also involved in seeking justice for a group of
Navajo rebels from the nearby Aneth, Utah, area. The overbearing reservation superintendent, William T. Shelton, met defiance when he ordered a
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traditional medicine man named Bai-a-lil-Ie (Byalille) to have his sheep
dipped, sell some of his flock, give up his multiple wives, and send his children to school. Shelton saw this resistance as a challenge to his authority, and
in the fall of 1907 he ordered in two troops of cavalry soldiers, who attacked
Bai-a-lil-Ie's camp, killed several Indians, and took captive ten men including the old medicine man. The captives were sent to prison at Fort Huachuca,
Arizona. Although Eldridge opposed most of Bai-a-lil-Ie's traditional ways,
she and the IRA believed the Navajo men had been jailed unfairly. According to her sources, Shelton was the troublemaker. The superintendent asked
the enemies ofBai-a-lil-le to bring him in dead or alive. When that ploy failed,
the army was called in. The Navajos, surprised by U.S. regulars, "made a
break, firing their revolvers in the air as they ran, and they were very much
frightened." Eldridge saw their subsequent imprisonment as a cover-up for
the incompetence of the army and the Indian Office, and managed to rally
a group of reformers to the Navajos' cause. Eventually, the IRA hired a lawyer from Tombstone, Arizona, to pursue the men's release in the courts. The
Indian Office regarded their legal campaign as meddling, but Mary soldiered
on. In June 1909 the efforts of the IRA paid off when the Arizona Supreme
Court ruled that the Navajos had been imprisoned illegally and ordered their
release. 45 This result must have pleased Mary greatly.
In 1911 sixty-two-year-old Mary Eldridge celebrated her twentieth year of
work among the Navajos of the San Juan. She continued to live in her cottage hospital near the Methodist Mission, helped to raise several Indian children, and visit local hogans. She was undoubtedly pleased with her life's work,
although she remained distressed with the injustices she observed daily. Her
days as an active missionary, however, were just about over. Following the
flurry of activity in 1908, she withdrew from active involvement with the IRA.
She was enjoying retirement in October 1911 when the San Juan River flooded
and destroyed the mission. Fortunately, Mary's cottage was on high ground
and could be used as a safe haven for the people of the mission. When the
waters receded, the mission was gone. Local citizens helped rebuild the mission at a different site, but at this point Eldridge's participation in mission
activities dwindled. 46
After the flood Mary became something of an "elder statesman." She was
recognized by many people as the founder of the Methodist Mission and, in
her later years, noted for continuing to operate her small hospital as well as
for rearing a number of "Navajo children with the same motherly care as
though they had been her own." Well into her seventies, Eldridge remained
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hardy enough to make trips onto the reservation, and at one point she lived
with a Navajo family for an extended period. She died in Farmington on 28
March 1933, at the age of eighty-three- "one of the most beloved women
who have lived in the Southwest."47
Mary Eldridge left a significant legacy. The mission she helped to establish exists today as The Navajo United Methodist Center. Eldridge served the
Indians at a time when few Whites were interested, and although she seldom
expressed sympathy for or understanding oftraditional Navajo ways, she liked
the Native people and strived to assist them. Her obituary pointed out: "Never
had Mrs. Eldridge been appealed to in vain for help for any kind by white
man or Indian. Never was a storm too severe, the night too dark or cold for
her to go to the assistance of the unfortunate when called upon and myriad
indeed is the n~mber of those who will arise to call her blessed."48 Her work
on the San Juan also illustrates the difficulties that an ethnocentric government and church encountered in trying to "civilize" the Indians. Even people of good will, church missionaries and federal matrons like Mary Eldridge,
struggled with convincing people of another culture to accept their values.
The success she achieved is a tribute to the hardy and dedicated woman who
worked for her God and country on the San Juan.
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Beyond Green Chiles and Coyotes
THE CHANGING SHAPE OF NEW MEXICO'S POLITICAL-CULTURAL
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New Mexico's Political Regions

E

bbs and flows in New Mexican history have created a varied cultural
landscape. Navajos occupy much of the northwestern corner of the
state, and Pueblo Indians have continuously inhabited the central and northern parts of New Mexico for many centuries. The Spanish settled and remained in many towns along the RIO Grande corridor, whereas Texan
immigrants made their homes along the eastern edge of the state. More recently, national laboratories, military bases, and high-tech industries have
sprung up across the state from Los Alamos in the north through Albuquerque in the center to Las Cruces in the south, with sizeable outeroppings in
Roswell, Carlsbad, and elsewhere.
These migration patterns and economic shifts have resulted in a complex
mixture of political identities. New Mexico has sent both Republicans and
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Democrats to the U.S. Senate, to the U.S. House of Representatives, and to
the governor's office in the Roundhouse-the state's distinctive, puck-shaped
capitol. New Mexico has also elected Green Party candidates to local offices
in Santa Fe, and the Greens attained major-party status in the state by winning significant vote shares in statewide races. New Mexico's unique political character makes the state worthy of careful study.
Paradoxically, the state also warrants examination because of its inexplicable status as the nation's best political bellwether. New Mexico's cities and
towns are by no means typical of the United States, yet the state as a whole
has provided one of the most reliable gauges of national voting trends in the
twentieth century. Since 1912, when New Mexico became a state, its candidate choice in the presidential general election has coincided with the
nation's selection all but once, when New Mexico placed a long-shot bet on
Gerald Ford in 1976. In 2000 New Mexico's vote matched the nation's popular vote, with Gore winning a plurality by a remarkably narrow margin.
Not only has New Mexico's presidential vote paralleled that ofthe nation,
the distribution of opinions held by state residents closely resembles the views
found in the national public. A survey of New Mexicans conducted by the
University of New Mexico Institute for Public Policy (IPP) in 1996 compared
state and national responses to a series of questions about foreign policy, the
economy, and the family. On each issue, there was little difference between
the aggregate views of New Mexicans and those of the American public (Institute for Public Policy 1996).
Perhaps because of its eccentric character, few scholars have attempted to
understand New Mexico politics in the past three decades. Mter characterizing New Mexico's political institutions as dated and inadequate, F. Chris
Garcia (1990) comments that "the readily available published literature on
New Mexico politics is as underdeveloped as its subject" (56). Aside from a
government textbook (Hain, Garcia, and St. Clair 1994) and a brief political
history written as a background paper for a public forum (Vigil, Olsen, and
Lujan 1990), relatively little published scholarship has explored New Mexico's
contemporary politics.
Given the dearth of recent scholarship, the most influential work on New
Mexican politics remains Jack Holmes's book, Politics in New Mexico, published in 1967. Holmes argued that New Mexico was made up of distinct political regions that reflected different migration patterns. Spanish migration
northward along the fertile Rio Grande Valley created a region of "Hispanic
settlement" primarily in the north-central counties of the state. An influx of
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Texans settled in ranching and mining counties along the state's eastern edge
and created a region Holmes called "Little Texas." Finally, he explained that
"Indians" maintain a distinct political culture in New Mexico's reservations
and pueblos, and largely Anglo "urbanites" populate Los Alamos, Albuquerque, and other quasi-urban parts of the state (except Santa Fe).
Many of Holmes's observations may still apply to contemporary New
Mexico, and the purpose of the present paper is to investigate the character
of New Mexico's contemporary political-cultural regions. We begin by reviewing competing empirical methods devised to delineate political regions.
We then use recent electoral, demographic, and attitudinal data to create a
model of New Mexico's distinct regions. Finally, we test the validity of that
model against statewide survey data and examine the explanatory value ofthe
regional approach.

Approaches to Drawing Regional Boundaries
One common approach to drawing regional boundaries across the United
States is to "divide the country into cultural regions as defined primarily by
variations in the cultures of the peoples that dominated the first settlement
and the cultural traits developed by these people and secondarily by variations in the cultures of peoples that dominated later settlements, as well as
cultural traits developed subsequently." Regions are simply "large areas of
relative homogeneity" in cultural traits, and regional borders are placed
"where there are significant discontinuities" (R. Gastil1975, 26, 27). This historical approach takes into account both early migration patterns and current
demographics and attitudes (Elazar 1970, 1984; Garreau 1981; R. Gasti11975;
Zelinsky 1992).
A second approach focuses squarely on political behavior and public
policy. Luttbeg (1971) analyzed dozens of political, economic, and policy
variables to reduce the fifty states into manageable groups, so that political
scientists "would need only to study the more limited number of classes of
states rather than all states" (703). Morgan and England (1987) used a very
similar technique to update Luttbeg's findings. This pure statistical approach
permits considerable variation in regional mapping over time, as well as
chaotic dispersion ofstates within "regions." Updating Luttbeg's analysis, for
instance, Morgan and England found substantially different regions, some
of which included discontinuous groupings of states, such as California and
Florida.
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Both the interpretive and the statistical approaches described above share
one common goal: they aim to create the most accurate map of political or
cultural regions, and they use any and all available variables. Lieske (1993)
recently challenged this approach by arguing that it followed a circular logic:
demographic characteristics and political behaviors from the past are used to
predict, or at least understand, contemporary demographics and politics.
Erickson, Wright, and McIver (1993) make a similar argument when they
suggest that strong associations between current state public policies and
Elazar's political culture classifications simply validate the classifications,
which are partly based upon analyses of past state policies. Such validation,
though, is not inconsequential. To the extent that a map of cultural regions
is a powerful heuristic device for understanding state or national politics, it
is vital that such maps undergo periodic reevaluation to determine whether
they still fit the geographic area in question. In 1994 Day and Jones published
the results of such an evaluation using 1988-1990 statewide election data to
test the continued validity of Meinig's (1969) regional map of Texas politics.
Day and Jones found that twenty years after its creation, Meinig's regions still
held true for most of Texas. They declared, "Texas is still Texas" (108). Using
a similar approach but more varied data, we now ask the same question of
New Mexico.
Past Descriptions of New Mexico's Political Regions

To understand the continuity or change in New Mexico's political landscape,
it is necessary to review past understandings of the state. Holmes (1967) used
the historical approach to argue that New Mexico had distinct cultural regions (see figure 1). The eastern part of the state had been settled by Texans
and other western Anglos, and Holmes dubbed the state's six southeastern
counties Little Texas. Centuries earlier, successive waves of Spanish emigration had shaped central and northern New Mexico, and he called a cluster
of twelve contiguous counties the area of "Hispanic settlement." Finally,
Holmes referred to "urbanites" and "Indians" as other significant cultural!
geographic groupings, although those aggregations were not identified spatially in the same way as Little Texas or the area of Hispanic settlement.
The regional classifications of the United States mentioned previously
bear some correspondence to Holmes's regional map in figure 1. Coming
closest to his map is Raymond Gastil (1975), who placed most ofNew Mexico and
Arizona in their own cultural region, the "interior Southwest." Gastil further
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subdivided New Mexico into three subregions: the High Plateau inhabited
by Navajos; the Upper Rio Grande District of Spanish and Pueblo settlement; and the Texan District encompassing southern and eastern New
Mexico. Although Garreau's (1981) classifications are generally far more
aggregated, he does manage to subdivide New Mexico in a similar manner
by placing the bulk of the state in Mexamerica, the northwestern (Navajo)
corner in the Empty Quarter, and the eastern edge of the state with Texas in
the Breadbasket. Zelinsky (1992) places New Mexico in the West but makes
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special acknowledgment of Spanish influence by placing New Mexico's Rio
Grande corridor (Taos, Santa Fe, Albuquerque, Las Cruces) in its own Upper Rio Grande Valley subregion.
These historical-interpretive schemes, however, do not closely resemble
statistically derived regional maps. Lieske's (1993) analysis of county-level demographics broke New Mexico into three parts, each of which was part of
larger national regions: the Border region encompassed two southwestern New
Mexico counties (Catron and Sierra); the "Rurban" region included two northwestern counties (San Juan and McKinley), two southern counties (Otero and
Lincoln), and two eastern counties (Curry and Roosevelt); and the Hispanic region encompassed the remainder of the state. Lieske's description
of New Mexico bears only a vague resemblance to Holmes's (1967) regions,
but his classifications are far more plausible than Luttbeg's (1971) placement of New Mexico in the South and Morgan and England's (1987) location of New Mexico in the Industrial Northeast.
Mapping Modern New Mexico's Political Regions

Because a purely statistical approach to regional classification has its pitfalls,
we drew upon both historical accounts and survey data to develop a preliminary classification of New Mexico's political regions. Our goal was to design
a regional map of the state that would incorporate traditional understandings
of the state with contemporary information about demographics, voting behavior, and political attitudes. Our starting point was Holmes's (1967) analysis of early migration patterns and political behavior through the 1960s, as
described above. In this section, we complement this historical view with two
sets of data. First, we review 1988-1996 registration and voting data, which
show New Mexicans' political allegiances broken down by county. Second,
we use a moderately sized data set from 1993-1995 to look at demographics
and political attitudes broken down by county and zip code (the available
geographic identifiers in the data). After integrating these diverse forms of
data to draw a regional map of New Mexico, the next section will use a separate dataset to illustrate the differences among the regions.
Registration and Voting by County, 1988-1996
First, to understand the differences in the political behavior of New Mexico's
counties, we reviewed the past ten years of voter registration. Figure 2 shows
the ratio of registered Democrats to Republicans, averaged across the 1988-
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FIGURE 2

1996 general-election periods, in New Mexico counties. The clearest patterns demonstrate Democratic-r~gistrationdominance in the north and the
relative balance of party-registration percentages in some central and eastern
counties. In Holmes's (1967) terms, the Democratic dominance is in the
northern half of his Hispanic Settlement region, and the two-party balance
is in Little Texas to the east and other counties to the west.
Party registration and voting, though, do not always go hand-in-hand. We
examined recent voting trends by studying the average Republican vote
across the 1988-1996 elections for governor and president. This case includes
the 1988 presidential election in which Bush carried New Mexico with 52%
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of the vote, the 1992 presidential election that Bush lost with 37% of the vote,
and the 1996 presidential election that Dole lost with 42% of the vote. The
overall averages also incorporate two gubernatorial elections-a 1990 Republican loss in which Bond garnered 45% of the vote, and a 1994 Republican
victory in which Johnson won 50% of the vote (with 10% going to a Green
Party candidate). Across those five elections, Republicans averaged 45% of
the vote statewide. l
Figure 3 shows that the percentage of Republican vote is clearly lowest in
northern counties, highest in the southern and eastern counties, and relatively moderate in the state's two largest counties (43% in Bernalillo County
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and 46% in Dona Ana County). Again comparing these data to Holmes's
(1967) regions, Democrats fare best in the northern half of the region of Hispanic Settlement, and Republicans win the highest percentages in Little
Texas and counties to the west and north, plus San Juan County in the northwestern corner of the state. The most noteworthy finding is that both figures
2 and 3 show that the Democratic stronghold of Hispanic Settlement appears
to have shrunk since Holmes's observations thirty years ago. On the other
hand, earlier observers, such as Gastil (1975), drew tighter boundaries around
this subregion of New Mexico than did Holmes.
The difference between registration and voting percentages is an interesting statistic, and we examined such gaps by calculating the degree to which
Republican electoral success exceeded registration percentages in each New
Mexico county. Averaged over 1988-1996, the "expected" Republican voter
percentage for a given county is equal to Republican registration plus onehalfofall other non-Democratic-registered voters, divided by total registration.
The actual Republican vote percentage minus this expected vote percentage is what political consultants sometimes call"overperformance." In every
county but one (Lincoln), average Republican vote outperformed registration. This phenomenon was most dramatic in the three eastern counties and
one southwestern county: Republican vote percentages exceeded expected
results by 23% in Union, 22% in Quay, 31% in De Baca, and 25% in Hidalgo.
In each of those four counties, Democrats outnumbered Republicans by at
least two to one, yet Republicans won at least 45% of the vote in gubernatorial and presidential elections.
With the exception of De Baca County, these counties lie outside Holmes's
(1967) Little Texas, which was noted for its preponderance of conservative
Democrats. If Republican vote percentages exceeding party registration are
due in part to Democratic defections to Republican candidates, such behavior suggests that either the political views or the residents of Little Texas have
migrated north and west across New Mexico in the past three decades. On the
other hand, this northern and western spread of "Texan influence" is more
consistent with Meinig's (1969) characterization of the strong influence of
Texan political culture beyond just the eastern border counties of New Mexico.
Demographics and Political Attitudes by County and Zip Code,

1993-1995
After examining these registration and voting data, we then drew upon New
Mexico data from IPP surveys conducted in 1993, 1994, and 1995. 2 These data
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are helpful because they provide additional demographic and political information, but they are also valuable because they permit analysis at a smaller
geographic unit-the zip code area. New Mexico's thirty-three counties vary
tremendously in density. Some rural counties are sparsely populated, whereas Bernalillo County accounts for nearly one-third of the state's population.
Within Bernalillo and some other counties, looking at internal political-cultural variations among zip codes can be fruitful. As a result, some of the forty
geographic units in the survey analyses were as small as a single zip code (for
instance, the zip code 87108, Albuquerque North Valley), whereas units
covering the largest geographic areas combined counties that were too small
by themselves to provide adequate survey samples (for example, LunaHidalgo).
Following the general method of Lieske (1993), we began by factor analyzing a large set of demographic variables measured for each of these geographic units. For each unit, we recorded the percentage of residents born in
New Mexico, the average number of years residents had lived in New Mexico, the average age of residents, the percentage of residents with an income
under $30,000, the percentage of residents who were male, the percentage
of Hispanic residents (and the percentage identifying themselves as "Spanish American"), the percentage of residents of Native American ethnicity, the
percentage of residents registered as Democrats, the percentage of residents
registered as Republicans, and the percentage of residents with college degrees. Factor analysis reduced these variables to six factors: traditional New
Mexican (born in New Mexico, Hispanic, Spanish American), Native American, age, sex, and partisanship (Democratic and Republican registration).
The six factor scores derived from these analyses were then used to cluster the forty different geographic units. The hierarchical cluster analysis provided in the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software was
used with squared Euclidean distance and between-groups linkage. This
form of analysis clusters together units based on the similarity of their factor
scores until it finally converges on a single forty-unit cluster. One by one,
each unit is added to a cluster (or clusters are joined together), and with each
addition, the expanded cluster loses some of its homogeneity but the number of clusters is reduced by one. The result was a six-cluster solution, which
will be discussed below.
In addition, we performed a second cluster analysis using four politicalorientation variables that were present in the 1994-1995 IPP surveys: a standard seven-point ideological scale, which ranged from "very liberal" to "very
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conservative," and multiple-item political-cultural indices of individualism
(e.g., "Even if some people are at a disadvantage, it is best for society to let
people succeed or fail on their own"), egalitarianism (e.g., "What our society needs is a fairness revolution to make the distribution of goods more
equal"), fatalism (e.g., "Life is a matter of chance"), and hierarchism (e.g.,
"One of the problems with people today is that they have lost their respect for
authority"). Average scores on these variables were used to cluster the geographic units, and the result was a six-cluster solution.
Despite the clear differences in the variables put into the two separate
cluster analyses, they produced two similar regional maps of New Mexico.
The main clusters were roughly analogous to Holmes's (1967) regions. A
large but sparsely populated rural region extended north and west from Little
Texas on the eastern border ofthe state. A Spanish region included northern
counties, but, unlike Holmes's area of Hispanic Settlement, this region included an inconsistent mix of only a few geographic units south. of Santa Fe.
The northwestern counties with large Indian populations formed their own
cluster. And urban populations from Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Las Cruces,
and smaller cities clustered together, although the cluster analyses split them
in thirds by variation in socioeconomic status or political beliefs.

Integrating Historical, Electoral, and Survey Data
The results of the cluster analyses were used in conjunction with the electoral data and Holmes's (1967) historical observations to create a single regional map of New Mexico, which is shown in Figures 4 and 5. Following
Lieske (1993), we did not require that the regions consist of contiguous geographic units. The Urban Conservatives exist on a series of islands stretching
from Farmington through Los Alamos and Albuquerque to Clovis and the
southeastern corner of the state. Urban Liberals exist on two islands - the city
of Santa Fe and a part of Albuquerque near the University of New Mexico
(zip code 87106). Although unidentified by Holmes, this region fits with contemporary understandings of Santa Fe's uniqueness among New Mexico cities (Wilson 1997)' Spanish Americans largely reside in a northern stretch of
counties, but they also appear in downtown Las Cruces (zip code 88001),
Valencia County, and southern Albuquerque. The Urban Mixed group is
centered in western and southeastern Albuquerque, but it also appears in
Carlsbad and most ofDofia Ana County. Finally, the Native American region
is solely in the northwestern quadrant of the state, and Rural Conservatives
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are a band of counties extending diagonally across the state from the southwestern corner to the far northeastern part of New Mexico.
Using a large set ofstatewide survey data (Institute for Public Policy 1997),
we estimated the percentage of the New Mexico population in each of these
political-cultural regions, weighting the figures by size of household. Table
1 shows that Urban Conservative accounts for more than a third (34%) of the
New Mexico population. The Urban Mixed group accounts for another
quarter of the population, followed by Rural Conservative (13%), Spanish
Traditional (12%), Native American (9%), and Urban Liberal (8%).
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Distribution of New Mexico Population in Six Regions

Region
Urban Conservative
Urban Mixed
Rural Conservative

Percent of
New Mexico
Population

34%
25%

13%

Region
Spanish Traditional
Native American
Urban Liberal

Percent of
New Mexico
Population

12%
9%

8%

Percentages based upon 1988-1997 Quarterly Profile respondents, weighted by
household size (Institute for Public Policy 1997)'

Evaluating the Cultural Regions
Because this map of modern New Mexico's political-cultural regions is based
upon both demographic and political data, we would be disingenuous if we
attempted to test the validity of the regions by comparing their scores on the
same or similar political variables (Lieske 1993)' It would be hard to falsify a
regional map using nearly the same measures that were employed to develop
it. On the other hand, given that our map of modern New Mexico was
strongly influenced by a limited set of survey data, we can use a separate dataset to attempt something analogous to a replication of the regions. In addition, with this second aggregate of survey data, we can compare the regions
to confirm that they have meaningful differences.
We culled the data in this section from the thirty-four Quarterly Profiles
ofNew Mexico Citizens conducted by the IPP from 1988 to 1997. The combined Profile dataset includes 21,099 respondents, and the margin of error for
the full sample is less than ±1 %. The Profile series' rigorous telephone interview methods resulted in a very steady cooperation rate (60-75% for each
Profile survey). Moreover, previous analyses have demonstrated that the Profile survey samples appear to represent accurately the demographics of the
86% of New Mexico households that have working phones and at least one
English-speaking resident. The Profile samples, which include unregistered
voters, are not biased in favor of Democrats, Republicans, or nonvoters (Institute for Public Policy 1997)'

Cluster Analysis Replication
To confirm the six-region political-cultural map in figures 4 and 5, an analogous set of both demographic and attitudinal variables were factor analyzed.
The result was a set of four factors that we labeled age, traditional (high per-
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centage of residents self-identified as Native American or Spanish American), educated liberalism (high level of formal education, liberal ideology),
and Hispanic egalitarian (high percentage of residents self-identified as "Hispanic" and high scores on egalitarianism). To.cluster the factor scores of each
geographic unit, we employed K-Means cluster analysis with squared Euclidean distance and between-groups linkage. This form of analysis was used
because it permits the specification of the number of clusters, and we wanted
to compare our map with a six-cluster solution.
The clusters produced by this analysis were similar to regions in figures 4
;md 5. The Native American cluster consisted of San Juan and McKinley
Counties, although Sandoval County was placed elsewhere. The Rural Conservative cluster was nearly identical to our own, although this cluster added
Carlsbad and the unit comprised by Lea, Eddy, and Chaves counties. The
Spanish American cluster had the same northern counties, but it also included the city of Santa Fe and parts ofAlbuquerque. The Urban Mixed cluster in this analysis was small, and included the University of New Mexico zip
code in Albuquerque. Finally, this analysis produced two Urban Conservative clusters that together encompassed the same string of cities from Farmington to Roswell, although this cluster included some units we had placed
in the Urban Mixed region. We could label the smaller of these two clusters
strong-conservative, for it included New Mexico's true Republican strongholds-Los Alamos, Rio Rancho, and the Albuquerque Academy and Far
Northeast Heights zip codes in Albuquerque.
Despite the general similarity between this set of clusters and our own
regional map, there was one clear difference: the replication found an especially strong Urban Conservative region and no region consisting of Urban
Liberals. This second analysis split up our Urban Liberal region, with the city
of Santa Fe joining the Spanish American cluster and Albuquerque's university district dissolving in the Urban Mixed cluster.
The discontinuity between the first and second analysis necessitates a comparison of the demographics and attitudes of the residents in the six regions.
If the identification of the Urban Liberal region, for example, was in error,
that region should not appear to be distinctive relative to the other regions in
the following analyses.

Demographic Comparison of the Six Regions
The six regions, however, do appear quite distinct when profiled with a variety of demographic variables. Table 2 compares the regions by ethnicity,
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Demographic Percentages for Six New Mexico Regions
Regions

Demographic
Category

Native
Rural
Spanish
Urban
Urban Urban
American Conserv. Traditional Conserv. Liberal Mixed

Anglo
Native Amer.
. Hispanic

48%
26%
20%

64%
3%
27%

40%
3%
52%

67%
2%
23%

54%
3%
33%

58%
2%
32%

40%

53%

49%
41%

37%

Born in New Mexico

53%

37%
46%

57%

30%
36%

HH Income < $20K
HH Income> $50K

34%
18%

40%
12%

37%
16%

25%
25%

27%
26%

37%
30%
21%

High school or less
Has college degree

44%
21%

43%
23%

39%
26%

34%
30%

22%
46%

34%
29%

Catholic

Percents based upon 1988-1997 Quarterly Profile respondents (Institute for Public
Policy 1997)' Except for household income, all responses were weighted by
household size.

religion, nativity, household income, and formal education. Analysis of variance (ANOYA) and chi-square tests of statistical significance for the regional
comparisons were all significant, and many of the two-region comparisons
were also significant. Those differences are highlighted in the following summary, which shows the similarities and differences among each of the six
subgroups of the New Mexico population.
Not surprisingly, the Native American region had the highest concentration of Native American residents, who made up 26% of the region's population. This region had the second-highest percentage of residents born in
New Mexico (53%), and the region had the highest percentage of residents
with only high school degrees or less formal education (44%), as well as the
lowest percentage with college degrees (21%).
The Rural Conservative region was similar in its high percentages of high
school-only residents (43%) and residents with college degrees (23%). What
distinguished this region was its concentration of Anglos, who made up
nearly two-thirds (64%) of all residents. Also, 40% of households in the Rural Conservative region had annual incomes under $20,000, and only 12%
had incomes of $50,000 or more.
The population of the Spanish Traditional region shared relatively little
formal education and low household incomes, but residents of this region
were distinguished by nativity, religion, and ethnicity. This region had the
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highest percentage of residents born in New Mexico (57%), and it was the
only region that was majority Catholic (53%) and majority Hispanic (52%).
Just as the three relatively rural regions shared much in common, so did
the urban regions share similarly high incomes, educational levels, and concentrations of Anglos and newcomers. Nonetheless, the urban regions had
clear demographic differences. The Urban Conservative region stood apart
from the others for having the highest percentage of Anglos (67%) and the
lowest percentage of Catholics (30%). The Urban Liberals distinguished
themselves by having a near majority of Catholics (49%), the lowest percentage of residents with only high-school degrees (22%), and the highest percentage of residents with college degrees (46%). Finally, the Urban Mixed region
fell between the other two urban regions on many variables. The Urban
Mixed areas were neither clearly liberal nor strongly conservative. In other
words, they were as diverse and indistinctive as their name implies.
Political Comparison of the Six Regions

Tables 3 and 4 show additional differences among the regions, suggesting that
they do capture some of the differences in New Mexicans' political orientations. Table 3 shows party self-identification and the percentage of respondents placing themselves on either of the two poles of the ideology scale.
Table 4 shows residents' average scores on the ideology scale, the egalitarianism scale, a Reaganism scale (which combines the individualism and hierarchism scales), and the standard internal political efficacy scale (Niemi,
Craig, and Mattei 1991).
Most striking is the distinctiveness of the Urban Liberal region of New
Mexico. This region had the highest concentration ofboth Democrats (57%)
and independent/third-party identifiers (22%). It had the highest percentage
of respondents identifying themselves as at least "somewhat liberal" (29%)
and the lowest percentage who self-identified as at least "somewhat conservative" (17%)' The respondents from that region expressed the most liberal
ideological views, had the lowest Reaganism score, and the highest efficacy
score. In other words, the Urban Liberal region is truly liberal but also more
likely to be politically active and engaged. That higher efficacy score may
mean that this small region, which makes up only 8% of the state's population, has a disproportionate impact on New Mexico politics.
The Spanish Traditional region shared with the Urban Liberal region the
highest concentration of Democrats (57%)' This region also had the highest
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Table 3 Party Registration and Ideological Self-Identification
Percentages for Six New Mexico Regions
Demographic
Category
Democrat
Republican
Other/independent
At least somewhat
liberal
At least somewhat
conservative

Native
Rural
Spanish
Urban
Urban Urban
American Conserv. Traditional Conserv. Liberal Mixed

52%
32%
17%

50 %
35%
15%

57%
27%
16%

41%
43%
16%

57%
22%
22%

45%
37%
18%

13%

12%

19%

15%

29%

16%

25%

31%

24%

27%

17%

25%

Percents based upon 1988-1997 Quarterly Profile respondents weighted by
household size (Institute for Public Policy 1997)'

egalitarianism score, and it had the second-lowest ideology and Reaganism
scores. Unlike their Urban Liberal counterparts, however, Spanish Traditionals
had only a moderate-to-low political efficacy score.
The Rural Conservative region was distinguished by having the most conservative average ideology score, the highest Reaganism score, and the lowest efficacy score. In terms of percentages, this region boasts the lowest
percentage of self-identified liberals (12%) and the highest percentage ofselfidentified conservatives (31%). Although strongly conservative, this group was
relatively disengaged from the political process. Defying conventional wisdom, the views of this group were not the most inegalitarian, possibly reflecting a sympathy for less fortunate neighbors in rural New Mexico.
The Native American region had no distinguishing scores and, in general, shared much with the Rural Conservative region. Respondents from
the Native American region had a somewhat conservative ideology score
and a moderate-to-high Reaganism score, but they also had a relatively high
egalitarianism score, suggesting a conservative individualism tempered
with sympathy for those who are less affluent. Like their Rural Conservative counterparts, respondents in this group also tended to register low political-efficacy scores.
Only one category distinguished the Urban Conservative from the Urban
Mixed regions. The two regions shared the lowest average score on the egalitarianism scale, had identical and high efficacy scores, and very similar
Reaganism scores. The difference was that the Urban Conservative region
was the only one with a plurality of Republicans (43%)'
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Table 4 Average Ideology and Political Culture Scores
for Six New Mexico Regions
Region
Native American
Rural Conservative
Spanish Traditional
Urban Conservative
Urban Liberal
Urban Mixed

Ideology

Reaganism

Egalitarianism

Efficacy

4·33
4-4 8
4. 17
437
3. 68
4. 25

5·39
5.5 6
5. 26
5·39
4. 88
5·42

4·35
4- 22
4-49
4. 15
4. 18
4. 15

2.40
2·39
2·42
2·47
2·55
2·47

Conclusion
These findings have many implications for understanding New Mexico's
present character and its political future. First, New Mexico's political landscape has changed significantly since Holmes's (1967) era, yet the continuity in political culture is equally apparent. Holmes focused on how the state's
distinct political cultures derived from each region's settlement history. The
counties of Hispanic settlement along the Rio Grande were most influenced
by Spanish settlers, and Little Texas reflected the values of Texas emigrants
into eastern New Mexico. Likewise, Holmes based his identification of urban and Indian areas, respectively, upon recent urbanization and early Native American settlement.
Thirty years later, the four groups Holmes identified are still present. However, their borders have shifted, and the urbanites have come to the forefront
in New Mexico. The Native American region remains largely unchanged,
although the northwestern city of Farmington no longer fits squarely within
it. The Spanish Traditional region has contracted to its northern core, with
a sliver in downtown Las Cruces as its only southern portion. We have renamed Little Texas-no longer so little and not so unambiguously Texanthe Rural Conservative region to emphasize its entirely rural geography. The
largest area, the Urban Conservative region, has spread outward from Albuquerque to smaller cities and surrounding areas noted for their military bases
and weapons laboratories. Falling into the Urban Conservative region are the
southeastern corner of Littl.e Texas and Farmington, the latter once lying
within the Native American region. Although the isolated pockets that make
up this Urban Conservative region are geographically dispersed, they share
a relatively conservative ideology and higher levels of education and household income. Although sharing similar demographics, the Urban Liberal
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region is distinguished by its solidly liberal ideology and strong sense of political efficacy. Concentrated solely in Santa Fe and near the University of
New Mexico in Albuquerque, this cultural group has spawned the New
Mexico Green Party and exerted significant influence on New Mexico politics and culture. Finally, the Urban Mixed region is something of a residual
category for Bernalillo and Dona Ana County residents who are neither as
affluent nor as conservative as the Urban Conservatives.
Future research on New Mexico's regions should attempt to clarify the
forces that drive the state's shifting cultural patterns. There are at least three
likely explanations for the changes that have occurred since Holmes (1967)
surveyed the New Mexico landscape: new migration patterns, changing cultural traditions, and external political or economic changes. First, shifts in
regional boundaries could be due to migration patterns. For instance, the
emergence of the Urban Liberal pockets of the state may result from an influx of liberals with relatively high incomes and advanced degrees to Santa
Fe and neighborhoods near the University of New Mexico. Whatever its initial
cause, that migration pattern might become self-reinforcing as liberal migrants seek a like-minded community. Second, some of the regions may be
changing shape because of changing cultural traditions. For example, the
contraction of the Spanish Traditional region may be directly related to a
weakening of Spanish American cultural traditions in areas located farther
from the region's core. Third, the cause ofshifting regional borders might be
changing external economic and political factors. Thus, in those parts of the
state that now fall within the Rural Conservative region, people might be
starting to identify themselves with a newly emerging and conservative
ranching ideology that stands in opposition to federal intrusion. There are
other explanations for regional shifts, and these are only intended as speculative examples. The point is that future research on New Mexico's political
culture should consider a range of possible explanations for the changing
shape and number of regions.
Regardless of the outcome of such research, the rough boundaries of the
regions identified herein have considerable practical significance for anyone
interested in New Mexico politics. One application concerns the redistricting process. Every ten years, after the collection of U.S. Census data, the New
Mexico Legislature attempts to redraw the boundaries of the state's congressional districts, state House and Senate districts, and other elected offices.
One of the legislature's guidelines for redistricting reads, "To the extent
feasible, districts shall be drawn in an attempt to preserve communities of
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interest and shall take into consideration political and geographic boundaries" (New Mexico Legislative Council Service 2001,16). An updated and
objective political-cultural map of New Mexico may assist the redistricting
process by giving legislators a geographic portrait of major "communities of
interest" in the state.
These six regions, however, are no mere descriptions of contemporary
New Mexico culture and politics. Their shape and movement augur New
Mexico's political future. New Mexico has always harbored political complexity, shifting its presidential vote in step with the nation and electing both
Democrats and Republicans to the offices of U.S. senator, U.S. representative, and governor. The state also has a tradition ofstatus quo-oriented politics,
but the regions we have identified indicate that the state is shifting toward a
more solidly conservative political posture. A full third ofthe state falls in the
Urban Conservative region, which is experiencing the greatest growth and
prosperity. If the Sandia and Los Alamos National Laboratories continue to
flourish and New Mexico attracts more high-tech business, the Urban Conservative region will continue to increase its share of the state's population
and wealth. Another quarter of the state's population inhabits the Urban
Mixed region, which shares ideology and political culture with the Urban
Conservative region. The Urban Mixed areas lack a distinct cultural and
political identity, and if they align themselves with the Urban Conservatives,
the two would create a solid majority (59%) of the state population. Likewise,
the Urban Conservatives' politics are complemented by the politics of the
Rural Conservative counties, which comprise another 13% of the New
Mexico population.
Liberal candidates for public office might look to the other areas of New
Mexico for support, but the three remaining regions make up only 29% of the
state population and are all problematic political bases. The Spanish Traditional region has shrunk considerably since 1967, although it continues to
exert a powerful influence on New Mexican politics and culture (Garcia
1990; Wilson 1997)' The Native American region has also shrunk, with Farmington becoming more conservative, and the residents of that region being
the second least politically efficacious of any group of New Mexicans. Finally, the Urban Liberals are politically skilled and motivated, but they identify most strongly with solidly liberal candidates, whom the majority of the
state's Democrats may reject.
In conclusion, New Mexico's political future will depend upon the alliances that are built among New Mexico's different political-cultural groups.
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Most importantly, Urban Liberals and Urban Conservatives may compete to
woo the pivotal Urban Mixed sections of Bernalillo and DonaAna Counties.
The outnumbered Urban Liberals may only win the political support of that
urban swing group if they can forge a meaningful alliance with the Spanish
Traditional region, which continues to define New Mexico's cultural selfimage and to maintain footholds in both southwestern Albuquerque and
downtown Las Cruces. The prospects for such an alliance are uncertain, but
without it, New Mexico may lose the mysterious political balance that it has
maintained throughout this century.

Notes
1. We chose to use Republican because the third-party vote appears to be relatively
liberal in New Mexico and makes Democratic vote percentages more sensitive to
variations in the intensity of third-party campaigning.
2. These sllfveys are archived at the IPP as LANL93, LANL94, PRA94, and Culture95.
The LANL surveys included oversamples of northern New Mexico counties, and
the Culture95 survey was only a survey of Bernalillo County. Cooperation rates for
all of the surveys were over 60%.
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Book Reviews

The Shaping ofAmerica: A Geographical Perspective on 500 Years ofHistory,
Volume 3: TranscontinentalAmerica, 1850-1915. By D. W. Meinig. (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1999. xvi + 456 pp. 84 halftones, maps,
tables, notes, bibliography, index. $5°.00 cloth, ISBN 0-3°0-°7592-8.)
This is the third of D. W. Meinig's projected four-volume historical geography of America. Although Meinig does not cover every noteworthy historical event or geographic subregion, this volume is both complex and
sophisticated. No brief summary can do it justice. Meinig begins in 1850,
although the previous volume ends in 1867. For Meinig geography is more
than a backdrop for historical actors; he is also conscious of the role of
individuals in creating landscape. He divides this book into four parts: "Articulation: Binding the Coasts Together"; "Dominion: the Emergence of
American Wests"; "Consolidation: Structuring an American Nation"; and
"Spheres: American Influence and Outreach."
In "Articulation," Meinig narrates the story of the first transcontinental
railroad. His central thesis is that railroads both sustained American continentalism and proved critical in the creation of the nation's economy. Railroads are an explanatory theme that Meinig utilizes in large measure
throughout the book. The railroad network, when finally modernized with
uniform gauge tracks and established schedules, directed the flows of capital and people in nineteenth- and early twentieth-century America. By the
conclusion of "Articulation," the reader has a clear view of how capitalism
and technology operated as complex factors in unifying the nation.
"Articulation" and "Dominion," which constitute roughly half of the
book, will be of special interest to historians of New Mexico and the West.
They deal with the existing and emerging geocultural entities occupied by
the United States after 1840. California, Oregon, and Washington are analyzed in the context of their rail connections. Meinig focuses on the coastal
centers and their struggles both to secure and dominate backcountry markets,
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and to control the processing of raw materials. Given that part of Meinig's
geopolitical method is to identify areas of similar people and sets of places
recognizably separate from neighboring societies, the Mormons in Utah and
the Hispano and Indian peoples in the Southwest are dealt with in detail.
Meinig points out that, although both areas were integrated into the nation's
economy, they remained imperial provinces ruled from Washington, D.C.,
throughout most of the nineteenth century. Colorado's narrative is viewed
from the perspective ofthe contest over rail lines and industrial centers rather
than from the story of the mining frontier. In a brief section labeled "The
Rest of the West," Meinig discusses mining towns, agricultural centers, and
the range cattle industry. In a section on Native Americans, he notes the irony
of the expression, "filling in of the West," which, "from the other side ...
meant closing out, marking the end of Indian freedom and the completion
of their conquest, confinement, and systematic subordination within the
American empire"(p.167)' The West, Meinig concludes, eludes a definition
because of the ragged nature of its frontiers, plus the fact that its overall racial, cultural, and social diversity is so great that one cannot speak ofone West
but only of many Wests.
In "Consolidation," Meinig shifts emphasis to impose a geopolitical order
on the rest of the nation. The South is also difficult to define because its
boundaries expanded with the spread of cotton and tobacco culture. Moreover, Meinig observes, in a racist nation, the subordination ofsouthern Blacks
was both a matter of great violence and deprivation of economic and political opportunity. Although the failure of Reconstruction returned governing
power to Whites, the subordination of the South's economy to northern
capital, the rigid nature of Black-White relations, and the conservative influence of southern religious denominations resulted in the South remaining
culturally backward. Contributing factors included the South's dispersed
rural population, lack ofsharply differentiated regions, and absence of dominant cities; all of which reinforced insularity. Even the small population of
post-1900 European immigrants had little impact on southern society. Nor
did the growth of the mills in Birmingham or the cotton centers in the Piedmont leave much impression. Meinig quotes Lord Bryce: "The Negro, powerless as he is, still dominates the South, for his presence is never forgotten, and
makes many things different from what they would otherwise be" (p. 226).
In "New Economic Regions," Meinig briefly treats the food-producing,
mining, and industrial Middle West. It emerged as the "American Manufacturing Belt." Unrivaled, its industrial output exceeded that of Great Britain,
France, and Germany combined. Meinig notes, too, that the Middle West
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escaped the eastern subordination that southerners so resented. Meinig's
section on railroads is one of the more interesting in the book. He traces the
evolution of the nation's railroads from a chaotic jumble of disparate lines
into a modern network. He also illustrates the strengths and weakness of unrestrained capitalism. Meinig's section on "Populations and Peoples" is more
national than regional. He deals with the sources of immigration, the distribution of immigrants, and the efforts to restrict further immigration. He also
constructs a brief social geography of White and non-White immigrants.
Meinig notes that a 1910 Census map shows virtually all of the nation's counties had some foreign-born Whites or their children, except those in the South.
Meinig's final part, "Spheres: American Influence and Outreach," is not
out of place. Throughout the book he has described the United States as an
imperial power, both internal and external. The discussion of Canada and
Mexico relate to the role of the railroad and American influences. Meinig's
geopolitical history is not the drum-and-trumpet variety. The context for the
acquisition of the Caribbean Islands and the Canal Zone that turned the
Gulf of Mexico into an American Mediterranean was economically based.
The empire in the Pacific, too, fulfilled a longstanding economic dream.
Meinig's interpretation is a reaction to historians who undervalue or ignore geographic factors as well as those who. embrace a Whiggish nationalist agenda. For him, nineteenth-century America was one of the world's most
successful empires, but he is no defender of imperial adventures. He recognizes, however, that capitalism operated as a unifying force. But nothing in
the past was inexorable; White Americans made choices. Meinig has reserved
for the next volume the impact of the automobile.
Martin Ridge
Huntington Library

Power and Place in the North American West. Edited by Richard White and
John M. Findlay. Emil and Kathleen Sick Lecture-Book Series in Western
History and Biography, vol. 8. (Seattle: University of Washington Press in
association with the Center for the Study of the Pacific Northwest, 1999. xx
+ 312 pp. Halftones, maps, charts, notes, bibliography, index. $35.00 cloth,
ISBN

0-295-97774-4, $19.95 paper,

ISBN

0-295-97773-6.)

A 1994 symposium hosted by the University of Washington's Center for
the Study of the Pacific Northwest brought together a number of masters of
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Western history along with some promising junior scholars. Richard White
and John Findlay, the editors of Power and Place in the North American West,
also organized the symposium. The purpose was to compare East and West
in the context of central place theory, a gathering originally framed as "metropolis and hinterland." The theme broadened to "power and place" as reflected in the eleven papers comprising this anthology.
The four sections of the book reflect these themes: parts one and two
focus on hierarchies and social ordering of the West and the efforts of some
interest groups (particularly White merchants) to keep all others, especially
peoples of color, in "place." James Ronda opens the book with a creative
ethno-geographical tour of the lower Columbia based on his extensive
work on explorers and fur traders. James Brooks synthesizes his dissertation
on the political economy of late colonial and territorial New Mexico, providing insight on the slave trade in women and children. John Lutz looks
at how British Columbia historically determined who was "Indian" more
by categories of socialization and acculturation than by those of race or
residence.
In part two, we find subtle disagreement on the power of race and racism
in California's recent history. Kevin Leonard argues that White supremacists
successfully fought progressive integration in Los Angeles during and shortly
after World War II, making the Golden State as segregated and hostile to
peoples of color as the South. Bill Deverell and Douglas Flamming disagree.
They argue that Angelenos (especially Anglo merchants), although ignoring
the Mexican era, appropriated romantic aspects of Spanish culture to create
a more racially tolerant atmosphere but retained power for themselves in the
process. Chris Friday finds the West Coast Chinese community conservative
but adaptive to Americanization. On the other hand, the Japanese could not
win, losing both power and place during the 1940S.
Part three includes familiar arguments on tourism as colonialism by Hal
Rothman, who uses Sun Valley as his case study. Paul Hirt reiterates his view
of National Forest policy, arguing that creation of wealth in logging has the
flip side of destroying the "place" in the process, a "conspiracy of optimism."
Joseph Taylor's study of the salmon crisis reminds us that politics, not science,
drives this issue. Finally, William Robbins outlines the argument (embedded
in his many books and articles) that early boosters commodified natural abundance in the Northwest as the means to connect the region to global markets.
This industrial capitalism, employing new technology and modes of transportation, created hubs like Portland.
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The book ends with an essay by Virginia Scharff on the relationship between women's mobility and their sense of place in the West. To Scharff, the
nineteenth-century West was restrictive for women within as well as outside
ofthe places they came to· call home. Their history is a story of unequal power
relationships with males.
Overall this anthology is welcome. In a nutshell, it provides sketches
found in book-length works by many of the authors. The volume's power
is diminished by the tardiness of its release. Further, the conference's summation by historical-geographer Donald Meinig is not included. White
and Findlay honestly report that Meinig's call for definition of terms such
as "place" and "landscape" would have improved the dialogue had it been
presented at the beginning rather than at the end of the symposium. Although a typescript of the concluding discourse is available through the
Center for the Study of the Northwest, one laments the editors' choice not
to include it.
William R. Swagerty
University of the Pacific

The Atomic West. Edited by Bruce Hevly and John M. Findlay. Emil and
Kathleen Sick Lecture-Book Series in Western History and Biography, vol.
7. (Seattle: University ofWashington Press, in association with the Center for
the Study of the Pacific Northwest, 1998. x + 286 pp. Maps, bibliography,
index. $35.00 cloth, ISBN 0-2959-7749-3, $19.95 paper, ISBN 0-2959-7716-7.)
This collection often essays emerged from a symposium of a similar name
held in the autumn of 1992 at the University of Washington. Under the capable editing of Bruce Hevly and John M. Findlay, the volume provides an
overview of the nuclear landscape ofthe American West from the days of the
Manhattan Project to the end of the Cold War. Jointly published by the Center for the Study of the Pacific Northwest and the University of Washington
Press, the collection serves as a brief sketch to the rise, development, and decline of the Atomic West.
Hevly and Findlay organize the essays under three sections: "Building a
Federal Presence," "The Atomic Energy Commission at Work," and "Local
Resistance." In the first section authors Robert E. Ficken, Stanley Goldberg,
and Carl Abbott contribute pieces on the key role of the federal government in the creation ofthe Atomic West. Essays explain the harnessing of the
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Columbia River to provide power to the atomic bomb project; the role of
Gen. Leslie Groves and Hanford; and the construction of the "Atomic Cities" of Richland, Washington, and Los Alamos, New Mexico. In the second
section, authors Gregg Herken, Ferenc M. Szasz, and Barton C. Hacker
focus loosely on the role that the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) played
in the creation and management of nuclear institutions in the region. Herken
discusses the key contributions of the University of California and the National Laboratories. Szasz provides a short biographical sketch of James L.
Tuck, the eccentric genius from Britain. Hacker details the trials and tribulations that the AEC faced in conjunction with its atmospheric weapons
testing and the program's consequences. The final section illustrates how
local public resistance led to the decline of nuclear interests in the region.
To this end, authors Dan O'Neill, Thomas Wellock, Daniel Pope, and Matthew Glass cover a range of diverse topics that illustrate the eclipse ofnuclear
interests. These areas include Project Chariot in Alaska, part of the AEC's
"Plowshare" program; antinuclear movements in California and the Pacific
Northwest; and the bitter conflict between the Air Force, the Mormon Church,
and the Western Shoshone over the placing of MX missiles within the Great
Basin. In sum, the section describes how the federal government's authority in
the nuclear arena waned when challenged by a mobilized public.
Readers will find the collection a valuable and unique contribution to the
recent history of the American West. The authors skillfully place the nuclear
experience within the larger context of cultural, economic, and political
developments in the region. Comprised of concise, well-balanced, and diverse essays, this volume would work well in courses and seminars on the
history of the nuclear age and the twentieth-century West.
Scott D. Hughes
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Models for the Millennium: Great Basin Anthropology Today. Edited by
Charlotte Beck. (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1999. viii + 314 pp.
Halftones, maps, tables, bibliography. $65.00 cloth, ISBN 0-87480-593-7.)
Models for the Millennium is a collection of twenty-four papers written by
many of the leading anthropologists working in the Great Basin. Rather than
summarizing current knowledge, these papers are intended as benchmarks,
essays that capture the current state of Great Basin anthropology and commu-
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nicate the direction that the discipline is taking in this region. The papers cover
a wide range of topics including ethnography, linguistics, paleoecology, rock
art, prehistoric and historic archeology, and cultural resource management.
One of the most striking recent developments in the Great Basin is a major
shift in theoretical orientation. A culture ecological approach grounded in
Julian Steward's Basin-Plateau Aboriginal Sociopolitical Groups has guided
anthropological research in the Great Basin for over forty years. However, in
the last two decades evolutionary ecology has come to provide the general
theoretical basis for much of the archeological work in this region. Evolutionary ecology has its basis in natural-selection theory and has proven very useful in biological sciences. Only in recent years have anthropologists begun
to apply principles from this field to human behavior. Many of the papers in
Models for the Millennium document this paradigm shift from different perspectives and show how general theoretical principles derived from evolutionary ecology can be applied to specific regional issues. This is an exciting
development, one that positions the Great Basin on the cutting edge of anthropological theory.
A concern with general theories and their application in the regional setting
is a consistent theme throughout the volume. One paper that warrants special
mention is Donald Hardesty's application of world system theory to historical
issues in the Great Basin and his particular attention to the archeological
implications of this perspective. Another important development in the Great
Basin that reflects more general changes in the field of anthropology is the
increasing involvement of American Indians. Several recent federal laws encourage cooperative work among Native peoples, ethnographers, and archeologists, and Models for the Millennium includes several contributions that
illustrate the forms that such collaboration can take. Finally, the strong role that
cultural resource management has played in the recent development of Great
Basin anthropology is another theme considered in several of the essays.
Most ofthe contributions in this volume are technical papers intended for
academic and professional audiences, but they should be of interest well beyond the Great Basin. This volume succeeds admirably in capturing the
tenor of anthropology in the Great Basin today. It leaves the impression of a
healthy and vibrant field with a diversity of viewpoints and a great deal of
exciting new work.
John R. Roney
Bureau of Land Management
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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From the Rio to the Sierra: An Environmental History of the Middle Rio
Grande Basin. By Dan Scurlock. (Fort Collins, Colo.: Rocky Mountain Research Station, 1998. x + 440 pp. Halftones, tables, maps, bibliography. $
[gratis] paper, [no

ISBN].)

This technical report prepared by Dan Scurlock for the U.S. Forest Service follows the format of a regional geography, beginning with climate and
building upon that with the resource uses by subsequent occupiers-Native
American, Spanish, and Anglo Americans-of the Middle Rio Grande. He
then attempts to reconstruct the historic natural ecosystems of this area, essentially from Cochiti Lake to Elephant Butte Lake. Scurlock completes his
extensive report with an overview of both the natural and human impacts,
and changes to these systems. The author does recognize that the Middle Rio
Grande area is not a freestanding district, and fortunately he includes the
watershed of the headwaters of the Rio Grande in much of his reporting.
Throughout the report, Scurlock has made an effort to document comprehensively the sources of material presented in each paragraph, frequently
citing as many as a dozen sources for a statement. While this may excite the
historical researcher, I felt the number of citations in the text was a distraction to an otherwise well-written report. I found the material to be very useful for my classes in New Mexico geography and on the Albuquerque
environment. I further appreciated the extensive chronological summaries
situated at the end of each chapter and filled with observations on a variety
of events such as droughts and floods, evidence of human occupation and
resource use, and environmental impacts. Although some of these lists contained redundant events, it must have been a challenge for the author to find
an exclusive category for many items.
Outside academia and research organizations, I am unsure of how the
material Scurlock presents will be utilized. The text may be too laborious for
a general audience, but I believe the author can easily screen the report into
a popular manuscript developed around the chronological summaries and
historic photographs. It would also be helpful to incorporate more information on the geology and geomorphology of the Middle Rio Grande, for these
natural elements, as well as climate, are important to defining the ecology
and life zones of the area. There also seems to be an overreliance on dated
material for the climate of the topical area; more recent climate data should
be available from more stations to demonstrate local conditions. Given that
climate is the key natural variable to the report, I would appreciate an upgrade of this information.
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I have been a student of New Mexico and the Middle Rio Grande for over
twenty years and have never encountered a literature review on human settlement, resource use, and environmental impacts better than what Scurlock
presents in this report. It is one of those documents through which one labors
on the first reading but to which one returns frequently as a reference. In that
light, a solid index is a major omission that would be useful for researchers.
With many resource issues on water quality and quantity, and the conflicts
of different land use facing the residents of the Middle Rio Grande, the
environmental history of the area will be a necessary background on these issues. Many people will benefit from the effort of Dan Scurlock and it is hoped
that this Forest Service report can be republished in a more readable format
for wider distribution.
Jerry L. Williams
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Contested Landscape: The Politics ofWildemess in Utah and the West. Edited by Doug Goodman and Daniel McCool. (Salt Lake City: University of
Utah Press, 1999. xvii + 266 pp. Halftones, maps, tables, notes, bibliography,
index. $19.95 paper, ISBN 0-87480-6040-6.) .
This book is a primer on the politics ofwilderness in Utah and, by extension,
the West as a whole. It is not primarily a work of history, for the editors are political scientists at the University of Utah and the contributors are (or were at
the time ofpublication) their students. Instead, each essay examines a particular facet of the always-controversial subject ofwilderness from a contemporary
vantage point. The major topics include mining and grazing and the conflict
between these industries and wilderness; state trust lands and the role that
they play in the politics of wilderness; how courts have interpreted the U.S.
Constitution in wilderness litigation; and the importance of the Federal
Land Management and Policy Act of 1976, which required the Bureau ofLand
Management (BLM) to survey and manage its wilderness lands. Other essays
analyze archeological resources on wilderness lands, and the language of wilderness legislation that revolves around "hard" or "soft" release - terms governing whether public lands not contained in a given wilderness proposal can be
considered for possible designation as wilderness at a later date.
All of the essays demonstrate that wilderness politics has been and continues to be multifaceted and complicated. While the basic issue centers on
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how much wilderness Utah wants, this seemingly simple question is vastly
complicated by the host of conflicting interest groups and the complex of
issues embroiled in the debate from the changing economics of the rural and
urban West to federal and state tensions and varying perspectives about ecological issues.
By focusing on wilderness politics in the present, these essays reveal how
much has changed in the last forty years. To those who may be mindful of
wilderness politics before the Wilderness Act of 1964-during the 1950S or
early 1960s for instance- it will be apparent that although the politics of
wilderness is not necessarily more complex, it now plays out through legal
and administrative channels to a far greater degree. Procedural matters and
managerial decisions now shape the political debate as much as the underlying clash between interest groups. How the BLM manages its Wilderness
Study Areas, for example, fuels the controversy as much as the fundamental
clash between the forces of development and of preservation. By highlighting this administrative and managerial nature of the political debate in Utah
today, the book should be a valuable reference to landowners, environmentalists, journalists, and agency personnel as well as lawmakers, political scientists, and environmental historians.
Mark Harvey
North Dakota State University, Fargo

Frontier Children. By Linda S. Peavy and Ursula Smith. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1999. xi + 164 pp. 206 halftones, notes, bibliography,
index. $24-95 cloth, ISBN 0-8061-3161-6.)
To say that one of the least studied segments of society in the American
West are the children is stating the obvious. Few are identified in records
beyond a statistical entity, and even fewer maintained diaries and letters.
Thus, Peavy and Smith's work is a welcomed addition to the small but growing historical field on children in the West.
Peavy and Smith rely heavily on photographic images to document the
experiences of children on the frontier. This fascinating photography book
with over two hundred images is supported by a well-written historical description and is full of anecdotal testimonies from many young and not-soyoung children. Based on published sources and oral histories, the authors
provide a delightful tale of children in the nineteenth and early twentieth
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centuries, and illustrate their joys, sorrows, and trials and tribulations on the
frontier. The authors' sidebars and vignettes sprinkled across the book add to
the fascinating topic.
Frontier Children beautifully portrays the frequent dichotomies of the
sometimes na"ive and the sometimes sophisticated strangeness and familiarity of a child's world in the West. While the images portray, for the most part,
a childhood of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the authors
discuss, even if only briefly, childhood as far back as the 1820S. The chapters,
which often are as much a history of families as they are of children, tell of
experiences from Minnesota to California and from New Mexico to Alaska,
denote tales on trips west and in the outdoors, and enlighten us about
children's work and play in the house as well as their educational experiences. The authors mention the lives of Chinese and African American
children and those of Native American and Hispanic children, yet the book
largely depicts the immigrant child's understanding of the West. The childhoods ofNative Americans (and, to a certain extent, Hispanos), spent in ways
distinct from those of Anglos on the frontier, should be presented in a different context that extends beyond the scope of this book.
Academically, the text lacks analysis and provides little new insight on
children's lives in the West. Books such as Elliott West's on frontier childhood
and Marian Schlissel's on women's diaries have already covered much of the
ground explored in Frontier Children. One is led, at times, to question whether
children's lives were harder in the West than in the East, as the authors suggest on a few occasions. From their own findings, the experiences of children
were dependent as much on financial resources as on geographical place.
Still, if "the virtue of books is to be readable" as Ralph Waldo Emerson
declares, this work is an admirable achievement. It is enjoyable to view as well
as to read for anyone·interested in learning about children on the frontier.
Tomas Jaehn
Santa Fe, New Mexico

The American Frontier: Pioneers, Settlers, and Cowboys, 1800-1899. By William
C. Davis. (1992; reprint, Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1999. 256 pp.
52 color prints, 280 halftones, maps, index. $19.95 paper, ISBN 0-8061-3192-2.)
With hard-hitting realism, William Davis exhibits research and.vriting
skills as plentiful as his knowledge of the wild and woolly American West of
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the 1800s. The author of over thirty books, Davis weaves The American Frontier into a new, large-formatted, illustrated book rife with details about westward expansion.
The American Frontier was full of uncooperative weather, crippling accidents, and brutally hard work. Davis understands that but keeps his pioneers,
settlers, and cowboys on track, their necks bowed, ready for action and busy
grinding out fifteen miles in a Conestoga wagon on a bad day and twenty-five
on a good one-usually westward.
Davis has meshed one hundred years of western American history. Some
have tried this format, breaching the chasms, dodging the bullets, and stumbling down blind alleys, always with the intent of weaving the glory of the
nineteenth century into a readable, pleasant experience.
Davis weaves culture, economics, society, and political science into a dose
of history that many modern Americans could learn from. Many of the heroes, men like Sam Houston, John Charles Fremont, and John Sutter, are all
present in the story, trying to put together whatever would reward them with
fame and fortune. There were trappers and explorers, many of them enCOllfaged by the federal government. Chief among them were Meriwether Lewis
and William Clark and their captain, President Thomas Jefferson. Over the
next century, giants walked on the land - bigger-than-life characters like Jim
Bridger, "Liver-eating" Johnson, Zebulon Pike, and Sacajawea.
William C. Davis, former editor of Civil War Times Illustrated, is most
familiar to readers of his Civil War books and as a consultant toA&E's "Civil
War Journal." Few have used the large-format so well as William C. Davis in
his The American Frontier.

Larry D. Underwood
Meppen, Illinois

Gold Dust and Gunsmoke: Tales of Gold Rush Outlaws, Gunfighters, Lawmen, and Vigilantes. By John Boessenecker. (New York: John Wiley and
Sons, 1999. xiii + 367 pp. Halftones, maps, notes, index. $3°.00 cloth, ISBN
0-471-31973-2 .)
Some historians still believe that the American West was not especially
violent. John Boessenecker is not among them, and in his opening chapter
he suggests, "It is fitting at the 150th anniversary of the California Gold Rush
that we look at that pivotal event in frontier history and ask whether it was a
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precursor of our modern culture of violence" (p. 12). Given the current debate over handguns and violence in our society, that important question
deserves a thoughtful answer.
In a fast-paced, highly readable style, Boessenecker offers the reader
lynch-mob activity against Hispanic bandits such as Juan Flores and Joaquin
Valenzuela, the harsh treatment of Chinese in the gold camps, a deadly duel
between California supreme court justice David S. Terry and senator David
Broderick, Capt. Harry Love's search for the infamous Joaquin Murrieta, the
perseverance oflawmen like Ben K. Thorn of Calaveras County, the demise
of Sheriff James Barton of Los Angeles County in a dramatic running gun
battle, and the escape of William Wells who killed three lawmen while being escorted to Sacramento. Wells was never captured. There is one enduring theme in many of these marvelous anecdotes about the California Gold
Rush: violence with guns.
One story in particular highlights the dramatic level of violence that is
discussed in this intriguing book. A popular nineteenth-century ballad about
guns and self-defense closed with the line, 'Til die before I'll run." Implicit
in this verse was the "no duty to retreat" doctrine that suggested the right to
stand and defend oneself. The danger within this doctrine became a deadly
reality when officials tried to evict squatters in Sacramento in 1850. Mayor
Harding Bigelow and SheriffJoseph McKinney approached the squatters on
horseback and "ordered them to lay down their weapons." Instead, "the squatters opened fire with a vicious volley from rifles, shotguns, and revolvers. Four
balls blew the mayor out of his saddle" and City Assessor James Woodland
"was killed instantly" (p. 181). In a round of fighting the next day, SheriffMcKinney also received mortal wounds. In two days at least eight were dead and
many others wounded. This and other examples reveal that guns and the "no
duty to retreat" doctrine proved to be a deadly mix in nineteenth-century
California.
John Boessenecker has discovered nineteenth-century homicide rates that
dwarf current ones in Los Angeles and San Francisco, and he shows that
similar violent trends existed in the gold-camp counties. He has uncovered
forty-four murders in Los Angeles County between July 1850 and October
1851, and notes, "This is an extraordinarily high number for a county of only
about 8,500 people" (p. 323). Using the FBI formula for homicide, the author
calculates "an annual rate of 414 homicides per 100,000" (p. 323)' Similar
examples of high homicide rates were found in Nevada, Monterey, and San
Francisco counties, and the author cites comparable data from previous
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research in Texas. This study is buttressed by my research in Homicide, Race,
and Justice in the American West, 1880-1920 (1997), the examination of 1,338
cases in seven California counties (see also my forthcoming book Race and
Homicide in Nineteenth-Century California, University of Nevada Press),
and David T. Courtwright's Violent Land: Single Men and Social Disorder
from the Frontier to the Inner City (1996). Boessenecker's Gold Dust and
Gunsmoke provides strong and convincing evidence that California was a
dangerous place, especially for young single males wearing guns and drinking alcohol. High homicide rates, with guns as the weapon of choice, reflect
this disturbing violent trend that began on the California frontier and that
continues to this day. This book is a welcome addition to scholarship on California and is highly recommended.
Clare V. McKanna Jr.
San Diego State University

For Good or Bad: People of the Cimarron Country. Edited by Stephen

Zimmer. (Santa Fe: Sunstone Press, 1999. 160 pp. Halftones, maps, index.

$12.95 paper, ISBN o-86534-292-X.)
Cimarron, located in northeastern New Mexico, has one of the most
colorful histories of any town in the state. The tiny burgh was the center of
the massive Maxwell Land Grant and the scene of a violent conflict concerning ownership of that grant. An Oklahoma oil baron later bought much of the
land around Cimarron for a summer retreat and then donated the land to the
Boy Scouts ofAmerica to create the Philmont Scout Ranch, the largest youth
camp in the world. Stephen Zimmer, Philmont's director of museums, provides a glimpse into Cimarron's tumultuous past with this collection ofbiographical sketches harvested from a variety of books and magazines. Twelve
personalities with ties to Cimarron are examined in this slender volume, and
from these disparate essays emerges a good sense of the history of western
Colfax County.
For many readers, the only familiar name may be Kit Carson, who spent
a few years at a settlement near Cimarron. But this collection includes
many fascinating personalities, beginning with land baron Lucien B. Maxwell. Maxwell was an enigmatic figure who created a semifeudal kingdom by
consolidating the holdings of a Mexican-era grant. The titanic parcel, never
properly surveyed while Maxwell held it, became the source of tremendous
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controversy when he sold the grant and the new owners began charging rents
to the mining, ranching, and farming residents.
Several essays illustrate the violent past of the town. Two describe figures
from the Colfax County War, which erupted between settlers and the Maxwell Land Grant Company. Both men, Clay Allison and O. P. McMains,
represent the settlers' side ofthe conflict. Allison, a gunfighter, and McMains,
a Methodist minister, led residents against the Maxwell Company after the
assassination of T. 1- Tolby, another minister and a prominent critic of the
company. Also profiled are Charlie Kennedy, a man who waylaid unsuspecting travelers before being lynched in the 1870s, and train robber Thomas
"Black Jack" Ketchum, who was captured in a canyon outside Cimarron.
Essays on Manley Chase, Henrietta Clay Curtis Chase, "Shorty" Murray,
and Will James highlight the ranching and.cowboy heritage ofthe area. Lawman Fred Lambert is profiled, as well as perhaps the most important figure
in shaping modern Cimarron, Waite Phillips, an oil tycoon who consolidated
several ranches in the area and created his own personal hunting and fishing
reserve in the 1920S. After building a fabulous mansion, the Villa Philmonte
(a smaller version of Philbrook, his Tulsa estate), Phillips turned his vast holdings over to the Boy Scouts for development into a national camp.
The sum of these essays is definitely greater than the diverse parts. As with
many edited works, the writing style and quality varies widely. Zimmer provides useful introductions to each segment and helpfully points out some
instances in which the accuracy of the profiles is suspect. His target audience
is undoubtedly visitors to the area (particularly Philmont participants), and
they will find this volume a highly readable introduction to the history of the
Cimarron country.
Richard D. Loosbrock
Adams State College

Over the Rim: The Parley P. Pratt Exploring Expedition to Southern Utah,
1849-5°. Edited by William B. Smart and Donna T. Smart. (Logan: Utah
State University Press, 1999. ix + 270 pp. Halftones, maps, appendixes, notes,
bibliography, index. $37.95 cloth, ISBN 0-87421-282-0, $19.95 paper, ISBN 087421-281-2. )
Parley P. Pratt's Southern Exploring Company was part of the terrific burst
of colonizing energy that marked the first years of Mormon settlement and
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empire building in Utah. Under the leadership ofBrigham Young, members
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints arrived in the Great Salt
Lake Valley in 1847. By late 1849, while the rest of the nation looked west to
the gold fields of California and the prospect of instant riches, Young had
turned his magisterial gaze south along the Wasatch Range to the plateau and
mesa country beyond. The Church's great Prophet, Seer, and Revelator expected the apostle Pratt, assisted by a company of fifty men, to find arable
lands and natural resources there that would provide the temporal basis for
the rapidly expanding religious empire. The faithful knew this envisioned
political and territorial entity as the "State of Deseret." That the Southern
Exploring Company was sent during the winter, a harsh one no less, rather
than waiting until spring for better weather, only underscored the sense of
urgency with which Young regarded his Lord's work. There was no time to
spare in preparing the way for the peopling of the new Zion. Indeed, the
results of Pratt's expedition were factored immediately into the colonization
plans for southern Utah. To paraphrase contemporary Jessie Benton Fremont,
from the ashes of Pratt's campfires have sprung Mormon communities. Sadly,
Pratt did not live to see the full fruition of his work. In 1857, a jealous former
husband of one of Pratt's plural wives murdered him in Arkansas.
The Southern Exploring Company's historical significance notwithstanding, the men involved left behind few records of their deeds. William B.
Smart and Donna T. Smart have examined the "only known contemporary"
journals of the expedition and have introduced them here "in their original
spelling, punctuation, and grammar" (p. vii). The journals were those of Robert Lang Campbell, John C. Armstrong, John Brown, and Isaac Chauncey
Haight. Moreover, the Smarts have collated the journal entries and included
extensive comment richly informed by their historical research and fieldwork
in the company of C. Gregory Crampton and other area specialists. In addition to the four journals, the Smarts also include Pratt's official report to the
Legislative Council ofDeseret as well as related papers, photographs, maps,
and vignettes of all fifty members of the company. Among them was William
Henrie, an ancestral relative of the Smarts. In fact, this project began as a
genealogical investigation. There is also a good bibliography and a useful
index.
While the publication of these journals and related materials will be welcomed by students of Utah, the Mormons, western exploration, and Indian
history, the journals themselves, it must be said, possess little charm or literary merit. The men who wrote them were evidently concerned more with
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the daily temperature and weather, the number of miles covered each day,
and the location of springs, fuel, soil types, and mineral deposits than with
matters of artistic or scientific interest. The journals are certainly more
moving when they record the sheer toil and immense hardship involved in
opening this co~ntry to settlement. Pioneering was nothing if not very hard
work. But ofspecial interest here are the intimate accounts of Mormon culture
and frontier life as well as of Mormon relations with the Paiutes. These particular entries reveal fascinating glimpses into the twilight world of two unique
peoples soon fated for conflict with each other and eventually for an Americanization that neither wanted nor could avoid.
Kevin J. Femlund
Valley City State University, North Dakota

In the Absence ofDon Porfirio: Francisco Leon de la Barra and the Mexican
Revolution. By Peter V. N. Henderson. Latin American Silhouettes Series.
(Wilmington, Del.: Scholarly Resources Books, 1999. xiii + 338 pp. Halftones, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $55.00 cloth, ISBN 0-84202774- 2 .)

Peter Henderson has written a splendid book about an important figure
in modern Mexican history. This study redefines a somewhat obscure but
nevertheless important figure who attempted to carry out a peaceful transition from the Porfiriato to the new populism of post-1911 modern Mexico.
There can be little doubt that the author has thoroughly researched the
career of Francisco Leon de la Barra; he uses private as well as public documents from no less than five countries. The core of this book's conclusions
rests upon the personal papers of de la Barra at the Condumex Archive in
Mexico City.
Most of In the Absence of Don Porfirio covers the career of de la Barra
during the Porfirian period. The son of an elite Chilean family, de la Barra
studied at the exalted National Preparatory School, where he established a
solid reputation in international law and arbitration. Naturally he became a
career diplomat, serving in Latin America, the United States, and Europe.
He capped his rise to power by becoming foreign relations minister and interim president in 1911.
Of course, the interim presidency of de la Barra is the culmination of the
author's argument that many Porfirians were progressive and eager to reform
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Mexico. As proof of this, Henderson demonstrates, among other points, that
de la Barra established Mexico's first modern National Agrarian Commission
as well as Department of Labor. Perhaps his foremost concern was that fair
elections take place in the fall of 1911. He succeeded in all three endeavors,
although Henderson concedes that de la Barra lost patience with those who
were prone to violence and would not turn in weapons. The essence and true
significance of this book is that it supports a growing tendency among recent
scholars to demonstrate that the Porfirian period had much more validity and
foresight than it has traditionally received.
Certainly the reason that the effort toward reform collapsed into civil war
was the failure ofthe Madero regime. A student of Michael Meyer, who initiated a highly critical tendency to view Madero as an overrated bungler,
Henderson adds to this stance by showing how Madero was corrupt, nepotistic, and ineffective as president. Therefore de la Barra served the regime
of Victoriano Huerta, who had one of the most talented cabinets of modern
Mexico partially because Madero had alienated the intellectuals. The problem for de la Barra was that he was associated with the murder of Madero.
Henderson absolves de la Barra of any blame for the infamous assassinations
of President Madero and his vice president in February 1913, but because
contemporaries did not, de la Barra became an exile and lived out the rest of
his life in Europe. Henderson's skill as a researcher is demonstrated in his
compelling sketch of de la Barra's final years during which he continued to
enjoy international respect for his legal abilities. Himself a trained attorney
who practiced in Cambridge, Massachusetts, Henderson identifies with de
la Barra and artfully describes legal issues with consummate skill.
A well-written study that will stand forever as the unrivaled biography of
de la Barra, Henderson's book is essential reading for anyone interested in the
history of modern Mexico.
Douglas W. Richmond
University of Texas at Arlington

Knight Without Armor: Carlos Eduardo Castaneda, 1896-1958. By Felix D.
Almaraz Jr. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1999. xxi + 430 pp.
Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $39.95 cloth, ISBN 0-89096-890-X')
For three decades, Carlos Eduardo Castaneda made his mark as a Texas
borderlands scholar, and when he died in harness at the University of Texas
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on 3 April 1958, the legacy of his long and dynamic career included work in
teaching, research, librarianship, and public speaking. His voluminous publication record listed eighteen books and more than four dozen articles.
This prize-winning biography presents the results of Felix Almaraz's
twenty years of detective work into the extraordinary a~hievement of one of
the first great American historians of Spanish descent. Castaneda unintentionally became a beacon and inspiration to others, exemplifying the model
of both a self-made man and a passionate intellectual devoted to books and
learning.
His origins were humble and foreign. Born in the Mexican state of Tamaulipas in 1896, Castaneda was orphaned at fifteen. Living in Brownsville
where his family had relocated, he struggled to support his younger brother
and sisters and later to put himself through the University of Texas, beginning
his course ofstudy in 1917. There he came under the influence of noted Texas
historian Eugene A. Barker and borderlander Charles Wilson Hackett. Gradually, Castaneda's interests settled upon the histories of Mexico and Texas,
leading him to explore and copy archival materials in both places.
After completing all requirements, except the dissertation, for his doctoral
degree, he accepted a job teaching Spanish at William and Mary. After three
years in Virginia, he returned to the University of Texas to become librarian
of the Latin American Collection. Afterward, as his accomplishments grew,
he became professor of history.
At one point early in his career, Castaneda sought a position at the University of New Mexico and also corresponded with its renowned Spanish
colonialist, France V. Scholes. He appealed to Herbert E. Bolton for a recommendation to New Mexico, but in the end he remained in Texas where
his true research interests were focused.
Among Castaneda's books, two in particular remain standard references:
The Mexican Side of the Texas Revolution (1928) and the two-volume translation of fray Juan Agustin de Morfl's The History of Texas, 1673-1779 published by the Quivira Society (1935).
His magisterial Our Catholic Heritage in Texas, 1519-1936, issued in seven
volumes between 1936 and 1958, however, formally established his reputation as a major scholar of the Spanish borderlands. Sponsored by the Knights
of Columbus as its contribution to the centennial of Texas independence,
the research and writing ofthat work, as Almaraz graphically shows, engaged
Castaneda's energies for much of his professional life. In fact, he had barely
completed the manuscript of the final volume at the time of his death.
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Author Almaraz casts a wide net, pulling together an astonishing array of
scattered sources to tell the story of this remarkable scholar in vivid detail. The
biography represents a major contribution to borderlands historiography.
Marc Simmons
Cerrillos, New Mexico

Mexico in the 1940s: Modernity, Politics, and Corruption. By Stephen R.
Niblo. (Wilmington, Del.: Scholarly Resources Books, 1999· xxv + 408 pp.
Halftones, charts, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $55.00 cloth, ISBN 08420- 2 794-7. )
In Mexico in the 1940s: Modernity, Politics, and Corruption, Stephen
Niblo argues that in 1940 Manuel Avila Camacho "unleashed a conservative
assault upon the program of the Mexican Revolution that would continue to
intensify until it became a veritable counterrevolution under his successor
[Miguel Aleman]" (p. 159). The counterrevolution, of course, was directed
primarily against the social reforms of the administration of Lazaro Cardenas

(1934-1940). Together, Avila Camacho and Aleman undermined land reform
and tamed labor. They reached an accord with the Catholic Church; presided over and participated in a flourishing of corruption; and abandoned
revolutionary nationalism to cooperate closely with U.S. political, military,
and economic objectives. In the process they set Mexico on a new course in
which the only remnants of the revolution were rhetorical. What permitted
this swing to the right? Niblo believes that the strong opposition campaign
of conservative Juan Andreu Almazan in 1940 allowed Avila Camacho to look
like a moderate alternative, that the outbreak ofWorld War II permitted calls
for the subordination of class interests to the common cause, and that the
push to industrialize accompanying the rolling back of the revolution had
broad support.
These are not particularly surprising discoveries. Niblo is correct, though,
in contending that historians have paid the decade little attention, and in that
failure is the justification for this deeply researched overview of the politics
of the era. Much of the value of the work lies in its details. There is good
material here on the opportunism of Vicente Lombardo Toledano, and on
a little discussed massacre, committed at Leon in 1946, that Niblo links to the
name change of the governing party in that year. There are also nice details
on the behavior of conservative Puebla strongman-and first brother-
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Maximino Avila Camacho; I particularly liked Maximino's self-honoring (p.
282) with its echoes of Santa Anna. In terms of analysis, Niblo's discussion of
the economic impact of the decade's corruption is interesting, as is his case
for the government's substantial role in producing the "economic reality" of
ejidal inefficiency with prejudicial policies on prices and subsidies. Niblo
does not pull punches on Aleman, whom he characterizes as an "extreme
version of presidential arrogance."
Careful, reasoned argument, however, is not a strong point of this work.
Niblo often accepts hearsay without much scrutiny. He does not problematize the concept of"modernity," and he fails to explore the false consciousness that he suggests when he indicates that the rightward turn did not meet
much resistance from those whose interests it injured. Niblo must also be
faulted for writing that is often awkward and repetitive, inattentive to detail
(Friedrich Schuler's name is misspelled throughout), and sometimes unclear.
Despite these complaints, this work is of considerable value for the information it contains on a period still largely untouched by historians. I have not
recently picked up a book about twentieth-century Mexico from which I
learned so much.
Samuel Brunk
University ofTexas, El Paso

The Old Anny in Texas: A Research Guide to the U.S. Anny in Nineteenth·
Century Texas. By Thomas T. Smith. (Austin: Texas State Historical Association, 2000. 255 pp. Halftones, maps, charts, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95
cloth, ISBN 0-87611-170-3.)
Although concise in presentation, and almost surgically sterile in style,
Thomas T. Smith's military history and archeological guide is a handy aid
and useful compendium to U.S. Army activities and actions in Texas from
approximately 1836 to 1900. Smith's book is a research tool rather than a narrative study, or as the author himself writes, it is "an elementary data base of
essential information" (p. 1). Because the volume is a reference work, it is for
scholars and writers, particularly of archeology, more than it is for readers.
Divided into six parts, the book covers such topics as U. S. Army sites, post
garrisons, regular-army combat operations against American Indians, and
army commanders and organization in Texas. Part 6 is a selected bibliography,
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but at the end of each section is located a notation on sources, a couple of
them fairly extensive.
In many ways, the work is a book oflists. In part 3, for example, the author
notes in alphabetical order the location of posts, camps, and forts. In part 4
the author lists by year all companies of cavalry and infantry garrisoned at
each active post from 1836 to 188!.
Smith, a lieutenant colonel in the army and now stationed at Carlisle Barracks in Pennsylvania, has written previously and extensively on military topics. Part 1, in fact, is a reprinted but updated version ofan article he published
in the Southwestern Historical Quarterly in 1996. This piece, interesting and
analytical, represents the best part of the book. Smith writes that, while fighting Native Americans in Texas, the army lost 64 soldiers and killed an estimated 424 Indians, figures that jump out for their seemingly low but surely
correct counts. Smith also uses twentieth-century terms- "strategy of attrition," for example - to recount, while helping us to understand, the nature of
army operations in Texas. Here too, he describes how and why 1857 represented the year of the most active military operations in Texas before the Civil
War and why 1874 was the most active year after the war.
The Old Anny in Texas is a useful manual that people interested in nineteenth-century Texas military history should find helpful.
Paul H. Carlson
Texas Tech University

Shavetails and Bell Sharps: The History ofthe U.S. Anny Mule. By Emmett
M. Essin. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1997. xvii + 245 pp. Halftones, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8032-1819-2.)
Professor Essin of East Tennessee tells the long neglected tale of one ofthe
basic means of army transportation from the 1820S to 1956, when the last
mules were officially retired. He notes how in rough terrain or where fodder
was short and grains unavailable, the mule could survive where horses soon
were exhausted. He also points out that mules were useful both for hauling
wagons with four- or six-animal hitches or as pack beasts. A wagon could haul
2,000 to 5,000 pounds, while an individual mule could carry 250 pounds over
and above the fifty-pound packsaddle. Moreover, in packtrains horses had to
be led individually, but mules would dutifully follow the bell mare. Shavetails were new untrained mules; bell sharps were those who knew to follow
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the mare. Mules were, contrary to common belief, docile, intelligent, quick
to sense danger, and sure-footed. For packing, the army slowly learned that
the 12-14 hands-high Mexican mule was much preferable to the 14-16 handshigh U.S.-bred animal.
Essin pursues the story of the army mule through the Mexican-American,
Civil, Indian, Spanish-American, and two world wars, as well as the Korean
War. The author notes that mules were used even as riding animals, especially by Gen. George Crook in the late nineteenth century. Crook was an
experienced mule packer and understood that bad saddles and poor packs
made for sore-backed or lame mules, which were oflittle use for campaigning. One of the recurring themes in the book was the failure of the army to
accept the need for a professional packer corps until after the West was won.
The author omits three important strands of the story: practices at the remount depots or remuda, the fate of animals considered unfit for further military service, and the role of blacksmiths. First, remount depots, especially
during wars, were vital for the quartermaster general to replace wastage and
consumption of mules from hard use, disease, and age. Second, perhaps 40
percent of the animals returned to the depots were sold to farmers who gave
them a chance to be rehabilitated. Third, mules and horses had to be reshod
every three months; mobile blacksmith wagons accompanied the troops,
wagons, and packtrains to keep the animals in top form. Especially during the
Civil War, the supply of horseshoes and harness was a major industry.
The nearest comparable work, one much more concerned with equipment, is Randy Steffen's four volumes on the U.S. cavalry entitled The Horse

Soldier, 1776-1943, and two other basic volumes on the U.S. Army by Erna
Risch and James Huston. Various studies of veterinary medicine also exist,
but veterinarians were not generally accepted until the twentieth century.
Robin Higham, emeritus
Kansas State University

For Wood River or Bust: Idaho's Silver Boom of the 1880s. By Clark C. Spence.
The Idaho Legacy Series. (Moscow: University ofIdaho Press; Boise: Idaho
State Historical Society, 1999. xi + 260 pp. Halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8930-1215-7.)
Asilver-Iead-zinc mineral province is found on the eastern margins of the
northern Sierra Nevadas. The southernmost district of the zone is centered
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on Ketchum in south-central Idaho, while the province extends northward
through the Coeur d'Alene area and terminates at the Slocan district of
British Columbia. The region has recently been the subject of several mineral-district histories to which the present offering is a welcome addition. To
summarize its brief but eventful heyday, the Wood River (Ketchum) district
was prospected in the late 1870s, flourished for a few years in the next decade,
and was moribund by 1893.
Professor Spence emphasizes the industrial, financial, and social evolution of the Wood River area, relying heavily but by no means exclusively on
local newspaper accounts. He supplements and amends these often-perfervid stories by referencing more balanced sources. The result is a satisfactory
synthesis of the rise and decline of a mining district that had been overshadowed by the more gaudy developments around the Coeur d'Alene area. Of
much interest are his resumes of the social life in the region showing to what
lengths a lively population will go to seek amusement in a land that is snowbound in winter and relatively isolated in all seasons.
The only exception to an otherwise sound treatment is the lack of information concerning the nature and extractive metallurgy of the lodes. Reference to Waldemar Lindgren's classic Mineral Deposits (1913) indicates that
the region's chief deposits were found in two paralleling groups in a country
rock of lime-rich shale. This greatly facilitated mining and early-day smelting. The chief values were the galena that carried silver in the upper ore horizons, and zinc at depth. This facilitated smelting and increased profits. In a
word, the half-score major mines were fairly economical to work and reasonably profitable at first. Minor ore occurrences were located all over the district, and were a boon to early prospectors and promoters. But in the long run
these occurrences were so ephemeral that they contributed little but a bad
name to regional promotion.
Transportation aside-and Spence outlines the difficulties of this major
consideration in a snowy, semimountainous region-the chief economic
problem lay in the very nature of the ore bodies. Lead proved expensive to
ship and was always subject to extreme market fluctuations. The silver values
were equally undependable in a period of political and economic turmoil.
In a volatile market, silver-lead deposits had to be huge for a mining district
to survive for any period of time, and the Wood River lodes were too modest
to compete with Mexican or Coeur d'Alene mining operations. It is worth
noting that, in these early days, there was no ready means of segregating zinc
values, and the inevitable appearance of zinky ores usually meant the death
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of a lead mine; when zinky lead was smelted, it formed with silica a refractory lump or "salamander" that choked and ruined the furnace. Zinc was
proverbially the bane of smelter men.
That Wood River boomed at all is a tribute to its enterprising population.
Professor Spence has summarized its short but hectic life in a sound, readable text that this reviewer is happy to recommend.
Otis E. Young Jr.
Arizona State University

Book Notes

Comanches in the New West, 1895-19°8: Historic Photographs. By Stanley
Noyes. (Austin: University ofTexas Press, 1999. xii + 113 pp. 32 halftones, bibliography. $24.95 cloth, ISBN 0-292-75568-6.)
Destination Culture: Tourism, Museums, and Heritage. By Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998. xviii + 325 pp.
Halftones, notes, index. $22.00 paper, ISBN 0-520-20966-4-)
The Flock. By Mary Austin, afterword by Barney Nelson. Western Literature
Series. (1906; reprint, Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2001. 319 pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography. $17.00 paper, ISBN 0-87417-355-8.)
From Calcutta with Love: The World War II Letters of Richard and Reva
Beard. Edited by Elaine Pinkerton, foreword by Wendall A. Phillips, introduction by Otha Spencer. (Lubbock: Texas Tech University Press, 2002. xxvi
+ 352 pp. Halftones, maps, appendix, notes, glossary, index. $29.95 cloth, ISBN
0-89672-468-9. )
The Great Thirst: Californians and Water, A History. Rev. ed. By Norris
Hundley Jr. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001. xxiii + 800 pp. 94
halftones, 25 maps, notes, bibliography, index. $65.00 cloth, ISBN 0-520-224558, $24.95 paper, ISBN 0-520-22456-6.)
Immigration: A Civil Rights Issue for the Americas. Edited by Susanne Jonas
and Suzie Dod Thomas. (Wilmington, Del.: Scholarly Resources, 1999. xv
+ 206 pp. Charts, tables, notes, bibliography. $17.95 paper, ISBN 0-84202775-0 .)
Lakota Noon: The Indian Narrative ofCuster's Defeat. By Gregory F. Michno.
(Missoula, Mont.: Mountain Press Publishing Company, 2000. xiv + 336 pp.
Halftones, maps, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $36.00 cloth, ISBN
0-87842-349-4, $18.00 paper, ISBN 0-87842-356-7.)
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Latin American Architecture: Six Voices. Edited by Malcolm Quantrill, in
collaboration with Kenneth Frampton et al. (College Station: Texas A&M
University Press, 2000. xiii + 219 pp. III halftones, 33 line drawings, biographical notes. $60.00 cloth, ISBN 0-89096-901-9.)

Little Gray Men: Roswell and the Rise ofa Popular Culture. By Toby Smith.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2000. xi + 199 pp. Bibliography, index. $24.00 paper, ISBN 0-8263-2121-6.)
Lives on the Line: Dispatches from the U.S.-Mexico Border. By Miriam
Davidson. (Tucson: University ofArizona Press, 2000.211 pp. Halftones, notes,
bibliography, index. $35.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8165-1997-8, $17.95 paper, ISBN 08165-1998-6.)
Oil, Taxes, and Cats: A History of the DeVitt Family and the Mallet Ranch.
By David]. Murrah. (Lubbock: Texas Tech University Press, 1994. xii + 247
pp. 55 halftones, maps, notes, index. $17.95 paper, ISBN 0-89672-460-3.)
jPobre Raza!: Violence, lustice, and Mobilization Among Mexico Lindo Immigrants, 1900-1936. By F. Arturo Rosales. (Austin: University ofTexas Press,
1999. xii + 281 pp. Halftones, tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index.
$45.00 cloth, ISBN 0-292-77094-4, $19.95 paper, ISBN 0-292-77095-2.)
Princess Isabel of Brazil: Gender and Power in the Nineteenth Century. By
Roderick]. Barman. Latin American Silhouettes Studies in History and Culture. (Wilmington, Del.: Scholarly Resources, 2002. xiv + 291 pp. Halftones,
notes, bibliography, index. $60.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8420-2845-5, $19.95 paper,

ISBN 0-8420-2846-3.)

In the Shadows of State and Capital: The United Fruit Company, Popular
Struggle,. and Agrarian Restructuring in Ecuador, 1900-1995. By Steve
Striffler. American Encounters/Global Interactions Series. (Durham,

N.C.: Duke University Press, 2001. xi + 242 pp. Maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $54.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8223-2836-4, $18.95 paper, ISBN 0-8223286 3-1. )
Telling Western Stories: From Buffalo Bill to Larry McMurtry. By Richard W.
Etulain. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1999. xiii + 174 pp.
Halftones, notes, index. $35.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8263-2139-9, $17.95 paper, ISBN
0-8263-2140-2. )
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To Show Heart: Native American Self-Determination and Federal Indian

Policy, 1960-1975. By George Pierre Castile. (Tucson: University of Arizona
Press, 1998. xxvii + 227 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $16,95 paper, ISBN 08165-1838-6. )
When Montana and I Were Young: A Frontier Childhood. By Margaret Bell,
edited by Mary Clearman Blew, afterword by Lee Rostad. Women in the
West Series. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2002. xxx + 251 pp. Notes.

$24.95 cloth, [SBN 0-8032-1325-5.)

The Wreck ofthe Belle, the Ruin ofLa Salle. By Robert S. Weddle. Centennial Series of the Association of Former Students, Texas A&M University, no.

88. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2001. xvii + 327 pp. Halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, [SBN 1-58544-121-x.)

News Notes

People

Thomas Chavez, former director of the Palace of the Governors, became
head of the Hispanic Cultural Center in Albuquerque during March 2002.
Grants, Fellowships, and Awards

The National Cowboy and Westem Heritage Museum invites entries for its
2002 Western Heritage Awards. The awards are given to winning entries in
specified categories of western literature, music, film, and television produced during the 200l year. For more information about eligibility, categories, and guidelines, contact the National Cowboy and Western Heritage
Museum, 1700 Northeast Thirty-third Street, Oklahoma City, OK, 7311l7997, website: www.cowboyhalloffame.org.
The Division of Education Programs of the National Endowment for the
Humanities (NEH) offers the 2002 Exemplary Education Projects. The grants,
typically of multiyear duration, allow educators to develop humanities curricula and materials and to disseminate humanities scholarship and teaching
practices. The NEH supports schoolteachers and college faculty in the
United States who wish to strengthen teaching and learning in history, literature, foreign languages and cultures, and other areas of the humanities. The
NEH staff urges consultation with program staffprior to submitting an application. The application deadline is 15 October 2002. For additional information contact the Division of Education Programs, National Endowment for
the Humanities, Room 302, HOO Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, Washington, D.C., 20506, (202) 606-8380 phone, or see the grant website: www.neh.
gov/grants/grants.html.
The Carl Albert Congressional Research and Studies Center at the University of Oklahoma seeks applicants for its Visiting Scholars Program, which
provides financial assistance to scholars conducting research in the Center's
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archives. Awards Of$500-$1000 are normally granted as reimbursement for
travel and lodging. The Center's holdings include thepapers of many distinguished members of Congress and the collections also document government policy affecting agriculture, Native Americans, energy, foreign affairs,
the environment, the economy, and other areas. Most materials date from the
1920S to the 1970S. Applications are accepted at any time throughout the year.
The Center's collections are described on its website along with details regarding the application process: www.ou.edu/speciallalbertctrlarchivesl.
The Journal ofTexas History is a new academic publication focusing on Texas
and Southwestern history. Published by the Center for Texas Music History
at Southwest Texas State University in San Marcos, the Journal has featured
articles on a variety of topics including the evolution of Southeast Texas Zydeco, Mexican American music in the Southwest, the influence of Jimmie
Rodgers and other non-native Texans on Texas music, the 1936 Mrican-American Folk Festival, western swing, and Janis Joplin and the role of gender and
politics in southwestern music. The Journal also features essays highlighting
musical archives and museums throughout the Southwest. The Journal invites authors, book publishers, archivists, and museum curators to submit
articles for publication. Please address submission inquiries or manuscripts
to Dr. Kathryn Ledbetter, Editor, Journal of Texas Music History, Department of History, Southwest Texas State University, San Marcos, Texas,

78666-4616. E-mail inquires may be sent to KLn@swt.edu.
Archives, Exhibits, and Historic [Web] Sites
The Online Archive of New Mexico (OANM), a database of historical source
materials in New Mexico, is now available at http://eLibrary.unm.edu/oanm.
The database contains information on over one thousand archival collections and materials covering more than four hundred years of New Mexico
history. The website database pescribes holdings at four major repositories:
Center for Southwest Research, University of New Mexico General Library,
Albuquerque; Fray Angelico Chavez History Library, Palace of the Governors, Santa Fe; New Mexico State Records Center and Archives, Santa Fe;
and RIO Grande Historical Collections, New Mexico State University Library, Las Cruces. The OANM provides detailed descriptions of the materials in these collections along with four hundred facsimiles of documents and
photographs.
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The New Mexico Farm and Ranch Heritage Museum presents "'To Get the
Job Done': Employing Prisoners ofWar in New Mexico Agriculture During
World War II." This exhibit on the employment of German and Ital ian prisoners of war in New Mexico agriculture during World War II begins 12 January 2002 and runs through 7 July 2002. The museum address is 4100 Dripping
Springs Road, Las Cruces, NM, 88011, or call (505) 522-4100 phone.
The National Park Service statewide preservation plan, New Mexico Preservation: A Plan for 2002-2006, is now available on the New Mexico Historic
Preservation Division website: www.museums.state.nm.uslhpdl.
The Amon Carter Museum presents "The Artists and the American West: A
Century of Western Art." The exhibition, celebrating forty years of westernart collecting, includes ninety paintings, sculptures, watercolors, drawings,
photographs, and rare books by fifty-two artists who depicted the North
American frontier. The museum address is 3501 Camp Bowie Boulevard,
Fort Worth, TX, 76107-2695. For more information contact Carol Noel at
(817) 738-1933, ext. 5066 phone; e-mail: carol.noel@cartermuseum.org; or
website: www.cartermuseum.org.
The National Hispanic Cultural Center in Albuquerque (NHCCA), New
Mexico, presents "En Divina Luz" in its Research and Literary Arts Gallery.
The exhibition includes Craig Varjabedian's photographs ofPenitente moradas and wood cases displaying a number of books on the Penitentes, a few
bultos, and retablos accompanied by text. The exhibit lasts from 1-15 June
2002. The NHCCA also presents "New Mexican Hispanic Art," an exhibit
celebrating the diverse aesthetic paths of more than 100 of New Mexico's best
contemporary artists. For more information, contact the National Hispanic
Cultural Center, (505) 246-2261 phone; website: www.nhccnm.org.
The Albuquerque Museum presents "Pie Town Woman: Photographs by
Russell Lee and Joan Myers." The exhibit features Farm Security Administration photographs from the 1940S that document life in Pie Town, New
Mexico-a community located 180 miles southwest of Albuquerque-during the Great Depression. The depression images are blended together
with photographer Joan Myers's images of the town in the 1990S. The exhibit runs through 14 July 2002. The museum also presents "Fruitland Nava jo
Photographs" by John Collier Jr. The photographs will be on display in the
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Museum Mezzanine West Hallway from 20 October 2002-12 January 2003.
The museum is located at 2000 Mountain Road NW and is open Tuesday
through Sunday, 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. For more information, contact the
museum, (505) 243-7255 phone, or website: www.cabq.gov/museum.
The Center for Southwest Research Callery, located in the Zimmerman
Library on the campus of the University of New Mexico, presents "Facing
Southwest: The Houses ofJohn Caw Meem," an exhibit of blueprints, drawings, sketches, and photographs of Meem's houses and his influence on the
architecture of the American Southwest. For more information call (505)
277-6451 phone.
Calendar of Events

10-19 May: The State of New Mexico Cultural Affairs Historic Preservation
Division celebrates the 2002 New Mexico Heritage Preservation Week.
Events include tours of archeological sites that are not generally open to the
public, demonstrations of historic and prehistoric crafts and technology,
walking tours of historic districts, and historic home tours, along with lectures, exhibits, and slide programs. The Week's events will begin with the
New Mexico Preservation Awards ceremony on 10 May at the Scottish Rite
Temple in Santa Fe. If you have questions about Preservation Week, please
contact Jesse Bopp at (505) 476-9788 phone; e-mail: jbopp@stlib.nm.us; or
website: ww~.museums.state.nm.us.
17-19 May: Buffalo Bill Historical Center (BBHC) presents "One West, Two
Myths: Comparing Canada and the United States," an interactive conference exploring the issues of frontier, West, myths, and empire in comparative perspective through the experience of historians, geographers, business,
and border populations. For more information see the BBHC website:
www.bbhc.org; or contact Dr. Robert B. Pickering, BBHC Deputy Director for Collections and Education at (307) 578-4°43 phone, or bye-mail at
bobp@bbhc.org.
30-31 May: The Center for Western Studies will hold the thirty-fourth annual

Dakota Conference on History, Literature, Art, and Archaeology. The conference will be held at Augusta College in Sioux Falls. The theme of the conference is "The Lewis and Clark Expedition: Then and Now." For more
information contact Harry F. Thompson, Dakota Conference Director, The
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Center for Western Studies, Box 727, Augustana College, Sioux Falls, SO,
57197; (605) 274-4007 phone; e-mail: hthomps@inst.augie.edu; or see the
conference website: http://inst.augie.edu/CWS/.

30 Jl1;ne: Deadline for paper submissions to the Rocky Mountain Interdisciplinary History Conference. Papers should have a historical focus but may be
submitted from students of the arts, humanities, social sciences, political science, theater, and philosophy. The annual graduate student conference will
be held in Boulder, Colorado, 20-21 September 2002. For information, please
e-mail the conference organizers at rmihc@ucsub.colorado.edu, or visit the
website at http://www.colorado.edu/ConferencesIRMIHC.
1-4 August: The 2002 American Historical Association-Pacific Coast Branch
Meeting will be in Tucson, I\Z. The conference theme is "Borders and History: Exploring the Places Between." Contact the Pacific Coast Branch at
Pepperdine University, Office of the Seaver Dean, Malibu, CA, 90263-4280
or e-mail: dbaird@pepperdine.edu.

September: Paper and panel submission deadline for the American Society
for Environmental History (ASEH) Annual Meeting entitled "Frontiers in
Environmental History: Mainstreaming the 'Marginal.'" The Meeting will
be held in Providence, RI, in March 2003. For more information, contact
Ravi Rajan, ASEH Program Committee Chair at Department of Environmental Studies, University of California, Santa Cruz, CA 95064 or the ASEH
website: www2.h-net.msu.edu/~environ/
1

16-19 October: The Western History Association will hold its annual conference titled "Western Roots and Migrations" in Colorado Springs, CO. The
conference will be held at the Sheraton Hotel in Colorado Springs. For reservations please call (800) 325-3535 phone.
7-10 November: The Journal of Film and History presents a conference titled
"The American West(s) in Film, Television, and History" to be held in Kansas City, KS. For more information contact Peter C. Rollins, Popular Culture
Center, RR 3 Box 80, Cleveland, OK, 74020-9515; e-mail: rollinsspc@aol.
com; or website: www.filmandhistory.org.

Historical Society of New Mexico Awards
HSNM presented the following honors at its annual conference
held in Las Cruces 11-13 April 2002:
GASPAR PEREZ-DE VILLAGRA AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING
PUBLICATIONS BY INDIVIDUAL SCHOLARS

Ross Frank, From Settler to Citizen: New Mexico Economic
Development and the Creation ofVecino Society, (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2000)
Jerry Thompson, ed., Civil War in the Southwest: Recollections of
the Sibley Brigade, (College Station: Texas A&M Press, 2001)
RALPH EMERSON TWITCHELL AWARD F9R SIGNIFICANT
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FIELD OF HISTORY BY FINE ARTS
AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS

Tey Marianna Nunn, Sin Nombre: Hispana and Hispano Artists of
the New Deal Era, (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 2001)
Larry Frank and Skip Miller, A Land So Remote, 3 vols. (Santa Fe:
Red Crane Press, 2001)
L. BRADFORD PRINCE AWARD FOR SIGNIFICANT WORK IN
THE FIELD OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION

Taos Historic Museum for preservation and rehabilitation of the
Ernest L. Blumenschein House, Taos, New Mexico

Eleanor B. Adams Prize

The New Mexico Historical Review proudly reannounces the
Eleanor B. Adams Prize for the best article appearing in the

Review on her specialty: northern New Spain and the Spanish
Borderlands.
Thomas G. Andrews has been selected by the Board of Editors as the
recipient for his article, "Tata Atanasio Trujillo's Unlikely Tale of Utes,
Nuevomexicanos, and the Settling of Colorado's San Luis Valley"
which appeared in the New Mexico Historical Review, volume 75,
number

1.

Thomas G. Andrews is a doctoral candidate at the University

of Wisconsin, Madison specializing in western American and
environmental history. He is currently working on a dissertation
entitled "The Road to Ludlow: Work, Environment, and the
Industrialization of Southern Colorado, 1870-1914."
Awarded biennially, the $500 prize honors Professor Adams,
editor of the Review from 1964 to 1975. Judges for the 2000-2001 prize
are John L. Kessell, Richard E. Greenleaf, and Marc Simmons.

Friends of Professor Adams and the Review who wish to make tax-deductible memorial gifts
to the prize fund are urged to send them to the Adams Prize, UNM Foundation, Hodgin
Hall, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM, 87131.

Gilberto Espinosa Prize

The New Mexico Historical Review proudly announces the 2000 winner
of the Gilberto Espinosa Prize:
Dr. Malcolm Ebright has been selected by the Board of Editors as the
recipient for his article, "Sharing the Shortages: Water Litigation and
Regulation in Hispanic New Mexico, 1600-1850" which appeared in
the New Mexico Historical Review, volume 76, number

1.

Dr. Ebright is

the president of the Center for Land Grant Studies in Guadalupita,
New Mexico.
Awarded annually for the best article published in the Review, the prize
honors Gilberto Espinosa, a researcher, writer, well-known New
Mexico lawyer, and strong supporter of New Mexico state history. He
served as a consultant to the Review for many years. Following his death
in 1983, Mr. Espinosa's family and friends established the award in his
honor. This is the sixteenth year for the award, which includes a

$100

prize. Previous winners include John O. Baxter, Robert A. Trennert,
Martin Ridge, Michael C. Meyer, Michael M. Brescia, and Nancy
Hanks.

Friends ofCilberto Espinosa and the Review who wish to make tax-deductible memorial gifts
to the prize fund are urged to send them to the Espinosa Prize, UNM Foundation, Hodgin
Hall, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM, 87131.

Apaches de Navajo
Seventeenth-Century Navajos
in the Chama Valley of New Mexico

Curtis F. Schaafsma
"Schaafsma is the right person to pull this material
together because of his important work in the upper
Chama Valley and because of his extensive knowledge
of the ethnohistorical (Spanish) literature."
152 illustrations
-Robert Preucel, University Museum,
Cloth $55.00
University of Pennsylvania

The Chaco Handbook
An Encyclopedic Guide

R. Gwinn Vivian and Bruce Hilpert
"A boone to those who visit Chaco Culture National
Historical Park and related sites. Students of southwestern archaeology will find it a useful guide as they
explore the depths of literature on this fascinating
archaeological region."
117 illustrations
-Frances Joan Mathien, National Park Service
Paper $17.95
Also available in cloth $55.00

Standing Flower
The Life of Irving Pabanale, an Arizona Tewa Indian

Edited by Robert Black
A unique chronicle of the life of a culture broker who
was an eyewitness to the great changes that occurred in
Hopiland during the early and middle years of the
twentieth century.
"An important contribution to the autobiographical
treatments of Southwestern Indians."
Cloth $24.95
-Paul Kroskrity, UCLA
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TRANSLATING PROPERTY
The Maxwell Land Grant and the Conflict
over Land in the American West, 7840- 7900

Maria E. Montoya
Although Mexico lost its northern territories to the
from The Spanish Redemption

THE SPANISH
REDEMI)TlON
Heritage, Power, and
Loss on New Mexico's
Upper Rio Grande

Charles Montgomery

United States in 1848, battles over property rights
and ownership have remained intense. This turbulent, vividly narrated story of 1.7 million acres in
northeastern New Mexico shows how contending
groups reinterpret the meaning of property to
uphold their conflicting claims to land.
$50,00 CLOTH

"Between the two world wars, villagers in northern New Mexico
.
became Spanish Americans rather than Mexican Americans, and artists,

.@'

writers, and boosters celebrated their previously despised arts,

craf~~f'

,

architecture.... Montgomery tells the remarkable story of this shift if,
regional identity and its disturbing and enduring consequences."
-David J. Weber, author of The Spanish Frontier in North America
$50.00 CLOTH
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Historical Society of New Mexico
MEMBERSHIP RATES

$500-$1,000 Benefactors
$250-$499 Sponsors
$100-$249 Business/Corporate
$50-$99 Contributors
$35 Non-Profit Institutions
$25 Families/Couples
$20 Individuals
$10 Students
Historical Society of New Mexico members may subscribe to the

New Mexico Historical Review for a reduced rate of $22.
To become a member of the society, send your request, with check
enclosed, to the Historical Society of New Mexico, P.O. Box 1912,
Santa Fe, NM, 87504. (If jointly subscribing to the Review, please
include a separate check payable to the New Mexico Historical Review.)
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NMHR provides a forum for high-quality

Recent Contributors

research and writing on New Mexico and

Kathleen L. Howard
Lawrence D. Taylor
G. Emlen Hall
Richard Greenleaf
Albert H. Hurtado
Elizabeth Jameson
Ross Frank
John Baxter
Peter Boag
Ferenc M. Szasz
Michael C. Meyer
Michael M. Brescia
Marybeth Lorbiecki
Donald J. Pisani
Daniel Tyler
Marc Simmons
Joan M. Jensen
John L. Kessell

the region, its people, and their cultures.
The region encompasses all of the states
of the American Southwest, including
Texas, as well as northern Mexico. A typical issue contains three to five articles,
a review essay, book reviews, notices of
conferences, calls for papers, announcements of scholarships and fellowships,
and other information of interest to scholars and general readers alike.

Subscription Rates for 2002
Individuals

$28

Students

18

Institutions

48

Sponsors
Patrons

5°
100

Benefactors

25°
5°0
Single copies 10

Corporate

New Mexico Historical Review
University of New Mexico
1013 Mesa Vista Hall
Albuquerque, NM 87131-1186
phone: (505) 277-5839 fax: (505) 277-°99 2
nmhr@unm.edu

Nuevomexicano Culh.n'al
Legacy
Forms, Agencies, and Discourse
Edited by Francisco A. Lomeli,
Victor A. Sorell, and Genaro M. Padilla
These essays discuss literature, art,
religion, and politics in New Mexico
from 1848 into statehood

Hardcover:

$35.00

New Mexican Lives
Profiles and Historical Stories
Edited by Richard Etulain
This new history of New Mexico
narrates the state's history through an
appealing collection of fresh stories about
several of the region's best-known men
and women.

Hardcover:
Paperback:

$39.95
$21.95

Srain and the Independence
o the United States
An Intrinsic Gift
Thomas E. Chavez
StudiesJhe very active participation
in assisting the young colonies
toward independence.

of Spain

Hardcover:

$29.95

Conquest and Catastrophe
Changing Rio Grande Pueblo
Settlement Patterns in the Sixteenth
and Seventeenth Centuries
Elinore M. Barrett
"No serious future work on the
can be

Carlsbad flume in High and Dry.

High and Dry
The Texas-New Mexico Struggle
for the Pecos River
G. Ernlen Hall
"One of the best books anywhere on
the heart and soul of western water, High
and Dry will leave you awed and
flabbergasted by the intricacy, chicanery,
mystery, and good old nonstop adventure
of interstate water disputes It is a ioy
to read, rich in humor and quirky
personalities " -John Nichols

Hardcover:

$39.95

Creek Indian Medicine Ways
The Enduring Power
of Mvskoke Religion
David lewis, Jr. and Ann T. Jordan
A Mvskoke medicine man and an
anthropologist collaborate to provide
a rare glimpse of a living, American
Indian, religious tradition. Includes
descriptions of the selection and training

